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Urge and urge and urge, 

Always the procreant urge of the world. 

 

Out of the dimness opposite equals advance….Always substance  

and increase, 

 

Always a knit of identity….always distinction….always a breed 

of life. 

 

To elaborate is no avail….Learned and unlearned feel that it 

is so. 

 
 
 
 

                                                   - Walt Whitman, 1855 
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ABSTRACT 

 

At the very heart of variationist Sociolinguistics is the notion that language has an underlying 

structure, and that this structure varies according to external linguistic variables such as age, 

gender, social class, community membership, nationality, and so on. Specifically, this study 

examines variation in initial and final segments, as well as sentence final particles in 

Cantonese in Macau Special Administrative Region (SAR). Results of this study indicate that 

external linguistic constraint categories play a role in the realization of how and when initial 

and final segments, as well as sentence final particles are used in Macau Cantonese. Finally, 

this dissertation illustrates that pragmatic functions in the systematic use of linguistic 

variables requires explanations that draw from variationist sociolinguistic research that has an 

ethnographic and interpretive basis. 

 

Keywords: language variation; initial and final segment variation; sentence final particles; 

Macau Cantonese; social network approach; constructionist approach; linguistic variants; 

variation in Chinese  
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C h a p t e r  1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

At the heart of sociolinguistic practice is the study of language variation and the issue 

of finding correlations between social variables and linguistic variables. Labov’s early 

sociolinguistic research (1963, 1966, 1972) comprised some of the pioneering studies that 

explicitly investigated how social factors (such as age and social class) are related to 

variation in the production and use of certain linguistic variables (such as phonemes). Most 

early language variation research was primarily concerned with the direction and spread of 

linguistic variables (such as phonemes) over specific and predetermined social variables 

(such as the age and gender of speakers). More recent studies (such as Eckert, 2000; 

Schilling-Estes, 2004; Zhang, 2005) have parted with the traditional variationist paradigm of 

predetermining social variables, and instead consider the actions, attitudes and ideologies of 

individual speakers as crucial in explaining language variation.  
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The purpose of inquiry into language variation is probably best summarized by 

Fishman (1969, 1972), who claims that it is to seek an answer to the question, who speaks 

(or writes) what language (or what language variety) to whom and to what end? Further, 

according to Wolfram (2006:333), language has an underlying structure, and this structure 

varies according to external linguistic variables such as age, gender, social class, community 

membership, nationality, and so on. Variability is said to be found everywhere in language, 

and is manifested in the details in each production of a linguistic element, from specific 

sounds and signs to the visual and auditory processing of these linguistic symbols 

(Wolfram, 2006:333).  

 

Adopting recent approaches to variationist enquiry along with quantitative analyses, 

this study focuses on the ways in which social information of (and between) speakers is 

conveyed in Cantonese in Macau Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s 

Republic of China (PRC). This dissertation, then, is concerned with providing a language 

variation account of certain particles and phonemes in Macau Cantonese. The objective is 

to consider how meaningful social differences (external linguistic constraint categories) are 

conveyed with the use of certain linguistic variants in Macau Cantonese. Initial 

investigations indicated that a combination of variationist research approaches was required 
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to give a comprehensive account of language variation in Macau Cantonese, especially since 

language variation has not been investigated in Macau Cantonese before. In addition, since 

the aim is to establish a comprehensive account it was necessary to study both large-scale 

social factors, as well as individual speaker variables.  

 

 

1.2 Research aims  

 

The general aim of this research is to establish how language variation is realized in 

Cantonese as it is spoken in Macau (Macau Cantonese). Specifically, the objective in this 

dissertation is to provide a sociolinguistic account of initial and final segments of words, as 

well as sentence final particles in Macau Cantonese, and specifically to illustrate how social 

meanings are conveyed using these linguistic variables. This dissertation aims to 

demonstrate that the linguistic variables have a potential for indicating speaker identity at 

the individual level, and constitute a rich resource for communicating speaker identity in 

Macau Cantonese.  
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This study also aims to use an eclectic sociolinguistic approach, and the goal is to 

combine elements of distributionist analyses, social network theory and constructionist 

approaches with a view to giving a comprehensive account for the dynamics underlying 

linguistic variation in Macau Cantonese.  

 

The results of a pilot study for this dissertation indicated that Cantonese speakers in 

Macau vary their language use according to certain external contexts, such as conversation 

topic, context, and so on. In this initial, earlier study it was observed that Macau Cantonese 

speakers employ different linguistic features depending on certain external contexts, and 

this dissertation attempts to establish exactly what contexts and conditions realize particular 

linguistic variation and ideological positioning. In addition, the extent to which the language 

code itself (Macau Cantonese) contributes to a speaker’s (or group of speakers’) identity 

and language variation is to be investigated.  

 

The main purpose, thus, is to eventually provide a language variation account of the 

use of initials and final segments (phonemes), and sentence final particles (hereafter SFPs) 

in Macau Cantonese, and to correlate the use of these linguistic variables with social 

variables of age, gender, class, among others. 
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1.3 Research questions 

 

In order to determine the social factors that lead to language variation in Macau 

Cantonese, the following questions were formulated and placed into two categories: those 

pertaining to language variation research, and those related to specific social and linguistic 

variables.  

 

Language variation research 

1. What is the best way of measuring correlations between the linguistic variables and 

the external linguistic constraints in Macau Cantonese? 

2. Considering the various methods in language variation research, how can these 

methods be used in an eclectic manner to give a better sociolinguistic description of 

language variation in Macau Cantonese? 

 

Social and linguistic variables 

1. What are the social constraints on variation patterns in Macau Cantonese?  
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2. How is linguistic variation conditioned by external linguistic factors such as social 

class, age, gender, social network relations, and conversation topic?  

 

1.3.1 Hypothesis 

 

In light of the notion that language variation is the result of social factors, this 

dissertation aims to prove the following hypothesis:  

 

Cantonese-speaking Macanese consciously and unconsciously vary their use of 

initial and final word segments, as well as SFPs according to speaker variables of 

age, gender, social class, conversation topic, and social relations. 

 

To test the above hypothesis, this research uses a large-scale survey along with a 

social network study, and it is predicted that certain initial and final segments, as well as 

certain SFPs in Macau Cantonese are used to convey social information of (and between) 

speakers.  
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1.4 Theoretical concerns 

 

This dissertation addresses three key issues that are problematic in studies on 

language variation: speaker competence and style; the notion of communities and; external 

linguistic constraint categories.  

 

1.4.1 Claims about speaker capability and speech style 

 

The first issue is largely theoretical, pertaining to the usefulness of variation analysis 

itself. Sociolinguistics has as its focus the performance of an individual speaker, and his/her 

capabilities with respect to language variation. However, it would appear that this view is 

often taken for granted, as speaker capability may not represent any fixed notion. A prime 

example of this problem is Labov’s (1966, 1972) idea of attention paid to speech, and how this 

influences a person’s language behaviour. That is, Labov (1972) claims that the more 

conscious people are of their language use, the more they will shift their language behaviour 

(speech style). The problem is that attention paid to speech can not (yet) be measured 

quantitatively and it may thus be futile seeking correlations between attention to speech and 

linguistic variation.  
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Some possible ways which indicate a change in speech style may include, among 

others, change in volume, pitch range, tempo and breathing rate. However, finding 

correlations between pitch, range and frequency, among other aspects, with speaker style 

may also be difficult to prove. As a result, making predictions about speech style shifts still 

need to be addressed in research that aims to explain such shifts. This also points to a larger 

issue relating to the validity and reliability of claims made regarding systematic variation in 

language. Wolfram (2006:340) points out that the problem with any model of language 

which claims to represent speaker capabilities is one that continues to be unresolved and 

one which both variationists and formal theoreticians still need to contemplate.  

 

1.4.2 The problem with the notion community 

 

A further problem is related to definitions and interpretations of notions that are 

often taken for granted in Sociolinguistics. One such notion is the idea of community. 

Essentially, Sociolinguistics, in general, needs a good working definition of community, as 

sociolinguistic researchers often attempt to establish the relationship between communities 

and language variation. Some experts in the variationist paradigm (e.g. Eckert, 2000) have 
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used the notion of community to represent any specific form of practice or ideology that is 

shared by members who partake in that community. This may lead to the assumption that 

communities of practice can include any form of social agreement between speakers 

depending on where or how these speakers are interacting. However, there is often a 

circularity that is posed by research that correlates community (or communities of practice) 

with speaker variation, as the notion of community is often not a constant variable, and 

dependent on the contexts in which it is used. To answer to this problem, this dissertation 

sees it necessary that variationist research needs to establish how to categorize the notion 

of community ontologically, before claims are made regarding relations between 

community as category and language variation.  

 

1.4.3 External linguistic constraint categories 

 

As with the notion of community briefly discussed above, the issue of external 

linguistic constraint categories is also problematic. A prime instance of this is the category 

of social class, and how this continues to be problematic in variationist studies in particular 

(cf. Brown, 2006). Most traditional variationist studies (e.g. Labov, 1966, 1972; Trudgill, 

1974) have focused extensively on providing correlations between social class and linguistic 
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variation. Recent variationist studies direct investigation on the constructive potential of 

language use in a particular place and time, and the external constraint categories are not 

readily assumed from the onset of the research (see Coupland, 1998:116). However, to my 

mind recent variationist research has not fully dealt with the ontological issues related to 

the external linguistic categories and how these are both formulated and defined. Many 

categories are not independent and, instead, erroneously defined in terms of the linguistic 

behaviour of the speakers themselves (see for instance how Israeli lesbians are categorized 

in terms of certain linguistic features in Levon, 2008).  

 

In Chapter 2 specific dimensions are detailed which illustrate how the distributional 

approach (the survey method) can be considered in light of the problems associated with 

problematic categories such as social class and community, among others.  

 

 

1.5 Geographic and ethnic background 

 

In this section a general overview is given of the history and geography of Macau. In 

addition, the issue of language and identity is explored in the Macau context. Specifically, in 
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this section some of the problems with the notion of a so-called Macanese identity are 

outlined, as identified by Clayton (2001), and a way of categorizing identity in the Macau is 

proposed.  

 

1.5.1 Geographical and Political Background to Macau 

 

Macau (澳門) is one of the Special Administrative Regions (SARs) belonging to the 

PRC, (the other SAR being Hong Kong). The region is located on the western side of the 

Pearl River Delta, and borders Guangdong province to the North (by a city called Zhuhai) 

and faces the South China Sea to the east and south. The territory currently has a notable 

tourism and gambling industry.  

 

Macau was a Portuguese colony from around the 16th century until the region’s 

handover to the PRC on 20 December 1999. The Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration and 

the Basic Law of Macau stipulate that Macau operates with a high degree of autonomy until 

at least 2049, fifty years after its handover. Macau operates under what is known as the ‘one 

country, two systems’ policy, whereby the Central People’s Government of the PRC is 
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responsible for the region’s defence and foreign affairs, while Macau SAR maintains its 

own legal system, police force, monetary system and immigration policy, among others.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(From: Google Earth, 22°11'40.47"N, 113°32'44.27"E, 103ft) 

 

Figure 1.1 Satellite Image of Macau 
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The territory of Macau comprises a small peninsula and two islands, called Coloane 

and Taipa, respectively (see Figure 1.1). There are generally two main ports of entry into 

Macau: from the north, one can walk across the border from Zhuhai; and from the east 

one can make a ferry trip to and from Hong Kong (at a distance of around 40 nautical 

miles), which takes around one hour by high-speed jetfoil. This ferry/transit company, 

called Sociedade de Turismo e Diversões de Macau (STDM), is a private company owned 

by Stanley Ho and his family, and transports many of the tourists who visit the territory 

each year. In the past this company held a monopoly of Macau’s gambling industry as the 

only licensee for casinos. In 2002, however, the Macau government began issuing more 

licenses and the monopoly was broken.     

 

By most standards, Macau is a small territory, and in 2009 the total land area was 

approximately 29.5 km² (Macau Statistics and Census Service, 2011). Pre-colonial records 

show that Macau totaled only 2.78 km², but began to increase as a result of Portuguese 

settlement and continued land reclamation, especially on Taipa and Coloane. Most of the 

435,235 inhabitants of Macau (Macau Statistics and Census Service, 2002) live on the 

peninsula, making Macau one of the most densely populated regions in the world.  
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 1.5.2 Brief historical background to Macau 

 

The Macau government has a website called Macau Tourism and it is dedicated to 

introducing the cultural and historical significance of the region to the outside world. On 

this site it is noted that the first settlers in the territory were mostly a mixture of fishermen 

and farmers, with the former predominantly coming from Fujian Province (Fukien in 

Cantonese) in the PRC, and the latter from neighbouring Guangdong Province 

(Macautourism, 2010). However, long before that, many Chinese refugees fled to the 

territory from the Mongol invasion during the Southern Song Dynasty of 1127-1279 

(Macau Encyclopedia, 1999).  The Chinese name Ou Mun (Macau)1 can literally be 

translated as ‘trading gate’, and the city has always been used as a port city, where goods 

were brought into or out from China. According to the Macautourism site (2010), the 

territory was part of the silk route loading silk there destined for Rome.   

 

When China terminated most of its trading operations with the outside world, 

Portuguese explorers and merchants found their way to Macau with the hope of finding 

suitable trading posts. One of the first Portuguese merchant-explorers in Macau was Jorge 

                                                 
1 Actually, the Portuguese spelling is ‘Macau’, and the English spelling is ‘Macao’ because the Portuguese sound ‘cau’ is 

similar to the English ‘cao’. The Portuguese version is used in this dissertation. Interestingly, both spellings are used in 

Macau, almost interchangeably.  
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Alvares who arrived in China at around 1513. Initially, the Portuguese only rented the 

territory from the province of Guangdong, and as more Portuguese began to settle there, 

they demanded more rights for self-administration. In 1583, the Portuguese in Macau were 

permitted to form a Senate to handle various issues concerning their social and economic 

affairs under the supervision of the Chinese authorities (Macau Encyclopedia, 1999).  On 

December 1, 1887, the Qing and Portuguese governments signed the Sino-Portuguese 

Treaty of Amity and Commerce, under which China ceded the right of ‘perpetual 

occupation and government of Macau by Portugal’ in compliance with the statements of 

the Protocol of Lisbon (Macautourism, 2010). 

 

Previously, Macau was not called Ou Mun as it is in Cantonese today, but was known 

as Ah Maa Gok, which can be translated as ‘place of Ah Ma’, which is a reference to the 

goddess of the seafarers and fishermen. A temple (built in 1448) is dedicated to the goddess 

and still stands atop a small hill at the entrance of the inner harbour area, and attracts many 

visitors each year.  The Portuguese are said to have adopted the name Ah Maa Gok into the 

transliterated form ‘Macau’, which is now the common name used for the territory 

(Macautourism, 2010).  
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Roman Catholicism became one of the prominent religions in the territory when 

the Roman Catholic Church (under Pope Gregory XIII) sent some of its greatest 

missionaries to Macau to continue the work of St. Francis Xavier, (who died nearby after 

converting many Japanese to Catholicism). A Christian college was built where students 

such as Matteo Ricci prepared for their work as Christian scholars at the Imperial Court 

in Beijing (Macautourism, 2010). Other churches were built, as well as fortresses, which 

resulted in the city having a historical European appearance, which is characteristic of the 

city’s architecture today.  

 

During the Opium War of 1839 – 1842, when Hong Kong was ceded to the 

British, many of the foreign merchants left Macau and the city became a quaint, quiet 

backwater, leisurely enjoying a relaxed, multicultural existence, frequented only by the 

occasional foreign writer and tourist. During the British rule of Hong Kong, many 

Hongkongers travelled to Macau to gamble and to visit the city’s many brothels. The city 

didn’t always have the international charm it has today, as it was notorious for its 

prostitution, gambling, gang wars, and even pirates.  
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1.5.3 The problem with the notion ‘identity’ in Macau 

 

With such a vibrant history, it is crucial to note that the people of Macau have various 

interpretations of what it means to be Macanese and in this section the issue of identity in 

Macau is briefly explored, and a way of categorizing the notion Macanese is proposed.  

 

In this dissertation it is proposed that the notion of Macanese identity be defined in 

terms of the geographical location of the territory of Macau, and a generalized ethnicity 

(Chinese and/or Portuguese). 

 

Another concern in this dissertation is group identity in Macau, as this is a more 

abstract notion compared with individual identity. Specifically, the idea of being Chinese-

speaking Macanese can be possessed by anyone who speaks Chinese, as well as anyone 

who claims Macau (and to a varying extent, Portuguese) ancestry (see Section 1.6 below for 

a discussion of Cantonese as a Chinese language). The label ‘Chinese-speaking Macanese’ 

itself has inherent problems, and thus largely remains an abstract notion and does not 

represent anything real or factual. Bourdieu (1991:221), for example, claims that although 

notions of various kinds of identity essentialise what are actually arbitrary divisions among 
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peoples, they are not real; however, once established, these divisions exist not only as 

mental representations, but people also come to make these arbitrary divisions very real and 

grounded. As a result, this dissertation sees that it is important to consider how the 

Chinese-speaking Macanese see themselves in Macau.  

 

1.5.3.1 Identity and language: who are the Macanese? 

 

Generally, Macau is made up of a diverse population of people from various ethnic 

backgrounds, comprising Chinese (who are themselves of various ethnic groups), 

Portuguese, and other smaller communities of people, mostly from Southeast Asia. 

Discussions with the locals reveal that there is also a large group of people who are of a so-

called mixed ancestry, through the intermarriage of Portuguese, Chinese, Malay and 

Indians, among others, and this has resulted in a group that are neither Portuguese nor 

Chinese. This latter group of people is locally known as Macaense (or Macanese) and these 

people even have their own language: a Portuguese-based creole called patuá macaense, 

which is now virtually extinct (see Clayton, 2001). However, my discussions with the local 

Chinese and Portuguese have revealed that the Macaense group are not considered more 

representative of the Macau identity than the Chinese people living there. Even some of 
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the very recent immigrants from Mainland China say that they see themselves as being 

local, on par with the mixed Macanese (Macaense). The Portuguese living in Macau, on the 

other hand, seem to largely continue to look to Portugal as their country of origin and 

nationality.  

 

The problem of what it means to be from Macau is, of course, much more complex 

than a mere consideration of the meaning of the term Macanese on its own. In light of the 

notion of communities of practice and the more ethnographic stance this dissertation 

takes, the Macau identity is considered from the point of view of the people living in the 

territory itself, especially those groups whose language behaviour is investigated here. 

Historically, Clayton (2001:14) points out that Macau has always been a place where the 

locals have grappled with the question of what has made them different. It has, and 

continues to be the custom there to compare Macau with Mainland China to the north, and 

Hong Kong to the east. Clayton (2001:15) mentions that no construction of the Macanese 

identity would be complete without explicit comparisons with Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

Malacca, Goa, or Las Vegas. In fact, Macau residents themselves often draw comparisons 

between Hong Kong, both positively and negatively. And in my discussions with locals 

about the issue of what it means to be Macanese, the locals would often compare what 
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makes Hong Kong, China and Portugal better or worse than them and their city. It is 

because of this reason that drawing on comparisons becomes important in defining the 

Macanese identity, as the construct of being Macanese seems to be defined by the 

Macanese (mentally represented) in terms of its better known neighbours and former 

colonial master.  

 

Further, and to enter a more political and legal realm of interpreting the Macau 

identity, Clayton (2001:110) reveals that the Macanese, or the people in the territory who 

are of the mixed ancestry, legally do not exist. From a legal perspective, Clayton (2001:111) 

states, ‘the “Macaense” cannot be defined, and so, from the perspective of the state, they 

cannot exist’, and that ‘there is no census category “Macaense”…and no definable creed or 

charter or clan to which one can point as evidence of membership in a singular category 

“Macaense”’. The problem is, if it is impossible to legally and politically define “Macaense”, 

then how can a whole series of cuisine, a language, and a diaspora with the name 

‘Macaense’ be explained? There are also people in the territory who also resent any attempt 

to resignify the term ‘Macanese’ to everyone born in Macau. Some of these people have 

indicated that there must be at the very least some connection with Portugal, albeit through 

blood or language. The fact is, however, these ‘connections’ with Portugal have been so 
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diluted (because of assimilation into the Chinese culture) that most of the younger 

generation who can claim some Portuguese ancestry  often speak Cantonese rather than 

Portuguese, and a large number have never even been to Portugal. The real problem of 

defining what ‘Macanese’ means cannot definitively be explained in linguistic, political, 

genetic or even historical terms. Again, the Macanese identity can perhaps only be 

understood relationally. There seems, still, to be a kind of contestation in Macau as to 

which group is best represented by the category Macanese. 

 

In conclusion, and to define the category ‘Macanese’, as it is used in this dissertation, 

the following features of this category are observed: 

 

1. The person must have been born in Macau SAR 

2. The person must speak Cantonese and/or Portuguese as a native language 

 

Thus, in this research anyone born in the territory, and who speaks one of the official 

languages as a mother tongue falls into the category ‘Macanese’.   
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1.6 Brief linguistic background2 

 

By way of introduction, a few general comments about Chinese languages are given 

(with reference to the issue of identity in Section 1.5.1 above). The general label Chinese 

subsumes at least seven language groups, and each of these includes a number of sub-

languages and dialects (Yip, 1980:30). It is difficult to establish exactly when the term 

language should be replaced by dialect, as these terms seem to be based on political criteria. 

Cantonese is used here as a language on its own, as it is considered to not be mutually 

intelligible with, say, Mandarin or Hakka. However, many of the Chinese languages do have 

a lot in common, most notably with regards to syntax and orthography, and so the 

differences can largely be attributed to phonology (for a detailed discussion see Yip, 1980).   

 

Standard Cantonese (廣東話) can be considered the prestige variety of Cantonese. 

Cantonese itself belongs to the Yue language group, and the name Cantonese is often 

confusingly used as a synonym for the Yue language group as a whole (Yip, 1980:61). The 

name Cantonese is Yuetyue (粵語) in Cantonese. In Macau and Hong Kong, Cantonese is 

the official spoken variety of Chinese; however, in the PRC it is considered a dialect. 

                                                 
2 Syntax and Semantics are introduced only when relevant to this particular research. Some basic semantic properties are 

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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Standard Cantonese is seen in Macau and Hong Kong as the prestige variety, as formal 

education in local schools as well as media sources (especially television) use this variety. 

 

The phonology of Standard Cantonese varies amongst its speakers, and unlike 

Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese has no official agency to regulate the standard variety. This is 

somewhat problematic as claims about such things as correct pronunciation have to rely on 

the language use of scholars, educators and the media (such as television and radio 

broadcasts).  

 

Standard Cantonese is generally considered to have six (or sometimes seven) 

underlying tones (Yip, 1980:61), but most speakers do not use all the tones in their speech.  

 

Finally, this section does not intend to give an exhaustive overview of the Cantonese 

phenomena that are presented, as it is beyond the scope of this dissertation. The focus is 

more on the application of various sociolinguistic theories and methodologies than on 

trying to give a complete descriptive analysis of the particles and phonology of the 

language.  
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1.6.1 Initials in Standard Cantonese 

 

‘Initials’ are the initial consonants of possible syllables in Cantonese. In other words, 

a word such as nei (you) consists of the initial phoneme n as well as the final ei.  Table 1.1 

below introduces the initials in Standard Cantonese using the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA).  

 

 

 Labials Coronals Sibilants Palatals Velars Labial-

Velars 

Glottals 

Unaspirated 

Stops 

p t ts   k ( kʷ ) ( ʔ ) 

Aspirated 

Stops 

pʰ tʰ tsʰ   kʰ ( kʷʰ )   

Nasals m n     ŋ     

Fricatives f   s       h 

Approximants   l   ( j )   ( w )   

(Adapted from: http://www.statemaster.com/encyclopedia/Standard-Cantonese) 

 

                                                 
3 It is noted that .i. and .v. are often analyzed as part of finals to make them analogous to .h. and .t. 

medials in Standard Mandarin, especially in comparative phonological studies (Statemaster, 2005). Further, 

this study also analyzes the />/ (glottal stop) when a vowel other than .h.+ .t.+ or .x. begins a syllable.  

Table 1.1 Initials in Standard Cantonese3 
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1.6.2 Finals in Standard Cantonese 

 

‘Finals’ are that part of the syllable that remains after the initial is taken off. Generally, 

there are two kinds of finals in Standard Cantonese, depending on vowel length. Table 1.2 

below introduces all the possible finals in Standard Cantonese, also represented using the 

IPA.  

 

 

*L = Long; S = Short 

(Adapted from: http://www.statemaster.com/encyclopedia/Standard-Cantonese) 

ɑː ɛː iː ɔː uː œː yː 

 L* S L S L S L S L S L S L S 

-i / -y ɑːi ɐi  ei   ɔːi  uːi   ɵy   

-u ɑːu ɐu ɛːu  iːu   ou       

-m ɑːm ɐm ɛːm  iːm          

-n ɑːn ɐn   iːn  ɔːn  uːn   ɵn yːn  

-ŋ ɑːŋ ɐŋ ɛːŋ   ɪŋ ɔːŋ   ʊŋ œːŋ    

-p ɑːp ɐp ɛːp  iːp          

-t ɑːt ɐt   iːt  ɔːt  uːt   ɵt yːt  

-k ɑːk ɐk ɛːk   ɪk ɔːk   ʊk œːk    

Table 1.2 Finals in Standard Cantonese 
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1.6.3 Initial and final segment variation 

 

It has been noted that a large number of people in Hong Kong and Macau do not 

distinguish between certain initial phonemes (for a detailed discussion see Bauer, 1982). For 

example, it has been shown that some Cantonese speakers do not distinguish between the 

sounds /n/ and /l/ when they are in the initial position in some words (Yeung, 1980; and 

see also Bauer, 1982, Cheung, 1986). This causes a word such as 你 to be pronounced in 

two different ways: one as /nei/, and the other as /lei/. Yeung (1980:1) claims that /nei/ 

has traditionally been considered the ‘correct’ pronunciation by Cantonese prescriptivists; 

however, even a casual observation shows that many speakers use /lei/ exclusively4.  

 

Much of this present discussion on phonological variation in Cantonese is based on 

the findings of Helen Yeung’s (1980) dissertation on phonological variation in the 

Cantonese spoken in Hong Kong. In particular, her study is used to detect the kinds of 

phonological variations that have been noted in Cantonese in general, with a view to 

generating a list of phonological pairs that commonly vary in pronunciation, and which 

                                                 
4 It needs to be pointed out that Yeung’s (1980) orthographic conventions are generally followed throughout this section.  
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may be relevant to this present study in Macau SAR. Seeing as Yeung conducted her study 

around 30 years ago, it will be interesting to compare her findings with those of this 

dissertation to see if they are still relevant today. In addition, and similar to Yeung, the 

purpose is to establish whether the phonological variations reflect any social or personal 

conditions of Cantonese speakers in a particular Cantonese-speaking society.  

 

Here, Yeung’s (1980:13) list of phonemic variants in the initial and final positions are 

introduced (see Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 below).  

 

.jº,...jºç,.

.M,.

.m,.

.sr,.

.j,.

.>,.

.k,.

.sR,.

 (Adapted from: Yeung, 1980:13) 

 

As can be seen from Table 1.3 above, Yeung (1980) identified variation occurring 

between around four key initial segments. Yeung (1980:1) notes that the first column 

Table 1.3 Initial segments that are varied in modern Cantonese  
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usually represents the ‘correct’ pronunciation of the segment (i.e. what is generally accepted 

as the standard).  

 

It would appear that Yeung’s (1980) findings remain somewhat inconclusive as to the 

significance of her external speaker variables of age, gender, ethnicity, and the effect of 

second or other languages spoken. What is evident, however, is that Yeung (1980:24-27) 

found some significance with the variation of the /n/ and /l/ initial occurring mainly 

between males and females, with males mainly using /l/ initial. Yeung further showed that 

younger female speakers tended to shift to /l-/ as well, but at a much slower rate than 

men. Age was thus also considered a variable in the change of /n/ to /l/ initial.  

 

In the case of .M.and.>. initials, Yeung (1980:48) reports that young speakers (her 

teen-age group) produce the glottal stop .>.the most. She also found that female speakers 

tended to adhere to nasals more than male speakers, which applies both to /M/ in an initial 

position as well as in the final position.  
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.,l.

.,o.

.,M.

.,j.

.,m.

.,s.

.,m.

.,s.

 (Adapted from: Yeung, 1980:13) 

 

Yeung (1980:49) also claims that the internal linguistic constraints, such as the 

environments in which the variants occur, are responsible for the occurrence of some of 

the variation. Specifically, she notes that .jº.initial is delabialized in the environment of /-

N:-/; and that the labial-to-dental variation exists only in the environment of /i-/; and that 

the velar-to-dental variation only exists in the environment of /i-/ and /ə-/. 

 

It is Yeung’s (1980:49-50) surmise that /n/ initial as well as /jº.initial are 

disappearing from Hong Kong Cantonese, even though those sounds were still quite 

commonly used there at the time of her investigation. She appeals for longitudinal studies 

to investigate whether shift is indeed taking place and at what rate.  

 

Table 1.4 Final segments that are varied in modern Cantonese  
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Finally, this dissertation on phonological variation in Macau Cantonese draws much 

on Yeung’s (1980) investigation, especially in terms of the phonological variants that are 

considered. However, this research attempts to improve on Yeung’s methodology, by 

considering a greater variety of sampling methods, includes more external speaker variables, 

and includes more linguistic variants5. The meaning potential of the phonological and 

linguistic variants are also considered in far greater detail, with the purpose of identifying 

the social and personal conditions that cause particular linguistic variation. The 

methodological framework of this dissertation is outlined in Chapter 3.  

 

1.6.4 Sentence Final Particles 

 

Besides the phonological variations introduced above, an additional set of utterances 

were studied in this dissertation that may convey different kinds of social information with 

their use: the Cantonese sentence particles, (or utterance particles). Besides the tone system 

of Cantonese, these sentence particles are considered to be a characteristic feature of 

Cantonese (Wong, 2009), and they can occur in the initial, medial and final position in 

sentences. However, this dissertation is occupied with only the sentence final particles 

                                                 
5 Yeung (1980:13-23) used 50 recordings for her final analysis, and relied on her subjects to record and repeat part of a 

short story in Cantonese. She divided her 50 recordings into 10 age and gender groups between ages of 10 and 59. 
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(SFPs), as they show the most varied forms of pragmatic functions (Wee, 2004). According 

to Kwok (1984:5, as cited in Wong, 2009), a sentence final particle is a ‘linguistic form 

which does not occur as an independent unit’, and to briefly illustrate how they function, 

consider the following interchange.  

 

A: Sik   fan   lah! 

     Eat  food   lah   (Let’s eat!) 

B: Hou   ah. 

     Good   ah         (OK.)  

 

As can be seen from the interchange above, the underlined utterances lah and ah are 

used as sentence particles. According to Kwok (1984:5, as cited in Wong, 2009), these 

particles are structurally bound to the sentences in which they occur. The traditional view in 

the literature on Cantonese is that these sentence particles only contain a grammatical 

function to assist in the structuring of sentences (see Luke, 1990; Kwok, 1984). However, 

many scholars (such as Luke, 1990) have also illustrated the range of discourse functions 

these sentence final particles can have in pragmatics, and Matthews and Yip (1994:338, as 
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cited in Wong, 2009) have suggested that the SFPs are related to ‘affective and emotional 

colouring’.   

 

Even though many studies (e.g. Kwok, 1984; Luke, 1990; Mathews and Yip, 1994; 

Wee, 2004) have discussed the functions of sentence final particles, none have paid much 

attention to their systemacity of use and how external linguistic variables determine their 

functions in discourse (i.e. how and where variation occurs with their use) (see Table 1.5 

below for a classification of the pragmatic functions of SFPs). An exception is Wong 

(2009), who looked specifically at the use of sentence final particles in computer mediated 

communication to signal very specific social information relating to interlocutors (when 

using Cantonese SFPs in English discourse). The problem with Wong’s (2009) study, 

however, is that it does not show how the external variables impinge on the use of the 

SFPs.  Her study tried to account for the functions of the use of the SFPs without duly 

considering the influence of other external linguistic variables of age, gender, social class, 

etc.  

 

Table 1.5 below introduces a summary of the pragmatic functions of a selection of 

SFPs (those chosen for this research). The functions introduced here are based on Wong’s 
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(2009) summary of some of the most prominent studies that have been done on the 

pragmatic functions of SFPs (e.g. Luke, 1990; Kwok, 1984).  

 

SFP Functions Attitude Statement Question Command 

la 

啦 

Statement 

• lack of forcefulness and definiteness 

• tentativeness 

• agreement sequence 

• eliciting positive response 

• non-committal answer 

• pre-closing 

Command 

• persuasive function 

• solidarity marker 

 

 

• tentativeness 

• persuasiveness 

 

 

 

 

X 

 

 

 

 

X 

lo 

咯 
• reluctance to talk 

• obviousness 

• signals a severe attitude 

• reluctance 

• obviousness 

• severe attitude 

 

X 

 

  

ga 

嘎 
• confirmation marker • assumptive X X  

wo 

喔 

• to contrast an expectation 

• to emphasize ‘noteworthy’ information 
• noteworthiness X   

ya* 

呀 

• a replacement question marker 

• indicates a more severe message 

• to soften an utterance to make it more 

natural 

• softening 

 
X X X 

*Note that Wong, 2009 refers to this particle as ‘aa’.  

(Adapted from Wong, 2009:79-80) 

 

Table 1.5 Summary of the classifications of some SFP functions, according to Wong (2009) 
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In this dissertation, Wong’s shortfall is considered by means of studying the effect of 

certain external speaker variables on the use of these particles. The focus, however, is not 

to make claims about the pragmatic functions of the SFPs that are investigated, but rather 

to look at the influence of external speaker variables on the use of a selected number of 

these SFPs, and how variation within the speaker variables influences the use of these 

particles. The aim is to try and pinpoint the potential for social agreement (the meaning 

potential) with their use. In other words, in light of the notion of communities of practice, 

the inclusion of the SFPs in this study aims to illustrate how the use of Macau Cantonese 

varies according to external speaker variables.  

 

Although over 30 different SFPs have been identified (Kwok, 1984), I have chosen to 

look at frequency counts of only some of the prominent particles, such as la, lo, ah, wo, ya, 

and gah (also interchanged with ga) (see Table 1.5), and how these are spread over certain 

external speaker variables.  
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1.7 Structure of the Study 

 

The structure of this dissertation is as follows: in Chapter 2, a detailed discussion of 

both qualitative and quantitative approaches to investigating language variation is provided. 

In this chapter the aim is to identify some of the key advantages of these methods by 

overviewing some of the most well-known and successful variationist studies within each 

paradigm. Chapter 3 outlines in detail the research methodology used for this present 

investigation. Here, the theoretical underpinnings related to distributionist approaches and 

social network theory are also presented. Chapter 4 provides the results of the research. 

And, finally, Chapter 5 presents a discussion of the results and various conclusions are 

drawn.  
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C h a p t e r  2  

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter lays the theoretical foundations for this dissertation. Here, a brief 

introduction to linguistic variability is given, and this is followed by a discussion of the 

distributionist approach to investigating language variation. After this, a discussion is 

presented of ethnographic approaches to language variation, in which the main themes in 

social network theory are set out. This chapter also looks at some theoretical concerns, 

such as the problem of obtaining natural speech data, the issue of social class, and some of 

the key issues related to studies on style and language variation. The chapter ends with a 

proposal for a hybrid approach to the study of language variation in Macau, which 

combines both distributionist and ethnographic approaches.  
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2.2  Brief background to linguistic variation 

 

Although William Labov (1966) is generally accredited as being the first to explicitly 

study linguistic variation, research on linguistic variants was implicit in several studies prior 

to his (most notably Fischer, 1958 [1964]; and Gumperz, 1958). The linguistic variable is 

primarily a structural unit which, according to Wolfram (2006:333), ‘includes a set of 

structuring variants showing meaningful co-variation with a set of independent set of 

variables’. For example, in English there may be fluctuation in the production of the final 

segment of words (coda), in words such as teaching and reading, where the velar nasal (.M.) is 

frequently pronounced as a coronal nasal (.m.). This is often orthographically represented 

as –ing  and –in’ respectively, and many studies have been done which illustrate the 

correlates of these variants with independent variables related to social, psychological and 

linguistic factors (e.g. Kiesling, 1998). Other linguistic variables may also include 

grammatical variation (such as multiple negation and pronominal apposition).  

 

The study by Fischer (1958) is an early and simple example of how independent 

variables (external linguistic variables) co-vary with a specific linguistic variable. This is a 

groundwork study in which Fischer was doing research on child-rearing in a semi-rural 
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New England village and found that students varied their use of walking and walkin’. Fischer 

then went on to study the speech of 24 children and did a quantitative study, which 

revealed among other things, that ‘typical’ boys were different from ‘model’ boys (teachers’ 

favourites). Specifically, ‘typical boys’ used the –in ending much more than ‘model boys’, 

who contrastingly used the –ing ending more. Fischer (1958, [1964]) also noted that the 

differences related to personality types (aggressive vs. cooperative), mood (tense vs. 

relaxed), and gender.  

 

Labov (1972, as cited in Wardhaugh, 2008:145) introduces a taxonomy of the various 

kinds of linguistic variables that co-vary with external linguistic variables. Specifically, 

Labov (1972) distinguishes between indicators, markers and stereotypes as a way to demarcate 

the linguistic variables. An indicator is a specific linguistic variable which specifies little or 

no social import, and in fact has no social significance. A marker, on the other hand, does 

contain social significance and may be a potential carrier of social information, as in 

Labov’s (1966, 1972) studies in New York city which shows that ‘r’-less pronunciation of 

words such as cart and car specify speakers as being from the lower classes of that city. 

Wardhaugh (2008:145) notes that people may be aware of markers. Stereotypes, on the 

other hand, are a kind of conscious characterization of the language use of a specific speech 
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community, or of a particular group of people, such as the British use of the word chap, or 

the New York boid for bird. Studies on variation, according to Wardhaugh (2008:145) focus 

specifically on the ‘distributions of linguistic variables which are markers’.  

 

Silverstein (2003) has compared the notion of indexicality to Labov’s (1972) indicators, 

markers and stereotypes, with a view to illustrating the relationships between a linguistic 

variable and its contextualized meaning. Indexicality, according to Silverstein (2003, as cited 

in Liao, 2010) is precisely the semiotic association between a linguistic form and a 

contextualized meaning. In a sense indexicality of a linguistic variable is a theory of how to 

‘relate the micro-social to the macro-social frames of analysis of any sociolinguistic 

phenomenon’ (Silverstein, 2003:193, as cited in Liao, 2010:48). Silverstein’s (2003) 

discussion of Labov’s (1972) taxonomy of linguistic variables reveals how speakers 

gradually become aware of how various linguistic forms are used by different people in 

different contexts. For instance, first-order indexicality presupposes the existence of an 

identity or pragmatic function, but shows no pattern of stylistic variation in a user’s speech 

(Liao, 2010:48). This relates to Labov’s notion of indicators. Second-order indexicality 

illustrates that speakers come to notice that specific variables are used by different people 

in different contexts ‘and their understanding of the linguistic form may be reflected 
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through their linguistic behaviour such as style-shifting or hypercorrection’ (Silverstein 

2003: 219, as cited in Liao, 2010:49). This is what Labov refers to as markers. According to 

Silverstein (2003), second-order indexicals come to index traits such as social class or 

political ideology associated with specific groups. Others (e.g. Johnstone, Andrus and 

Danielson, 2006) have described how first-order indexicals give rise to second-order 

indexicals, which suggests that linguistic variables are shaped by ideologies of class, 

correctness or localness (Johnstone, Andrus and Danielson, 2006, as cited in Liao, 

2010:50).  

 

Located in contemporary Macau, this dissertation draws on the concepts of 

indexicality to explain how linguistic forms come to index social variables such as gender, 

conversation topic and the affective relations between members in a social network.   

 

2.2.1 Co-variation and systematic variability 

 

Once a linguistic variable has been identified as a basic working tool, it may be 

attempted to establish how this variable varies according to certain contexts (Wardhaugh, 

2008:146). Essentially, co-variants, or independent variables to a particular linguistic 
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variable are of two primary types: the first relates to the structural properties of the 

linguistic system itself (internal constraints); and the other relates to the socio-psychological 

factors which co-occur with the linguistic system, but exists independently of it (external 

constraints).  An instance of an internal constraint occurs when systematic rules are 

generated in formal linguistics about where certain phonemes, for example, can and cannot 

occur.  

 

The focus of this dissertation is on the second type of variables, and, as Wolfram 

(2006:336) notes, the external variables that correlate with the relative frequency of 

fluctuating variants include, among others, demographic variables (e.g. age, gender, region, 

social class, and so on), specific social groups and social practices of various types (e.g. 

social networks, communities of practice, among others), interactional dynamics of intra-

speaker interchange (e.g. power relations), and inter-speaker variation (e.g. registers, 

personal styles, and competence). It would, of course, suffice to say at this stage that both 

internal and external linguistic constraints are important in accounting for linguistic 

variation, and it is not uncommon for researchers to combine elements of both to account 

for systematic variability. Thus, a variationist sociolinguist typically has to sort out the 

relative influence of different constraints on variability (Wolfram, 2006:336).   
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A problem that arises when correlating external linguistic constraints with linguistic 

variables is how to best account for these external variables in the most systematic way 

possible, as well as to decide which independent variables should take precedence over 

others. This area of research in language variation studies is often confusing, as there are 

very different (and often conflicting) ways of trying to account for external linguistic 

constraints (e.g. Labov, 1972 versus Milroy, 1980). Primarily, there are three main ways of 

accounting for external variables and these methods deal with research methodology in 

particular. The most popular way is to approach the research quantitatively by using a survey 

method, and builds on the groundwork study of Labov (1966, 1972); and the other is to 

approach the research more qualitatively by investigating speech communities and the 

relations between members of those communities, such as the ethnographic study by 

Milroy (1980) in Belfast. Recently, much attention has been given to the constructionist 

approach, which, according to Schilling-Estes (2004:163), is concerned with how speakers 

use linguistic and other cultural resources in ongoing construction and re-construction of 

personal and group identity. A simple summary of this latter approach is that it considers 

an individual speaker’s language variation, which is then compared to the variation with the 

group membership norms which that speaker is associated with.  
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2.3 Distributionist approaches to studying language variation  

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, variation research was originally only concerned with the 

direction and spread of linguistic variables over specific and predetermined social variables. 

Fischer’s (1958, [1964]) research is considered the groundwork study in variationist 

research and quantitative research in Sociolinguistics in general. In particular, his 

quantitative method added a specific approach to the study of variation: that is, Fischer 

introduced categorically conditioned variation, where x always turns into y in situation B (i.e., 

x=y / B). Before that, free variation was used, but Fischer thought that it had no 

conditioning and does not change the meaning of a particular variable. Fischer (1958) also 

thought that free variation had no explanatory power.  

 

Labov (1966, 1972) took Fischer’s model and improved on it by adding better 

sampling methods and created variable rules to formally represent quantitatively conditioned 

variation. Labov moved from this initial ethnographic method to a sociological survey (in his 

1972 New York study), in which he used categories of class, gender, geographic location, 

etc., and showed how these indicate the direction of the spread of variation over these 
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categories (the distributionist approach). The distributionist approach has been used 

predominantly in variationist Sociolinguistics since (see for example Dinkin, 2009).  

 

Trudgill (1972) adopted much of Labov’s (1966) work. His study in Norwich is a 

prime example of the distributionist approach and warrants a detailed discussion. 

Generally, emphasis is placed on areas of Trudgill’s work that relate primarily to his studies 

in Norwich, in which he investigated stratification of speech styles as well as found 

movement towards variants of the lower (working) classes. In Trudgill’s (1974) and (1988) 

studies, two areas of his research have stood out: his use of self-report data, and the role of 

covert prestige.  

 

Both studies in Norwich used a questionnaire which asked local speakers to 

comment (self-report) on their use of English, as well as their lives in Norwich. These 

questions were used to elicit certain variables that Trudgill used as a method of defining 

social class. The external linguistic variables were: occupation, education, income, housing, 

locality and/or father’s occupation. A criticism of this way of defining class is Wardhaugh 

(2008:149), who states that this method of defining class is circular, as the pronunciation 
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variable was included as a key component of Trudgill’s definition of class. In Section 2.5.2 

below, the issue of social class is dealt with in more detail.  

 

Trudgill’s (1974) sample was taken from sixty subjects in all, ten from the five 

electoral wards around Norwich; and ten children from two different schools. This kind of 

sampling was done in order to get an indication of area/zone sampling (a sample of 

different areas in Norwich), as well as to get a sample of age and class. 

 

Further, in the Norwich study Trudgill used self-report data as a way of identifying 

speech variants (in particular, prestige variants). Trudgill (1974:195-201) provided his 

subjects with a questionnaire which required them to answer questions about living in 

Norwich, and whether they knew certain local words (e.g. ‘Do you know what a “dwile” 

is?’). In addition, the questionnaire provided word lists (containing individual words as well 

as word pairs) for the subjects to read out loud. The subjects were given a short story to 

read aloud ‘as naturally as possible’ and they were then asked to comment on and make 

judgments about their own speech and pronunciation (from recordings of their own 

speech). Examples of questions which asked subjects about living in Norwich include, 

‘What different parts of Norwich have you lived in?’ and ‘Which schools did you go to?’. 
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The word lists contained words like paper, baker, silly, you; and pair lists contained pairs like 

boot-boat, hair-here, daze-days, and moon-moan. Questions asking subjects to comment on and 

make judgments about speech in Norwich include, for example, ‘Do you like the way 

people in Norwich speak?’ Subjects were also given sets of words and were asked to 

underline how they would pronounce or say the words.  

 

The self-evaluation testing (as part of the questionnaire discussed above) asked that 

subjects pick variants of a word-pair variable which they would consider to be the variable 

they used. Results of this self-evaluation were later compared with the variants the subjects 

‘actually’ used. The discrepancy that resulted between what the subjects said was correct 

speech, with the speech they actually used is known as covert (i.e. hidden or secret) 

prestige.  This refers to the standard variety of a language to which a certain group of 

speakers may aspire. For example, some speakers may wish to adopt the values of upper 

class varieties such as Received Pronunciation (RP).  

 

Some informants in the study claimed to use a variant more often than they were 

actually observed to use it, while others claimed to use a variant less often than they 

observed. The terms used to describe this phenomenon are ‘overreporting’ and 
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‘underreporting’ respectively (see Table 2.1 below). The variables used in the study are (er) 

(/?q/), as in ear, here; (ō) (/?T/) as in road, nose; and (ā) (/dh/) as in gate, face. As can be seen 

from Table 2.1, the percentages indicate that speakers in Norwich overreport their usage of 

(er) and (ā); while they underreport their use of (ō). In addition, the women in the study 

tended to overreport on their use of the selected pronunciation variables, while men 

underreported on their use of these variables.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(From: Trudgill (1972:187, as cited in Wardhaugh 2008:202) 

 

Table 2.1 Percentages of informants (in Norwich) overreporting and underreporting 

 

 

Although Trudgill’s (1974) work drew significantly from William Labov’s (1966) 

methods, his data collection ‘device’ has remained at the forefront of analyses. According 
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to Wardhaugh (2008:153), Trudgill’s questionnaire has remained a standard in 

questionnaire design in variationist Sociolinguistics: 

 

[the] questionnaire must be designed to elicit data in a variety of circumstances: (1) a casual 

situation, with sub-categories…;(2) an interview situation; (3) the reading aloud of a story; 

and (4) the reading aloud of lists of words like den and them.  

 

In this way the observer’s paradox, or variable that cannot be controlled during 

investigation, may be limited. In other words, by cross-referencing and comparing the four 

sections of modern questionnaire-design mentioned above, the (socio)linguist can offer 

more accurate reports.  

 

Based on his findings, Trudgill (1974) observes that more working class men in 

Norwich use RP-like vowels (as in top, hot) compared with working class women. However, 

the vowel sound was found to be actually borrowed from neighbouring Suffolk, where it 

was used in working-class speech. The vowel sound was used by the working-class men in 

Norwich as a solidarity marker, but was, apparently, not acceptable to women of the same 

class (they preferred a local unrounded vowel sound). The fact that the Suffolk vowel and 
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the RP one were similar is purely coincidental, and did not suggest that the working-class 

men aspire to use RP vowels. Norwich women, on the other hand, were the ones that 

usually introduced RP vowels. This finding showed that language change was occurring, 

and Trudgill’s age-variable analysis supported this. And in addition to this, the study 

showed that overt and covert prestige was occurring concurrently.  

 

Trudgill’s (1974, 1983) studies in Norwich also found social stratification of variables 

including the use of –in instead of –ing. Specifically, he found that the variable /M/ shows 

that the higher the social class, the more frequent the use of /M/, instead of /m/. In other 

words, a middle-class person says singing, compared with a working class person saying 

singin’. Table 2.2 below shows the much quoted phonological variable –in in different 

contextual styles. As can be noted from Table 2.2, the less formal the style, the greater the 

incidence of the non-standard variant. For example, middle class speakers always produce 

the /M/ variable in word lists and reading passages, but seem to use the non-standard 

variant /m/ considerably in casual speech. In Trudgill’s (1983) follow-up study in Norwich, 

it was found that the earlier changes (like the /M/ variable) were progressing and that the 

non-standard forms had become more common. 
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(From: Trudgill 1995:94, as cited in Wardhaugh, 2008:171) 

 

Table 2.2 Percentage use of /m/ in different contextual styles 

 

 

What the discussion above reveals of Trudgill’s (1974, 1983, 1988) research is that it 

has formed (along with Labov, 1966, 1972) the foundation of the research principles and 

procedures used in a distributionist approach in variationist Sociolinguistics. The 

distributionist approach can be summarized as consisting of the following key features: 

 

1. A sample universe that is stratified according to certain external linguistic variables, 

such as social class, age, gender, geographic location, etc. 

2. A survey method, which often takes the form of a questionnaire and/or interview. 

3. A set of linguistic variables, predetermined by the linguist him/herself. 
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4. Distribution of the linguistic variables with regard to the external linguistic variables 

(by using, for instance, variable rules analysis). 

5. Quantitative data analysis which supports hypotheses and provides evidence for 

variation. 

 

This approach is labelled ‘distributionist’ as the linguistic variables in this kind of 

approach are distributed over external linguistic categories such as age, gender, social class, 

and geographic origin. All the linguistic and external linguistic variables in this approach 

tend to be predetermined by the researcher. 

 

In this dissertation a distributionist methodology has been used to get an indication 

of the larger social factors (such as class, gender and age) that may play a role in language 

variation patterns in Macau Cantonese. This method could also be used as it can identify 

instances of language shift (i.e. with the age variable as in Yeung, 1980), as well as instances 

of geographic variability (i.e. how is Macau Cantonese different from Hong Kong 

Cantonese?).  
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2.4 Ethnographic approaches to studying language variation 

 

Ethnography was originally inherited from anthropology. It is an approach that does 

in-depth studies of ways of life, beliefs, formal and informal relationships and ideologies, as 

well as many other dimensions of a particular culture or speech community (du Plooy, 

2002:151). It is an approach that was developed by anthropologists and has been borrowed 

by linguists. In linguistics, perhaps the notion of ‘ethnography’ is best known through the 

work of Dell Hymes (1972), and in particular his work on communicative competence. Hymes 

(1972) formulated what he calls the ethnography of speaking, which essentially is a framework 

with which researchers can interpret the underlying ‘rules’ of day-to-day interpersonal 

communication. However, Hymes’ ethnography of speaking is not the basis of this present 

discussion, and the locus is instead on ethnographic analysis as a whole as it relates to 

human social behaviour in general. In other words, the following discussion remains largely 

concerned with the more anthropological and sociological origins of ethnographies.  

 

An ethnography in linguistics should, at its base, be a method which aims to study 

the way in which a linguistic code is understood from the point of view of the society that 

uses that code. To that end, researchers often need to spend a substantial amount of time 
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in the society they wish to study so as to document and make observations about how 

people’s ideas, attitudes, motives and behaviour are motivated. As du Plooy (2002:152) 

notes, ‘ethnographic observations are unstructured, [with] note-taking…usually used to 

record conversations’.  

 

In distributionist approaches researchers begin with a set of external linguistic 

variables, after which linguistic behaviour is evaluated and then spread over these 

predetermined external variables. With ethnographies, on the other hand, an indexing 

scheme is created as the research progresses, with no predetermined categories or indexing 

formulated by the researcher. In addition, the indexing scheme is interpreted within the 

society that it specifically relates to. Psathas (2006:257) gives a succinct and adequate 

description of how ethnographic research is carried out: 

 

ethnographic … approaches generally try to describe the everyday practices of members of 

society by using conceptual constructions to make events observable and understandable, i.e. 

by ‘constructing’ everyday reality.  
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Perhaps one of the more successful attempts employing an ethnographic approach to 

variationist Sociolinguistics is the study done by Milroy (1980) in Belfast. Milroy’s aim is to 

‘detail the manner in which low-status Belfast speakers from three different communities 

use Belfast vernacular in an extremely complex way to demonstrate allegiance to those 

communities’ (Milroy, 1987:19).  

 

Milroy basically argues that within a dense, multiplex network cluster (see Section 

2.4.1 below), one can expect greater conformity among the speakers, and that a person who 

has strong network connections would conform more (Milroy, 1987:213). In other words, 

she claims that a person with strong network ties in a dense network would conform more 

to the natural speech (vernacular) than someone who is not part of that close-knit 

group/community.  

 

Ethnographic studies (such as social network theory) are quite different from 

distributionist approaches since they are focused on particular communities (such as 

Belfast) with members generally belonging to the same ethnic and/or social strata. This is a 

bit problematic because it is difficult to generalize the knowledge of these kinds of studies. 
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A specific question ethnographers try to answer is, how much does an individual’s use of 

language indicate norms and conventions in a community?  

 

2.4.1 Social network theory as ethnographic approach 

 

In contrast to the distributionist approach, Milroy (1980) argues that using an 

ethnographic approach should be considered when the purpose of the research is to 

capture the dynamics underlying speakers’ interactional behaviours, as apposed to 

stratifying these interactional behaviours as fixed social categories. Specifically, Milroy 

thinks that social network theory should be used when the category social class, among 

others, cannot be used to discern the differences between speakers and their interactional 

behaviour, and when the research is concerned with measuring variation between 

individual speakers (rather than between groups, by using predetermined categories). In 

addition, in the Labovian tradition a vernacular (the most natural speech) draws people 

together, while Milroy (1989) argues that it is a force that pulls people apart (i.e. creates 

social distance). 
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In general, social network theory is considered to be a kind of ethnography, as it is 

conducted in a specific speech community, and an indexing scheme is generated as the 

research progresses. To a large extent there are no predetermined categories that direct the 

area of investigation.  

 

Historically, the idea of social networks is derived from the work of Barnes (1954) 

who used this concept to describe an order of social relationships, which he felt were 

important in understanding the behaviour of the inhabitants of a particular Norwegian 

village. According to Milroy (1989:21), Blom and Gumperz noticed that the heaviest (low 

status) dialect users were generally members of so-called ‘closed’ networks. This essentially 

means that the heaviest use of a dialect is the most obvious when the interlocutors know 

one another well, and that the dialect usage is less obvious when interlocutors do not know 

each other well. From this it can be understood that there are two basic level networks: a 

high density network and low density network.  

 

From Figures 2.1 and 2.2 it can be seen that the individual who is being studied is in 

the centre (also called ‘ego’). The lines show the ‘direction’ of the relationships: X knows 1, 

2, 3 and 4, and they all know X. However, in a low-density network (such as Figure 2.2) 
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none of the other people in the network know one other. They all have the same ‘weight’, 

as indicated by the number on the lines, and this is called the ‘strength’ of a tie.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2, on the other hand, indicates a high-density network and it can be seen 

that the contact between all the members in the network: everyone knows everyone else.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Low-density personal network structure: X is the ego (focal point) of the Network 

Figure 2.2 High-density personal network structure: X is the ego (focal point) of the network  
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It is of course not the case that networks are only either ‘open’ or ‘closed’, but one 

can most often be described as being more or less dense than another. An individual may 

also be linked to others in her network in more than one capacity. For example, a person 

may be linked to another in a network as a co-worker, friend and fellow book-club 

member. When multiple relations are evident in a network it may be stated that a network 

tie has a multiplex tie, in contrast to a uniplex tie, where a relation is of a single capacity only 

(Milroy, 1989:21).  

 

Further to this is the notion of network zones. Milroy (1989:46-47) states that these 

zones indicate the general capacity to which people in a given society (or area) may be 

linked, according to network ties. As was mentioned earlier, people who are linked to a 

particular individual (ego) can be said to belong to a first order network zone.  

 

Milroy (1989:46) notes that people in the first order zone may come into 

contact with others whom ego does not know, but whom ego could come into 

contact with, via her or his first order zone.  And the more distant individuals form 

part of ego’s second order zone. Of course, it is possible to distinguish between many 
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more zones, but Milroy (1989:47) thinks the first and second order zones are the 

most important. Figure 2.3 illustrates a first and second order zone of a network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, social networks, according to Milroy (1989:21), are essentially a way 

to account for the way an individual speaker varies her linguistic behaviour in a 

particular society or area, which is not possible with a large-scale analysis such as 

Labov’s (1966) study in New York. The study of social networks and the linguistic 

behaviour of people within specific networks offers the opportunity to investigate 

Figure 2.3 High-density personal network structure, showing first and second order zones. X 
is the focal point of the network.   

Second order zone First order zone 
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more detailed information regarding variation, with particular reference to the more 

‘natural’ language use by speakers.   

 

The study in Macau reported in this dissertation uses a social network analysis 

of a particular subject. This area of my study investigates the correlations between 

speaker variables such as conversation topic, ideology, and context, and linguistic 

variables such as SFPs and initial and final segments in Macau Cantonese.  

 

2.4.2 Constructionist approaches as ethnography 

 

Constructionist approaches are concerned with how social actors use linguistic and 

other cultural resources in ongoing construction and re-construction of personal and group 

identity (Schilling-Estes, 2004:163; see also see also Rampton, 1999a). An important issue 

for Ochs (1992, 1993) is ‘language socialization’, which she claims is the process of 

becoming a competent member of a particular society. Indexicality is key to language 

socialization and ‘stances’ and ‘acts’ are realized by indexicality (see Section 2.2 for an 

introduction to indexicality). She states that ‘stances’ and ‘acts’ are universal – that all 

cultures have ways of linguistically structuring the world. Ochs further claims that social 
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meaning is both structured by, as well as structures this meaning and she draws on early 

pioneers of cultural psychology, sociology and anthropology to make her claim that both 

referential and non-referential indexes should be considered in research. Cultural 

psychologists think an utterance carries an inherent social meaning, while for sociologists 

and anthropologists indexicality (both referential and non-referential) is important. Ochs 

tries to show that both are useful ways of indexing external constraints such as gender 

(Ochs, 1992:340).  

 

Schilling-Estes (2004) builds on the social constructionist viewpoint, and studies the 

variable of ‘ethnicity’ in detail. She claims that identity is constructed in ongoing talk, and 

she considers the role of the researcher in her study. In her work on the ethnic divisions in 

Robeson County (US), Schilling-Estes (2004) examines shifting of usage levels for 

phonological and morphosyntactic features with ethnic and/or regional associations. She 

(2004:164) then aims to compare this with general usage levels established in quantitative 

analyses of group patterns.  

 

Schilling-Estes notes that constructionist approaches view (a) the notion of ‘identity’ 

as dynamic; (b) identity as multifaceted and multilayered; and (c) the notion of ‘agency’ as 
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important (i.e. what people do with language). She also notes that constructionist 

approaches are inherently difficult to reconcile with traditional variationist approaches such 

as those in the Labovian tradition. She then goes on to describe some of the past 

constructionist approaches which she considers to have been successful (especially the 

work of Eckert, 2000; Dubois and Horvath, 1999; Coupland, 1985 and Bell, 2001).  

 

Schilling-Estes’ (2004) study uses a sociolinguistic interview and investigates two 

university boys of different ethnic backgrounds, where one of the boys interviewed the 

other. The interview was divided into several sections and subsections based on topic 

(topic has been shown to play large role in stylistic variation, for example Bell, 1984; 

Coupland, 1980; and Labov, 2001). However, Schilling-Estes (2004:170) argues that topic 

alone does not account for all stylistic variation that can occur. She specifically investigates 

features such as postvocalic r-lessness, monophthongal .dh., and third-person singular s-

absence, among others.  

 

Schilling-Estes (2004:190) found that her subjects highlighted ethnic components of 

their identity, and ethnic distance from one another, when they were talking about ‘race 

relations’. With the topic of ‘family and friends’ there was more focus on interpersonal 
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connections and less on ethnic distance. And when discussions on race relations became 

impersonal, the subjects once again focused on interpersonal connection and shared facets 

of identity – despite the topic being divisive. Schilling-Estes’ (2004:190) study demonstrates 

an understanding of the ‘interplay between creativity and rigidity, or individual agency and 

established patterns of language use and established social institutions’.   

 

A recent and important call from Eckert (2008) is that many more external linguistic 

variables need to be included in variationist Sociolinguistics in general, and constructionist 

approaches in specific. Eckert’s (2008:1) paper argues that  

 

‘the meanings of variables are not precise or fixed but rather constitute a field of potential 

meanings – an indexical field, or constellation of ideologically related meanings, any of which 

can be activated in the situational use of the variable. This field is fluid, and each new 

activation has the potential to change the field by building on ideological connections’.  

 

Further, each connection ‘involves constant local re-interpretation and repositioning’ 

(Eckert, 2008:15). Eckert builds on Silverstein’s (1985) work which is about ‘variables 

indexing demographic categories not directly, but indirectly, through their association with 
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qualities and stances that enter into the construction of categories’ (Eckert, 2008:2). For 

Eckert, speaking is about constant interpretation (and creation) of categories – and this 

creates specific styles. Further, she claims that style originates deep in the content of 

communication.   

 

In addition, Zhang (2008:201) notes that linguistic resources are often already imbued 

with social meanings, and she studies the social meanings or meaning potential of 

rhotacization (a variable in Beijing Mandarin). For her historicity is a key variable that needs 

to be included in studies on the meaning potential of a sociolinguistic variable.  

 

This dissertation on Macau Cantonese draws on the constructionist approach with a 

view to interpreting the meaning potential of second order indexes, such as SFPs, as well as 

initial and final segments. This research investigates conversations between various 

speakers to explain how the linguistic variables index demographic variables, both directly 

and indirectly.   
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2.5 Theoretical concerns 

 

2.5.1 Obtaining natural speech data 

 

Sociolinguistic research often requires extensive fieldwork, and as a result, requires 

considerations of how best to approach this kind of research under good scientific 

conditions. At the same time, a sociolinguistic researcher needs to ensure that she or he is 

conducting research that examines a language user’s most natural speech6. Nagy (2006:390) 

maintains that there exists a kind of ‘trade-off’ between creating good scientific conditions, 

on the one hand, and obtaining the kind of natural data a sociolinguist is after, on the other 

hand. Nagy (2006:390) argues that there are very plausible motivations for using controlled, 

experimental methods of linguistic data collection despite the shortcomings of these 

methods to obtain ‘natural’ language use. For example, Nagy (2006:390) states that the 

more the linguistic content can be controlled, the more a linguist can understand what she 

or he is analyzing.  

 

                                                 
6 The term ‘vernacular’ is generally used in Sociolinguistics to refer to ‘natural speech’. Poplack (1993:252, as cited in 

Niedzielski 2006:414-415) mentions that the vernacular ‘reflects the most systematic form of the language acquired by 

the speaker, prior to any subsequent efforts at (hyper-) correction or style shifting’. The term vernacular is also used to 

refer to a kind of inferior or non-standard dialect, and as the term is ambiguous, I prefer to use ‘natural speech’ or 

‘natural language’ instead.  
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(adapted from Nagy (2006:390) 

 

Figure 2.4 Continuum of sociolinguistic research methods 

 

 

Figure 2.4 lists the various kinds of data collection methods which are most 

frequently used by sociolinguists, from the easiest to the hardest to collect and analyze. 

Figure 2.4 also indicates which methods obtain the least natural speech compared with 

those methods which obtain data that is the most representative of natural speech. The 

methods listed below the dashed line are more experimental techniques for linguistic data 

collection. These more experimental techniques make the data collection process easier, but 

Natural 

 

conversation with group member 

conversation with fieldworker 

picture descriptions 

storytelling 

constructed sentences 

translation 

paradigms 

reading list 

word repetition 

Representative of 

natural speech 

Easiest to collect 
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they yield data which is the least representative of natural speech production. This problem 

is, however, not a new one that sociolinguists only recently started grappling with. In fact, 

most responsible researchers understand the trade-off, and so, as an alternative, devise a 

variety of methods so as to obtain relevant linguistic data. For instance, Labov’s (1963) 

study on Martha’s Vineyard consisted of word lists, minimal pair lists, as well as recorded 

conversations.  

 

In this dissertation, both elicited and natural research methods are employed; with a 

distributionist approach using elicited methods, and a social network approach using 

recordings of natural language use between speakers.  

 

2.5.2 The problem of social class as variable  

 

In general, the variable of social class is a contentious issue in the social sciences 

because, as Brown (2006:440) mentions, the idea of social class and status is one that is 

subject to change and purpose. In variationist Sociolinguistics in particular, concepts of 

social class and status have, unfortunately, been absorbed from various and often 

conflicting sociological perspectives (for a detailed discussion see Coupland, 2001; 
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Williams, 1992; and Le Page, 1997). Without duly considering the way in which the various 

notions of social class may be construed could lead to very different claims being made 

about why and how a particular society uses symbolic systems (such as language). The 

purpose of this section is to investigate some of the key sociological concepts regarding 

social class and status, and to explain the various sociological perspectives which have had 

an impact on current notions of social class.  

 

2.5.2.1 Class as variable in sociolinguistic research 

 

Brown (2006:442) argues that the idea of class as category ‘presents a consensual, 

normative view of society’; and has affinity with a kind of structuralist interpretation of the 

division of labour in society (see Parsons, 1964), as well as the analysis of all social 

institutions in relation to their social functions within society. Brown (2006:442) further 

maintains that the structural analysis used to present class as category is usually done by 

classifying people with a view to determine social class, such as by measuring income levels 

or classifying people into occupations or educational levels. This kind of categorizing is 

generally referred to as the ‘scale and category’ measurement of social hierarchy and has 

been adopted in industrialized nations that have a generally bureaucratic understanding of 
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social hierarchy. This kind of categorizing, Brown (2006:443) argues, is generally well suited 

to quantitative empirical investigations of society. In addition, and in particular with the 

work of the post-war American theorist Talcott Parsons, a social theory has been 

developed which emphasizes the possibility of social mobility. This latter work has been 

influential as a framework in Sociolinguistics, especially in understanding the relationships 

between language use and social class. Indeed, in Sociolinguistics variables such as income, 

education, and occupation are often used to produce a normative category of class. A 

classic example of this is the study in New York City by Labov (1966), and in particular 

Labov’s use of occupational hierarchy to assess class speech variation.  

 

In the 1960s and 70s, variationist sociolinguists (such as Labov and Trudgill) used 

large-scale quantitative studies and generally focused on socioeconomic and stylistic 

stratification of linguistic variables over large populations. This consensual ‘class as 

category’ view of language and social class sought to give sociolinguistic research scientific 

validity (Brown, 2006:443). The main criticism against this way of adopting a notion of 

class as category is that it does not portray the dynamic nature of social change and 

innovation which is essential for social explanation (see also Eckert, 2000). In addition, the 

interpretation of the relationship between social class and language is also very limited. A 
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linguistic dimension of how a society organizes itself, it must be remembered, is only one 

of the many possible cultural phenomena that can be employed. The idea of langue and 

parole, or competence and performance, also needs to be considered here (see de Saussure, 

1915). For, the nature of the dominant/subordinate relationships between classes may also 

be largely determined by a speaker’s ability to use language as a ‘tool’ in organizing 

him/herself in society. For example, to use the Neo-Weberian notion of ‘closure’, a person 

may be capable of deliberately employing language (as a semiotic system) to include or 

exclude others from his or her particular class.  

 

Another approach to investigating the relationship between language and social class 

is to draw on some of the subjective perspectives of class as social formation, and to 

examine the cultural aspects of social existence. Milroy and Milroy (1992:2) contrast the 

differences between social class and social networks, and explain that social class has to do 

with large-scale economics and political structures and processes, while social networks 

relate to community and interpersonal social organization. Echoing Brown (2006), Milroy 

and Milroy (1992) maintain also that sociolinguists do not consider different social class 

models thoroughly – with many social class conceptions not being appropriate to the 

object of study. Specifically, they look at Højrup’s (1983) description of ‘life modes’ and use 
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this as a proposal for explaining social existence. This theory is generally Marxist and is 

used to show the constituents of social structure at large. The life modes that constitute 

social structure at large are summarized as: 

 

Life mode 1: 

 

 

Life mode 2: 

 

 

 

 

Life mode 3: 

It is a close-knit family-centered network; people are self-employed; their 

primary concern is to keep production rolling no matter what. 

 

These are low-wage earners; they sell their labour; they are more mobile, 

but restricted because of low incomes; there is solidarity; weaker 

solidarity among higher earners; ‘closeness’ depends on the society and 

country. 

 

These are higher wage earners; they are managers, etc, who control 

production; boundaries between work and leisure blurred; to live means 

to work; they are very mobile; there are some close-knit clusters within 

personal networks; these clusters may control resources. 

 

In terms of social class, Milroy and Milroy regard ‘conflict’, ‘division’ and ‘inequality’ 

as best accounting for language variation. They review their Belfast study and state that the 

most important reason for an inclusive network and class model is that both are important 

in explaining larger scale social structures, and show which mechanisms give rise to 
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correlations between language and class (Milroy and Milroy, 1992:4). Specifically, they argue 

that the concept of being ‘local’ is strongest among working class communities.  

 

Finally, as this section has shown, the relationship between language and social class 

and status is one that is very complex and involves many factors and dimensions. As was 

also argued, the notions of class and status are not fixed in sociology and have been 

interpreted very differently. Brown (2006) also notes that studies which involve social 

network theory continue to show that social class has a rapidly changing nature that needs 

to be considered within localized communities as well as within global class and status 

groups. This latter idea of global class and status groups may have far-reaching 

implications, but unfortunately falls outside of the scope of this dissertation.  

 

In conclusion, and in light of the discussion above, in this dissertation the concept of 

class is considered as a variable in sociolinguistic research as having the following 

characteristics: 

 

1. The concept of class as category must be a real and valid category in the society 

being investigated. 
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2. The validity of the class category in a society is realized by a combination of factors, 

where certain groupings of these factors result in a particular ‘class category’. For 

example, income, education level, and area of residence stand for class category X. 

3. The factors that realize a particular class category need to be understood from the 

society or community that is being investigated. In other words, bottom-up 

constructions of the factors that realize class categories are necessary in defining 

class categories for a particular society. 

4. The class categories are also realized by degrees of inequality and division. 

Specifically, there must be evidence for inequality and division between class 

categories.  

5. In a particular society there may be different interpretations of class categories, 

depending on the communities and their localized interpretations of these 

categories. There may be no such thing as universal class categories.  

  

2.5.2 Style and language variation  

 

Style is another contentious issue in variationist Sociolinguistics, for the simple reason 

that it is not the same for everyone, and so it is difficult to make predictions about style.   
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Bell (1984) claims that speakers design their style primarily for and in response to their 

audience (audience design). According to Bell (1984:151), variation on the style dimension 

within the speech of a single speaker derives from the variation which exists between 

speakers on the ‘social’ dimension, which he calls the style axiom. Bell claims that style-shifting 

according to topic or setting derives its meaning and direction of shift from the underlying 

association of topics or settings with typical audience members. There is also, according to 

Bell (1984:182), an initiative dimension, and not just a responsive dimension. Specifically, the 

style-shift itself initiates a change in the situation rather than resulting from such a change. 

Bell (1984:186) calls these initiative style-shifts ‘referee design’, by which linguistic features 

associated with a reference group can be used to express identification with that group. Bell 

says, however, one cannot predict this, one can only interpret it. In his study of how 

speakers vary their style in response to their ‘audience’, Bell (2001) examined four New 

Zealanders (varied by gender and ethnicity) who were interviewed by three different 

interviewers (also according to gender and ethnicity). It was found that the speakers used 

different amounts of the discourse particle eh, with different interlocutors, with the Maori 

man using eh the most with the Maori male interviewer. Bell also suggested that style-shifts 

can also be used to indicate identity, since speakers may position themselves differently in 
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relation to different social groups, including their own in-groups. Similar to this is Eckert’s 

(2000) work on adolescents in a Detroit high school. Eckert investigated how individuals 

create their own style of verbal behavior by adopting certain variants of vowels with a view 

to resembling groups such as ‘jocks’ or ‘burnouts’ with which they wish to be identified. 

 

Recent studies on style do not treat stylistic variation as an intra-speaker reflection of 

social structure, but instead sees speakers as ‘social actors’, and variation as ‘social practice’ 

(Liao, 2010:57). Coupland (2001:197) states that, ‘[style], and in particular dialect style, can 

be construed as a special case of the representation of self, within particular relational 

contexts – articulating relational goals and identity goals’. According to Liao (2010:57), 

Coupland suggests that style is viewed as a kind of persona management and focuses on 

individual speakers’ use of different resources to invoke various social meanings.  

 

Similar to Coupland, Eckert (2001:123, as cited in Liao, 2010:58-59) defines linguistic 

style as ‘a clustering of linguistic resources, and an association of that clustering with social 

meaning.’ Eckert (2004, 2008) suggests that linguistic variables do not enter style variation 

with fixed, predetermined meanings. However, variables take on social meanings in the 
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process of style practice. Eckert calls this bricolage, whereby people combine multiple pre-

existing resources to construct new meanings of style.  

 

One of the key problems with all of these notions of style discussed above is that no 

or few kinds of stylistic practices are predictable. If style is an ongoing process of 

construction and reconstruction it becomes difficult to verify claims of what is or is not 

stylistic practice. It remains a challenge to investigate the natural resources that speakers 

draw upon to create new styles.  

 

2.6 Conclusion: a hybrid approach unifying quantitative and qualitative 

approaches to study language variation  

 

This chapter ends with a brief description of what can be considered a problematic 

issue in variationist Sociolinguists: that of which approach is most suitable in accounting 

for language variation in a particular speech community. As was described earlier, each 

approach, whether quantitative or qualitative, ethnographic or distributionist, has its own 

advantages and drawbacks. For example, a distributionist approach is capable of drawing 

conclusions regarding language variation of a large-scale sample in a speech community, 
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and the results can be generalized. Specifically, such an analysis may be used to evaluate 

how language shift is taking place and it can be specified where and with which external 

linguistic variable this shift is taking place. On the other hand, the predetermined external 

linguistic categories generated by a researcher may not take into account how a particular 

society is organized, or even whether a set of external linguistic categories are relevant to 

that society.  

 

Ethnographic and ethnomethodologial approaches such as social network theory and 

constructionist theories, may be able to show more accurately what people do with their 

language, and in this way specific style shifts may be more directly observable. In addition, 

these latter methods are also capable of considering the way in which a particular speech 

community organizes itself and external linguistic categories are generated as they are 

specifically related to that speech community. A weakness of such methods, however, is 

that they are not capable of making claims about the direction of language shift (for 

example), as well as which speakers in a society may be leading this shift. Another problem 

is that the concept speaker-identity needs a better definition for it to be considered a 

working tool in explaining language variation. As was indicated in Chapter 1 above speaker 

identity is something that may always be shifting and changing according to certain 
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situations and contexts. There are still many questions regarding speaker identity that need 

answering, for example: do individual speakers have a base identity?; is there such a thing as 

universals in identity formation?, and so on.  

 

This dissertation considers it possible to unify both qualitative and quantitative 

approaches in studies on language variation. By building on the various advantages each 

approach offers, a variationist sociolinguist can very well account for variation from 

different (but not necessarily conflicting) dimensions. It is possible, and indeed it may be 

necessary to study variation in a society using an eclectic approach and then to offer better 

explanatory power of the kinds of variation that may be taking place. For example, if it is 

obvious that the age of speakers in a speech community has an effect on linguistic 

variation, then research in a distributionist dimension may indicate precisely at what rate 

language shift is taking place, as well as who is leading the shift. On the other hand, social 

relations and contexts in which speakers use their language (among other things) are key to 

indicating linguistic variation, and as such, research in ethnographic and constructionist 

dimensions may be more revealing.  In addition, bottom-up approaches such as social 

network theory could indicate which extra-linguistic variables are relevant and meaningful 

to a particular kind of speaker in a specific society, while top-down approaches such as 
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distributionist studies may indicate how a society at large is changing how a linguistic code 

is used and interpreted. The view in this dissertation is that both approaches are imperative 

to making claims about language variation in Macau. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

METHODS 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

In this chapter, an overview is given of the methods employed to research language 

variation in Macau Cantonese. Specifically, in this chapter, the research methods of the 

distributionist, the social network and the constructionist approaches of this dissertation 

are outlined.  

 

 

3.2 Research methods of the distributionist study 

 

This dissertation on language variation in Macau Cantonese is primarily concerned 

with aligning external linguistic variables with the phonological and linguistic variants 

introduced above. Essentially, the aim is to use an eclectic research approach with the view 

to better account for the social and individual factors that may cause linguistic variation in 
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Macau Cantonese. Although internal linguistic constraints are considered, the focus here is 

on the reasons why Cantonese speakers in Macau choose one variant instead of another, 

and the aim is to try to explain the variation in terms of a kind of social positioning that is 

directed by the speakers. And as indicated in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2), another aim is also to 

find some correlations between individual and group membership norms, and to make 

some general claims about the social variants that are signalled by the linguistic variables 

introduced above.  

 

This research makes use of two fundamental research approaches: one is a large-scale 

distributionist survey which considers the impact of traditional variables of age, gender, and 

social class on the core linguistic variables outlined in Section 1.6 above; and the second 

study uses a social network approach, whereby external linguistic variables, as well as 

linguistic variables are generated as the survey progresses (see Chapter 2 for an overview of 

these two approaches). The results generated by a contribution of both research methods 

are used to identify the type of language variation that occurs in Macau Cantonese, as well 

as to establish what motivates this variation. Some of the important notions (i.e. sampling, 

questionnaire design, etc.) relating to the methodology of this research are highlighted in 

the next section. Finally, constructionist and discourse analysis methods are used to 
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interpret various sections of the recorded data from the social network study (see also 

Chapter 2 for an overview of the constructionist approach). The methodologies used in 

this study realize the aims of this dissertation.  

 

3.2.1 Sampling techniques 

 

In terms of the sampling of the distributionist study, a stratified judgement sample is 

used, as opposed to a random sample. The main reason for this is that the research is based 

on the phonology of a specific group of people in Macau (Cantonese-speaking Macanese). 

To that end, only subjects who are local residents (with at least one parent born in Macau), 

and who speak Cantonese as a first language were chosen. It needs to be mentioned again 

that Macau is a former Portuguese colony and many people speak Portuguese as a native 

language and with the increase in foreign-owned Casinos in the region, English may now 

be more widely spoken than before. In addition, as there is a large migrant workforce in 

Macau many people speak Mandarin and/or other languages in the region.  This all further 

justifies the use of a stratified judgement sample for the large-scale survey. 
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A random sample frame is a random list of people who live in a community and such 

a list may be generated from a telephone directory, voting registry or the like. As can be 

seen, a random sample is not going to be useful for this research project as the primary 

concern lies with people who speak Macau Cantonese as a first language.  In other words, 

emphasis is not really on representativeness of all the people in Macau as Cantonese is used 

in Macau by a specific group of people, even though it is the lingua franca in the territory. To 

achieve this aim one should not make generalizations based solely on linguistic behaviour. 

Finally, in the large-scale survey the sample was stratified as this can reveal more about the 

linguistic behaviour of the speakers in terms of their age, gender, class, and so on.   

 

In terms of  stratifying the first sample, subjects were chosen according to the 

following criteria:  

 

1. Gender: a relatively equal number of  males and females were surveyed (around 30 

males, and around 30 females).  

2. Age: a relatively equal number of  people were chosen to fit the following age-groups: 

18-29 age-group, 30-39 age-group, 40-49 age-group, and the 50+ age-group. between 

6 and 9 people representing each age group.  
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3. Language proficiency: only competent native Cantonese speakers were surveyed. 

4. Social class: social class was defined in terms of  education, income and area of  

residence, and a relatively equal number of  the subjects fit into upper-middle class 

(UMC), middle-class (MC), and lower-class (LC) categories.  

 

Thus, the key external linguistic (independent) variables in the first part of  the 

study are social class, age and gender.  

 

Sample Size 

Similar to Sankoff  (1980, as cited in Milroy, 1987:21) three necessary factors are 

considered which influence the sample size. The following factors were considered in 

establishing the sampling size for this study: 

 

1. The sampling universe and the sampling frame needs to be clearly defined. 

2. The dimensions of  variations in the community needs to be assessed. This means that 

the sample needs to be stratified carefully by considering the relevant variables that may 

influence the outcome of  the research.  

3. The sample size needs to be fixed.  
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As the sample size is relatively large care was taken so as to ensure proper handling 

and management of the survey data. In light of previous sociolinguistic surveys of a similar 

nature (e.g. Trudgill, 1974) it was considered that a sample size of around 60 subjects would 

be sufficient.  

 

Locations 

All the samples in the distributionist study were taken from areas around the densely 

populated Macau peninsula. As can be seen from Figure 3.1, the areas of Gwan Tsap, Gou 

Si Tak, Sui Ha Mei, and the CBD were chosen as the locations for the surveys. The reason 

these areas were chosen is one pertaining to social class and status, as Gwan Tsap is a very 

underdeveloped and poorer area of town. Gou Si Tak is where many middle-class local 

Chinese-speaking Macanese live, while the CBD area is populated with more wealthy locals. 

Sui Ha Mei is a shopping district close to the CBD where there is generally a mix of all 

kinds of people, mostly white-collar office workers and students. These areas were chosen 

because of the high density of people in the areas and to get a better sampling of the 

various class categories.  
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(From: Google Earth, 22°11'41.73"N, 113°33'13.85"E, 64ft) 

 

3.2.2 Gaining access to the most natural speech 

 

For the distributionist survey four student helpers were employed (two male, two 

female, local Macanese) from a university in Macau. The student assistants signed a 

Figure 3.1 Surveyed areas in Macau peninsula 

Gou Si Tak 

Sui Ha Mei 

Gwan Tsap 

CBD 
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contract whereby they agreed to keep all information regarding the project confidential, 

among other things. They were paid an hourly rate of around MOP30.00 (R25.00), which 

was calculated at current market standards for research assistants in Macau. After the 

students were selected, were they trained and briefed on the procedures for conducting the 

surveys. This training focused on having the assistants evaluate the pronunciation of the 

key phonological and linguistic variables introduced in Section 1.6 above. Specifically, in a 

trial run, the assistants worked in pairs listening to various Cantonese speakers pronounce 

specific words, and they had to listen and evaluate which sounds were produced by the 

subjects. The same subjects were evaluated by another pair, and the results were compared 

and correlated.   

 

The student assistants were selected on certain criteria, in order to minimize the 

observer’s paradox. The most important of these criteria was the assistants’ ethnicity, and it 

was important that they were local Cantonese-speaking Macanese themselves. The main 

reason for this consideration was that if the researcher (as an outsider to the community 

and culture) were to conduct the surveys, the subjects would perhaps feel shy and not 

produce naturalistic responses. Also, the assistants were selected based on their ability to 

communicate well with others. The assistants were interviewed twice with a view to 
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ensuring they were the most suitable helpers to conduct the surveys. Finally, to further 

offset the effects of the observer’s paradox, the male assistants only surveyed male subjects, 

and the female assistants only surveyed female subjects. It is believed that if the male 

subjects were to interview females, or vice versa, subject responses might also be unnatural.  

 

While conducting the surveys the assistants were given a checklist with which to 

ensure they got the right number of subjects according to the stratified cells – they also 

correlated with me and each other while the surveys were conducted so that not too many 

of the same kinds of subjects were surveyed. Specific times and areas in Macau were 

allocated to each pair of helpers, so that a broad range of subjects could be surveyed 

according to zone and area sampling. The assistants conducted just over fifteen hours of 

fieldwork for the final survey of this study.  

 

3.2.3 Questionnaire and survey design 

 

As mentioned earlier, the surveys were conducted using a method of combined 

questionnaire and interview. A questionnaire was chosen as the best form of data collection 

for the large-scale survey. One of the primary reasons is that factual information can be 
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gathered in one sitting, and that a larger number of samples can be collected in a relatively 

short period of time. In addition, it is generally an inexpensive form of data collection. 

Further, a questionnaire provides the opportunity to ask specific questions, as well as 

measure what Judd and Kidder (1986:239) call the degrees of intensity and variations regarding 

certain issues (of language use in this case). The subjects were not shown the questions 

beforehand and the interviewers used the questionnaire as a basis from which to collect 

and quantify the relevant linguistic data.  

 

Questionnaires may have a built-in bias, as the ordering of the questions are pre-

determined by the researcher, and if the same study was done by means of an interview, the 

results may be different as subjects completing a questionnaire have the advantage of going 

through the questionnaire before completing it. To that effect, the questionnaires were 

completed by the assistant, by means of a structured verbal interview with each subject. 

Wording is also an issue which has been carefully considered in the final questionnaire. 

Care was taken to keep ambiguities to a minimum or to eliminate questions entirely that 

may be interpreted differently by different subjects. Questions were generally kept short 

and simple. In addition, and following Judd and Kidder (1986) ‘unwarranted assumptions’ 

were avoided in the questions. Qualifications and conditions in the questions were also 
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placed first so that subjects would not formulate answers prematurely. Finally, where 

possible, subjects were given an alternative choice should their responses not fit into the 

categories provided in the questionnaire so as to avoid skewing or introducing any form of 

bias regarding the choice options in the questionnaire. There were no open-ended 

questions in the final version of the first part of the interview.  

 

In this research project a trial questionnaire was first designed which made use of 

open-ended questions. The open-ended questions were intended to help find answers 

which were consistent, as well as which provided the first group of subjects (20 subjects in 

total, 10 male and 10 female) the opportunity to answer without restraint. Answers to this 

first survey were then used to form closed questions and response categories, except for 

the final section of the questionnaire which still remained open-ended. In the end, a native 

Cantonese speaker, who is a linguist, assisted in formulating questions that were consistent 

with the Cantonese spoken in Macau, as well as to further ensure that the questions did not 

introduce any form of bias towards certain responses or categories.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the interviewers/assistants used a questionnaire as a base from 

which they conducted the interviews. A ‘fieldwork codebook’ was designed which is 
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essentially a list with numbers that correspond to each of the response categories in the 

questionnaire. An example of this is shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 below. These numbers 

also correspond to the codebook for the response categories (see Appendix 2). 

 

As can be deduced from Figures 3.2 and 3.3 below, after an interviewer asked 

subjects when they were born, the interviewer marked the response on the fieldwork 

codebook. If, for example, a subject said she was born in 1987, then the interviewer would 

mark “2” on the fieldwork codebook. The research assistants were all very familiar with the 

codes and they understood what each number ‘meant’ in terms of the response categories 

for the questionnaire.  

 

In terms of the different sections of the questionnaire and combined interview, the 

first part sought to obtain basic demographic information regarding the subjects, such as 

their gender, age, household income, education level and additional languages spoken, 

among other things.  

 

The second section of the interview sought to obtain pronunciations of the key initial 

and final pronunciation variables of the study. During this part of the interview, the 
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subjects were shown a set of picture cards, and were asked specific questions. Each card 

contained a picture indicating an object or an action designed to elicit the required word 

that the subjects had to identify or name (see Figure 3.4 below). For example, a subject was 

shown a picture of some melons, and he or she was asked to say what the picture showed, 

and the subject would then respond ‘瓜’ (melon) and his or her pronunciation was then 

checked on the fieldwork codebook. 

 

In total, 26 pictures were shown for each initial and each final variable, and four 

questions were asked. One of the questions asked, for example, ‘What is the opposite of 

“man”?’, and the subjects would then answer “女” (woman). All in all, a total of 1856 

sounds/words were recorded for the survey. Individual words were elicited as these words 

contained the phonological variants required for investigation.  

 

If a subject did not pronounce a word clearly, or pronounced a different word, then 

that word was not recorded. Instead, then, that subject’s recording would consist of 31 

useable recordings instead of 32. However, there were no problems in obtaining a full set 

of recorded variables for the second section, of the first part in the final survey.  
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Figure 3.2 Sample of section A of the questionnaire with response categories 

Figure 3.3 Sample of section A of the fieldwork codebook 

Fieldwork Codebook 

 Subject code 

……………  

 Part A 

  

 

1 

1 2 3 4 

   

年年年年齡齡齡齡  / Age 

 

1  您 在 哪 裏 出 生？/ Which year were you born? 

 

1992 至 1981 年 間 

between 1992-1981 

1980 至 1971 年 間 

between 1980-1971 

1961 至 1970 年 間 

between 1961-1970 

1960 年 或 之 前 

before 1960 

 

 

性性性性別別別別  / Gender 

 

2 您的性別是    ？/ What is your gender? 

 

男 性 

male 

女 性 

female 

 

   1 

   3       4 

 1     2 
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In the third section of the questionnaire/interview, subjects were given two cartoons 

that show a conversation between two cartoon characters. The subjects were then asked to 

do a short discourse completion exercise, in which they had to complete part of a given 

dialogue based on the cartoons. The given parts of the dialogues sought to elicit the use of 

SFPs, and the SFPs used by a subject were written down. In this section, a total of 116 

particles were recorded.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Sample of section B of the questionnaire with response categories 

(B) 語語語語語語語語語語語語語語語語 - 音音音音音音音音 / (B) Language Analysis - Phonemes 

 

 

請根據提供的圖片說出相應的詞語。調查員將記錄其發音。/ Please 

look at the pictures provided and say the words for the pictures, as they 

appear.  

 

 

聲聲聲聲聲聲聲聲 （ 記記記記記的記音） / Word Initials (Check which sound is used) 

.jº,.ur-.j,.:.sr,.ur-.sR,.:.m,.ur-.k,.:.M,.ur- />-/; 

 

1 /jjjjºººº-/ vs. /k-/               

 

[jjjjºººº-] 

(1)….. 

(2).…. 

(3)….. 

(4).…. 

[k-] 

(1)….. 

(2).…. 

(3).…. 

(4).…. 

 

2  /ts-/ vs. /tRRRR-/       
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3.2.4 The issue of social class 

 

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, the idea of social class needs to be handled and 

considered very carefully before any claims can be made regarding its value as a category 

motivating language variation. In Macau there are a few issues that need to be considered 

regarding how to interpret and define the notion of social class.  

 

Table 3.1 below shows the top 4 industries in Macau, in terms of workforce 

distribution (in thousands). Gaming (the casino industry) is by far the largest industry with 

75.2 per thousand working people in Macau employed in this industry. The hotel and 

restaurant industry is second largest, with 43 per thousand employed workers employed in 

this industry. Table 3.1 also indicates the average monthly income for each of the top 

industries, with the gaming industry paying the highest, with an average of MOP12000 

(R10600) per month.  The average monthly income in Macau is currently around 

MOP8500 (R7500) per month (Macau Statistics and Census Service, 2010). 

 

It is clear that the largest proportion of the Macau workforce is relatively semi-skilled, 

yet this workforce can easily earn higher incomes than the monthly income average. For 
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instance, a casino dealer, or a construction worker can earn MOP12000 and MOP9000 per 

month respectively, compared with the Macau average of only MOP8500.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Adapted from: Macau Statistics and Census Service, 2010) 

 

The above problem indicates that a person with a low education level in Macau does 

not commonly earn a low income level. In general, many Macanese who have been 

working in the gaming and hotel industries are quite wealthy, even though they are 

relatively unskilled and poorly educated. Regarding the notion of social class, it would be 

unwise to assume ‘income’ as the determining factor for social class in Macau, and it may 

be better to instead consider ‘education’ as a better precursor. In addition, as most of the 

Industry Distribution 
(per ‘000) 

Average Monthly 
Earnings (in MOP) 

Gaming 75.2 12000 

Hotel and Restaurant 43 6500 

Wholesale and Retail 41.5 7000 

Construction 32 9000 

Table 3.1 Distribution of Macau workforce by industry and income  
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residents work in a similar trade or industry, it would likewise be unhelpful to use 

‘occupation’ as a social class indicator.  

 

To answer to these problems, the categories of ‘household income’, ‘education’ and 

‘area of residence’ were used as the categories determining social class for this study. It was 

also felt that ‘education’ and ‘area of residence’ better describe the notion of class in Macau, 

as people who are better educated also tend to live in the newer, better developed areas of 

town, and these people are likely to have the attitudes and values of the upper classes and 

upper-middle classes of most industrialized nations. ‘Income’ was used as well, but it was 

not the de facto category that it is in most interpretations of social class. Figure 3.5 indicates 

the distribution of the survey sample according to the chosen definition of social class.  

 

The categories of lower class (LC), middle class (MC) and upper-middle class (UMC), 

were used in this study. There are very few people who can ‘fit’ into a pure upper class 

(UC) category proper. However, as the research shows, there is a large gap between the 

UMC and LC categories, which makes this classification adequate for the purposes it was 

created for.  
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Figure 3.5 Distribution of the sample by social class 

 

3.2.5 Ethical considerations 

 

The purpose of the research project was explained to each person in the study. The 

student assistants first obtained consent for the project before any data was collected. 

Consent forms were then signed, and it was explained that after a certain period of the 

research a subject would not be able to retract his/her data from the project. Each subject 

was finally given an explanatory statement with the contact details for the department of 

Linguistics at the University of South Africa (UNISA) and my promoter. It was explained 

to the subjects that if they had any problems with the way in which the research was 

conducted that they were welcome to contact the University. However, almost all of the 
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subjects surveyed were interested in the subject of the research and most found it an 

interesting exercise. Only two subjects found the survey ‘boring’ and/or not relevant. To 

ensure that should any complaints arise, each subject was given a code that correlates to the 

consent form, the explanatory statement and the fieldwork codebook, and this code could 

be used to track a particular subject’s data. After the data had been coded and the fieldwork 

codebooks destroyed it was no longer possible for a subject to retract his or her data from 

the study.  

 

 

3.3 Research methods of the social network study 

 

3.3.1 Sampling techniques 

 

In the social network study a person was chosen whom I am familiar with, and who 

belongs to a typical Cantonese-speaking Macanese category (see Section 1.5.3.1). This person 

was used as the ego of a network and all of her associations were investigated. The core 

subject was interviewed on a number of occasions and a list was made of all the people she 

has had contact with over a period of two months. The objective, however, was to identify 
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only so-called ‘core’ networks, or people with whom this person has regular contact, and 

with whom she has close associations. The reason for this is that the social network 

analysys needed to focus on a specific part of the subject’s social network, and in 

accordance with network research practice set out by Milroy (1989), to use her regular close 

associations as a springboard for investigating how she uses Cantonese, and how her 

language use changes according to these associations. It was also thought important to 

evaluate the topics of discussion and to establish whether there are correlates between these 

topics and the network density. Other than network density, no other categories of the 

social network study were predetermined. The sampling size was determined according to 

the number of people in the subject’s social network, and was therefore not predetermined.  

 

Milroy’s (1980) version of measuring network density was used, but it was modified 

slightly. To evaluate the core subject’s network density the following questions were asked: 

 

1 Please list the people you have had contact with over the last 60 days or so.   

2 Do you have family members that live in the same area as you?  

3 Do you have friends that live in the same area as you?  

4 Do you have friends and/or family that you work, study and socialize with?  

5 Do you have classmates, workmates and church members that you spend time with in 

your leisure time? 
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The subject gets a point for each question, based on her response. For example, if 

she answers ‘yes’ to question two, then she gets one point for having strong ties of kinship 

in her neighbourhood.  

 

My chosen subject (Lia) has many friends and she has a very dense social network. In 

fact, she named at least 112 people she has had contact with over a two-month period. She 

also lives with her whole immediate family in the same flat, and so it is clear that she has 

strong ties of kinship in her neighbourhood. She did not get any point for having friends 

live in the same area as her, because none of her classmates, friends or co-workers live in 

her neighbourhood. This latter question raises a small problem as the idea of 

‘neighbourbood’ is vague in Macau. The main reason for this is that the living areas are very 

dense, and it is not exactly clear where one residential area ends, and another begins. The 

people in the local community who were interviewed also did not seem to agree about the 

cut-off points between neighbourhoods. One can also, for example, walk from one ‘area’ in 

Macau to another in five minutes, and it would still seem to be the same area. There is, 

thus, no real consensus on area of residence. This study used a general proximity to the 

core subject’s home.  
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Next, the subject works, studies and socializes with at least two others of the same 

gender. And finally, she also has voluntary associations with workmates, classmates, and 

church members during her leisure time.  

 

It can be concluded that the chosen subject has a high-density network, even though 

she may not live exactly in the same ‘neighbourhood’ as any of her friends, classmates, or 

fellow worshippers. From Chapter 2 above, it was mentioned that multiplexity measures 

numbers three to five of the network questions above. However, it was felt that it does not 

reveal much about the specific type of friends the subject has, nor does it reveal the 

affective quality of her relations. In other words, the subject may socialize with one 

colleague, but she would not ask that person for any advice regarding serious matters, or 

she may not trust this person fully. To solve this problem, it was required to look at the 

‘affective quality’ of the relations the subject has with the people in her social network (see 

other examples of using affective quality in Stoessel, 2002; and Eckert, 2010). To that end, 

the subject was interviewed again and another range of questions were used which better 

help in establishing the kind of relations the subject has with the people in her network. 

The following questions were used: 
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1 Who would you go to for advice about a general everyday issue? For example, about where 

to buy a fashion item.  

2 Who would you go to for advice about your future career? 

3 Who would you go to for advice about your personal relationships (e.g. boyfriends)? 

4 Who would you go to for advice about serious work or school trouble you may be in?  

5 Who would you go to for advice about a serious personal problem you may have (e.g. 

getting pregnant)?  

6 Which of your friends do you trust the most? And family members? 

7 Who are you closest with in your family? What about your friends? 

 

A scoring system was designed which indicates the affective quality of the core 

subject’s social network. The subject gave one point to each person in her network 

according to the questions above, and the highest score a person in her network could 

possibly get is 7. The questions were generally aimed at establishing the different levels of 

affect the core subject had with each of the members in her network. Once the social 

network had been established, the ‘quality scoring system’ (weight) was added to reveal 

more precisely the kind of relations the subject had with the members of her network, and 

vice versa. The subject’s responses showed that certain members of her network are much 

‘closer’ to her than with just a traditional social network analysis.  

 

For this particular study one dense social network was analysed, and speech 

recordings were conducted of the core subject and most of the people in her social 
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network. Only people who were not part of the ‘dense’ section of the subject’s network 

were not considered. In total around ten conversations were recorded for the social 

network part of the study, and around five hours of dialogue were collected for the final 

analysis of this project.  

 

To conclude, in the sampling of the social network study network density was 

considered of a particular subject who is Cantonese-speaking Macanese. This subject was 

also interviewed about the kind of quality of her relations of the people in her network. 

This was done to reveal the affective quality between her and her associations. The specific 

reason for establishing the affective quality of a social network is that it was considered as 

providing a key variable as to the motivations for language variation with a particular 

subject.  

 

3.3.2 Conducting the social network recordings 

 

For the social network study a number of recording sessions were conducted with 

certain members of a specific subject’s social network. This subject was accompanied to a 

number of social events and occasions where she regularly meets her family and friends. 
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This was done over a period of a month, and the subject always introduced me as a friend 

who is interested in understanding more about the Cantonese language in Macau, and that 

I may at times record their language use.  

 

As I was introduced as a friend of the subject, people were at ease with my presence, 

and some were initially interested to teach me and talk to me about Cantonese. A lot of the 

people were not able to speak much English. I pretended to know very little Cantonese, 

and in most situations, people ended up talking with each other in Cantonese and left me 

to my own devices. It was during these times that a small recording device was produced 

and the conversations were recorded. After a few occasions none of the subjects seemed to 

notice the recording device anymore and the conversations normally continued on without 

much attention being paid to the research.   

 

A Pensonic (PDVR-N48 model) digital voice recorder was used, which allowed the 

recordings to be transferred onto a computer system for later scrutiny. The recording 

device is very compact and it allows 128 hours of recording. A total of 991 speaking turns 

were transcribed for this part of the study, which amounts to around 25000 characters that 

were scrutinized.  
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3.4 Coding, data processing, and transcription 

 

In the distributionist study an interval scale was predominantly used to rank the 

data. When ranking the data using an interval scale, the frequency of  occurrence is 

indicated.  In Table 3.2 below the distribution of  the use of  the .m. and .k. initial between 

men and women is shown. The frequency row measures that frequency of  occurrence of  

a particular variable, and the percentage row gives the overall percentage of  that 

frequency according to the total population of  the sample universe. This method is used 

to make the data more easily available to the reader. In Chapter 4 below, data in the 

interval scale is also presented in the form of  tables, which make the data easier to read.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Men Women 

variable /l-/ /n-/ /l-/ /n-/ 

frequency 18 9 10 21 

% of sample 67% 33% 32% 68% 

Table 3.2 Distribution of .m. and .k. initial between men and women in the sample. 
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Finally, all the data was sorted in a data matrix and a codebook was created in which 

each value of the responses was matched with a number. In Table 3.3 below an example of 

the codebook is given (see Appendix 1 and 2 for the full codebook and data matrix).  

 

For the social network part of the study (the second study), portions of the dialogues 

were transcribed using the Discourse Transcription (DT) system proposed by Du Bois 

(1991). The dialogues were also transcribed using a simplified form of Yale-Roman 

Romanization, and relevant sections pertaining to this project were translated into English. 

Finally, only certain sections of the recordings were transcribed as a result of the following 

reasons: 

- the recording sections are completely audible (which facilitates transcription)  

- more than 3 topics are discussed between the interlocutors in their conversations 

 

 

 

 

 

Income (MOP)  Languages 

None 1  None 1 

<10000 2  Mandarin 2 

10000-19999 3  English 3 

20000-29999 4  Portuguese 4 

30000-39999 5  Other 5 

40000-49999 6  

>50000 7  

 

Table 3.3 Sample of codebook sections 
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Regarding the transcription methodology, the following factors were taken into 

consideration. First, the notation system does not have a double function and the 

transcription categories are clearly defined in the DT system and in the transcription key 

(see Appendix 6). Second, the data is highly accessible and specialized knowledge of 

linguistics and discourse analysis is not needed to understand the transcription. Learning 

the notations is made as easy and convenient as possible. The transcription is economical 

and features (even common ones) that are not part of the area of investigation were not 

marked. Lastly, the transcription is adaptable in that interpretation of the results is made as 

open as possible and some notation symbols are left completely undefined (like the use of 

capitals in proper nouns and the use of space between lexical items).  

 

Relevant sections of the captured dialogues were analysed using latest version of Praat 

(v. 5.1.34), which is a specialist speech analysis software developed by Boersma and 

Weenink (2010). With this software it is possible to accurately measure pitch ranges and the 

length of utterances, among others. 
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In addition to the transcriptions, detailed field notes were created along with the 

transcription data, so that information regarding the context, the speakers, the reason for 

speaking, topics, and general speaker background could be used to motivate instances of 

language variation. Again, in the social network study none of the independent variables 

were predetermined before the research procedure.  

 

Finally, the social networks were analyzed using the latest version of Ucinet (v. 6.282), 

which is software designed for social network analysis, developed by Borgatti et al. (2002).  
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C h a p t e r  4  

CONSTRAINTS ON VARIATION IN MACAU CANTONESE 

 

4.1 Introduction  

 

In this chapter results are presented of the social factors which constrain language 

variation in Macau Cantonese. First, the results of the distributionist study are 

presented, which indicate that there are larger social factors that constrain variation 

with certain initial and final segments, as well as SFPs in Macau Cantonese. After that, 

the results of the social network study are presented, and in this section social factors 

pertaining to variation of an individual Macanese speaker and her core social network 

are identified.  
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4.2 Distributionist study of language variation in Macau  

 

The first study of language variation in Macau, where a traditional survey and 

interview method was primarily used for data collection, yielded some important findings, 

and the results of this study are described below. It needs to be mentioned again that the 

independent variables (external linguistic variables) were predetermined in terms of a 

number of categories (see Section 3.3.1). These categories include: 

 

1. Gender: which is the overall difference between men and women 

2. Age: which includes a 18-29 group, a 30-39 group, a 40-49 group, and a 50+ age-group.  

3. Social class: which was stratified in terms of lower class (LC), middle class (MC), and 

upper-middle class (UMC) 

4. Chinese ethnic origin of speaker 

5. Second and/or other languages spoken 

  

In addition to these independent variables, all the interviewed subjects were native 

Cantonese speakers and were born in Macau. At least one parent of each interviewee must 

also have been born in Macau. Categories four and five above were measured, but were not 
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stratified as part of the overall sample universe in the final study because it did not reveal 

any correlations with the linguistic variables in the trial studies. 

Overall, the findings reflect some variation as a result of the main independent 

variables, and only important findings of the distributionist study are presented below. 

 

4.2.1 Distribution of initial and final segments 

 

Variation between ....jº,jº,jº,jº,.... and ....j,j,j,j,.... 

Generally, variation between /jº,/ and .j,. in the first study did not reveal any real 

significant results, as only two cases were detected where .j. initial was used in an initial 

position instead of /jº. initial. For these variables, however, variation may be quite 

common.  Similar to Yeung’s (1980) findings in Hong Kong, however, the cases which do 

contain .j. in the initial position were mostly produced by females. None of the other 

variables seemed to be a determining factor.  

 

Variation between ....M,M,M,M,.... and ....>>>>,,,,.... 

The overall results of the .M,. and .>,. initials are presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Overall distribution of .M,. and .>,. 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.1 above, most of the speakers surveyed (47, 81%) 

continue to use the /ŋ/ initial, whereas only 11 (19%) use the glottal stop. When the 

variable of age is considered (see Table 4.2 below), a few differences can be noted. 

 

 18-29 group 30-39 group 40-49 group 50+ group 

variable /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ 

frequency 16 6 9 1 11 1 11 3 

in % 73% 27% 90% 10% 92% 8% 79% 21% 

 

Even though the age distribution is not even, it can be seen that the distribution of 

.M,. and .>,. initials reveals that the biggest variation occurs in the 18-29 year group, with 

27% using the glottal stop instead of the nasal. In order to see which other variables 

contribute to the above distribution of these linguistic variables, gender and age were 

correlated with the 18-29 year age group, and the 50+ group. When this was done, it was 

variable .M,..M,..M,..M,. ....>>>>,.,.,.,.

frequency 47 11 

% of sample 81% 19% 

Table 4.2 Distribution of .M,. and .>,. according to age 
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found that the distribution is even among the 50+ group, but that there is variation in the 

18-29 age group (see Table 4.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.3 above, half of the men in the 18-29 age-group use the 

glottal stop in the initial position. The females in this group predominantly use .M. in the 

initial position.  

 

Variation between ....sr,sr,sr,sr,.... and ....sR,sR,sR,sR,.... 

Overall, the results of .sr,. and .sR,.initials are presented in Table 4.4. 

 

 

 

 

18-29 group  

(men) 

18-29 group 

(women) 

variable /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ 

frequency 5 5 11 1 

in % 50% 50% 92% 8% 

Table 4.3 Distribution of .M,. and .>,. in the 18-29 group, according to gender 

variable .sr,..sr,..sr,..sr,. .sR,..sR,..sR,..sR,.

frequency 46 12 

% of sample 79% 21% 

Table 4.4 Overall distribution of .sr,. and .sR,. 
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The results recorded in Table 4.4 above indicate that there is some kind of variation 

between the given variants. However, variation seems to occur mostly between men and 

women, and as can be seen from Table 4.5 below, fewer males produce .sR.instead of .sr. 

in the initial position (37%), compared with the surveyed women, who mostly keep to the 

.sr. initial.  

 

 Men Women 

variable /ts-/ /tRRRR-/ /ts-/ /tRRRR-/ 

frequency 17 10 29 2 

% of group 63% 37% 94% 6% 

 

Variation between ....m,m,m,m,.... and ....k,k,k,k,.... 

It is with these initials that the most interesting and most widespread variation 

occurs. As can be seen from Table 4.6 below, nearly half of the sample produced the lateral 

.k. in the initial position, instead of the nasal .m.. Furthermore, in terms of the other 

variables, it can be seen that gender is an underlying reason promoting variation, with men 

producing the .k. initial two-thirds of the time, compared to women producing this initial 

Table 4.5 Distribution of .sr,. and .sR,. according to gender 
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only one-third of the time (see Table 4.7 below). Most women seem to use the nasal, while 

most men prefer the lateral.  

 

 

variable ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,....

frequency 30 28 

% of sample 52% 48% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The variable of class does not provide any interesting results on its own. However, if 

the variable of gender is correlated with class it can be seen that there are some differences 

amongst the groups.  

 

 

Table 4.6 Overall distribution of .m,. and .k,. 

 Men Women 

variable ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,....

frequency 9 18 21 10 

% of group 33% 67% 68% 32% 

Table 4.7 Distribution of .m,. and .k,. according to gender 
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Table 4.8 indicates that the largest percentages of .k.initial users are the middle and 

lower class men (75% and 67%, respectively). In respect of the .m. initial, the largest 

percentages of users are females from the middle and lower classes (70% and 75%, 

respectively).  Interestingly, the biggest difference in variation between the classes is with 

the middle class, closely followed by the lower class. With the upper-middle class the results 

are evenly spread amongst men and women.  

 

UMC men women 

Variable ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,....

Frequency 3 3 4 3 

% 50% 50% 57% 43% 

MC men women 

Variable ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,....

Frequency 3 9 14 6 

%  25% 75% 70% 30% 

LC men women 

Variable ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,....

Frequency 3 6 3 1 

%  33% 67% 75% 25% 

Table 4.8 Distribution of .m,. and .k,. according to gender and class 
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In terms of the age variable there are also some interesting findings, with both the 

youngest and the oldest age-groups using .k,. the most (see Table 4.9 below). The 30-49 

group seem not to use the /k/ initial much at all. If the variable of gender is correlated with 

the age variable, it is noted that men in all the age-groups use the /k/ initial the most.  

 

 

 

Variation between ....,l,l,l,l....and....,m,m,m,m....

Overall, the bilabial .,l. and nasal .,m. did not present any significant results, as only 

five cases were detected where .,m. was used in a final position instead of .,l.. This 

suggests that variation is a very infrequent occurrence for these linguistic variables. Three 

of the cases were produced by women, and two by men.  

age 18-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 

variable ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,....

total 9 13 7 3 9 3 5 9 

% of age-group 41% 59% 70% 30% 75% 25% 36% 64% 

females 6 5 4 1 8 1 3 3 

in % 67% 38% 80% 33% 89% 33% 60% 33% 

males 3 8 3 2 1 2 2 6 

in % 33% 62% 60% 67% 11% 67% 40% 67% 

Table 4.9 Distribution of .m,. and .k,. according to age and gender 
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Variation between ....,o,o,o,o.... and ....,s,s,s,s....

These were no significant findings for these variables, as the overall sample only 

revealed five cases of .s. produced in the final position. Five of the incidences were by 

women, and one case was produced by a man.  

 

Variation between ....,M,M,M,M.... and ....,m,m,m,m....  

For these variables, the figures are also inconclusive and do not represent any 

evidence of variation. In the sample, only nine speakers were found to produce .m. in the 

final position, and of these speakers the variation is spread evenly over the external 

linguistic variables.  

 

Variation between ....,j,j,j,j.... and ....,s,s,s,s.... 

Overall, the .,j.and.,s. finals produced the following results: 

 

 

 

 

 

variable .,j..,j..,j..,j. .,s..,s..,s..,s.

frequency 45 13 

% of sample 78% 22% 

Table 4.10 Overall distribution of .,j. and .,s.
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As can be seen from Table 4.10 above, there is some variation with the use of .,j. 

and .,s., with 13% of the sample using .s. in the final position. When the variable of gender 

is considered, the greatest difference seems to occur between men and women, with men 

using both the .s. and .j. final almost evenly (41% and 59%) (see Table 4.11 below). On 

the other hand, the women in the sample hardly ever seem to use .j. in the final position, 

with only two cases reported to do so (6%).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.1 Summary of initial and final segment variation results  

 

To conclude this section on the use of phonemes in the initial and final positions, it is 

noted that the biggest variation occurs with the use of .m,. and .k,. initials. Regarding the 

latter, the greatest influence seems to occur as a result of gender, where most females in the 

 men women 

variable /-k/ /-t/ /-k/ /-t/ 

frequency 11 16 2 29 

%  41% 59% 6% 94% 

Table 4.11 Overall distribution of .,j. and .,s.according to gender 
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sample use .m. instead of .k.- On the other hand, most of the men in the sample preferred 

to use .k.. The class variable also seems to indicate that middle class and lower class men 

and women preferred to vary the greatest.   

 

In general, the independent variable of gender seems to play the largest role in the 

variation that occurs with the selected linguistic variables, with women mostly using the 

standard Cantonese pronunciation. Specifically, where variation was evident in the sample, 

most women used .M,., .sr,., and .m,.. The only exception seemed to be with .s. and .j. 

finals, where women used the .j. final the least.  

 

4.2.2 Distribution of la, lo, ah, wo, ya, and gah (ga)  

 

The survey collected 116 counts of the sentence final particles (SFPs), as two 

different discourse completion tests were given to each subject in the survey. Figure 4.1 

below shows a chart of the use of these particles in the sample. From the chart it can be 

noted that the ah particle was used the most often, followed by la and gah respectively. The 

least frequently used particle was ya, and there were 24 cases where other particles were 

used. In the study, every subject used an SFP in the discourse completion test.  
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Figure 4.1 Total number of SFPs used in the survey 

 

Figure 4.2 below indicates the use of the particles according to the variable of gender. 

When the variable of gender is correlated with the frequency distribution, it can be noted 

that women tended to use lo and la the most, while men preferred ah and gah. The men also 

showed a greater creativity in their choice of particle, with 18 other particles used that were 

not part of the predetermined selection. For the female group, the other particles were used 

quite similarly, while for the male group, ya and lo were used the least.  
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4.3 Social network study of language variation in Macau  

 

4.3.1 Social network relations 

 

In this study, a particular subject’s core social network was evaluated. As was 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the aim was to establish how a particular Cantonese-speaking 

Macanese uses Macau Cantonese, as well as varies her language use according to her social 

network. In addition, although some of the external speaker variables were generally pre-

determined, no linguistic variables were pre-supposed, and this study looks at these 

Figure 4.2 Number of SFPs used, according to gender 
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variables as they emerge from the context in which they occur, as well as between the 

speakers with whom they correlate. The core network of the subject is illustrated in Figure 

4.3 below. 

 

As can be seen from Figure 4.3, the subject (Lia, the ego of the network) has seven 

people in her first-order network zone, and two in her second-order network zone. All the 

people in Lia’s first-order network zone know each other, while only Lia knows those in 

her second-order network zone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Core network of the chosen subject. Lia is the ego of the network 

Second order zone First order zone 
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After the core network and the zones were established, the quality of the 

relationships was measured (the affective quality). This essentially refers to the quality of 

the relationships in this core network, and it was assumed that this may have an influence 

on the core subject’s language use. The quality of the network is presented in Figure 4.4 

and Table 4.12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Quality of the core network. Lia is the ego of the network 

Second order zone First order zone 
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 Lia Betty Tinki Veronica Sharon Rita Sister Mother Father Aunt 

Lia -- 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 3 

Betty 4 -- 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Tinki 4 4 -- 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Veronica 5 1 1 -- 0 0 1 1 1 1 

Sharon 3 0 0 0 -- 1 0 0 0 0 

Rita 3 0 0 0 1 -- 0 0 0 0 

Sister 4 1 0 1 0 0 -- 3 3 3 

Mother 5 1 1 1 0 0 5 -- 5 5 

Father 5 1 1 1 0 0 5 5 -- 2 

Aunt 3 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 2 -- 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.12 above, Lia has the strongest (affective quality) ties 

with her church friend Veronica, her Father, and her Mother. These relations all have a tie 

strength of 5. Lia also has strong relationships with Betty, Tinki and her Sister, with a 

strength of 4. The affective quality of Lia’s relations with her Aunt, Rita and with Sharon 

measure 3 – the lowest of the network ties. A score of 0 indicates there is no relation. 

 

All the members in this network were interviewed and the quality of the networks 

between all the members was evaluated. Table 4.12 above also shows the strength of these 

ties. For example, it can be seen that Lia considers Rita to be closer to her than Rita 

considers herself to be with Lia. In other words, Lia has a tie strength of 3 for Rita, but Rita 

Table 4.12 Results of the affective quality scores in Lia’s social network  
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has a tie strength of 2 for Lia. It can also be noted that Rita and Sharon know each other, 

but do not consider themselves ‘friends’, and their tie strength is evaluated at 1.  

 

4.3.2 Recorded data 

 

Overall, a significant amount of time (around two months) was spent with Lia, where 

we interacted on a daily basis. Over the course of this period recordings were made of her 

conversations with the people in her first and second order network zones. For the 

purposes of this research, four sections were selected for transcription from the recordings. 

The results of these recordings are presented below. 

 

4.3.3 Results of the recorded data 

 

 The recordings are just over four hours in length, and over 15 minutes were 

transcribed of the end part of the discussion of the first recording, 13 minutes of the 

second recording, and 10 minutes for the other two recordings. In total around 50 minutes 

of speech were transcribed for this research and these transcriptions were done in both 

Chinese script, as well as Yale-Roman Romanization. A total of 991 speaking turns were 
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collected for this part of the study. The subjects all met in situations/environments which 

were social and relaxed, and these environments were never in any way abnormal or 

different from where they normally meet. Prior to the recordings, all the subjects were 

informed that their conversations were going to be recorded. It needs to be mentioned 

here again that all of the participants were fully aware that they were being recorded and 

gave their consent for the project. Table 4.13 shows the number of speaking turns in the 

transcribed samples.  

 

 

Sample 1* Sample 2* Sample 3 Sample 4* 

Lia Tinki Betty Lia Veronica Lia Father Mother Sister Aunt Lia Rita 

135 136 62 110 113 90 38 25 39 7 115 121 

* contains some speech from waiters, but these turns were not included in the counts presented here 

 

The linguistic variables identified in these samples, as generated from the samples 

themselves, are identified with the use of the characters summarized in Table 4.14 below. 

 

 

Table 4.13  Speaking turns in the transcriptions (excluding sounds, noises, etc) 
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/MMMM-/ vs. />>>>-/ /n-/ vs. /l-/ /k-/ vs. /h-/ /-MMMM] vs. /-n/ SFPs 

我; 屋; 岩; 啱 

眼; 外; 晏; 亚 

 

你;(ho)能; 年; 難; 

女; 唸; 淋 (ba); 男; 

奈;  閙; 奶; 紐 

距 

    

肯 

    

呀 (ah); 嘎 (ga); 啦 

(la); 喔 (wo); 咯 (lo); 

(others: ge; le)*    

*Chinese characters for these particles/particles cannot be typed using a computer 

 

 

Variation between ....M,M,M,M,.... and ....>>>>,,,,.... 

The total frequency of occurrence for .M,.and .>,.is presented in Table 4.15 below, 

and the results for this variation are described below. 

 

From Table 4.15 it is clear that .>,. is much more frequently used compared with 

/M,.. This data is inconsistent with the large-scale survey which illustrated a very different 

pattern (see Table 4.2 above). In the earlier study most subjects used the .M,. variable.  

 

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

variable />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ />>>>-/ /MMMM-/ 

counts 81 9 119 6 52 8 100 4 

in % 90% 10% 96% 4% 86.6% 13.4% 96.1% 3.9% 

total 90 124 60 104 

Table 4.14 Linguistic variables and SFPs detected in the spoken samples 

Table 4.15 Frequency of .M,. and .>,. 
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Distribution of ....M,M,M,M,.... and ....>,>,>,>,.... amongst the speakers 

The distribution of .M,.and .>,.among the speakers are summarized in Table 4.16 

below. 

 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4  

Lia Tinki Betty Lia Veronica Lia Father Mother Sister Aunt Lia Rita 

....M,M,M,M,.... 3 4 2 5 0 1 0 2 4 1 3 1 

 in % 7.7% 11.2% 13.4% 5.3% 0 2.8% 0 50% 21% 100% 8.5% 1.5% 

....>,>,>,>,.... 36 32 13 91 28 35 0 2 15 0 32 68 

in % 93.3% 88.8% 86.6% 94.7% 100% 97.2% 0 50% 79% 0 91.5% 98.5% 

 

 

As can be seen from the data in Table 4.16, all the speakers tend to use the .>. initial 

much more consistently compared with .M,.. An exception is Lia’s mother who uses the 

variants equally. However, her frequency of use is small, so the results remain inconclusive. 

Lia uses the .>. initial frequently in most situations and with most of the speakers in her 

network. An exception (which may be significant) is observed in sample two where Lia’s 

distribution count is more than double that of the other samples. Reasons for this are 

discussed further below regarding the issue of topic influence. 

Table 4.16 Frequency of .M,. and .>,. among the speakers in the selected samples 
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Variation between ....m,m,m,m,....and....k,k,k,k,....

Table 4.17 below presents the distribution of /m.and.k.initials. 

 

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

 ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... ....m,m,m,m,.... ....k,k,k,k,.... 

counts 11 71 4 104 3 71 2 93 

in % 13.5% 86.5% 3.7% 96.3% 4% 96% 2.2% 97.8% 

total 82 108 74 95 

 

 

Similar to the previous data in Table 4.16, it is evident in Table 4.17 that .k. initial is 

much more frequently used compared with .m. initial. This data is also inconsistent with 

the distributionist study (see Section 4.2.1), which illustrated an almost even frequency 

distribution. In the earlier study the subjects used both variables almost equally, however, 

women showed to prefer the .m.initial compared with men. The opposite seems to be the 

case with the social network study. 

 

 

 

Table 4.17 Frequency of .m,. and .k,.  
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Distribution of ....m,m,m,m,....and ....k,k,k,k,....among the speakers 

The distribution of .m,.and /k,.among the speakers are summarized in Table 4.18 

below. From this analysis, it can be seen that all the speakers tend to use the .k,.variable 

much more consistently compared with .m,..   

 

 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4  

Lia Tinki Betty Lia Veronica Lia Father Mother Sister Aunt Lia Rita 

....m,m,m,m,.... 3 2 6 6 1 0 1 0 0 2* 1 1 

 in % 10% 6% 33% 12.5% 1.7% 0 8.3% 0 0 66.6% 4.4% 1.4% 

....k,k,k,k,.... 28 31 12 42 59 40 11 12 4 1 22 71 

in % 90% 94% 67% 87.5% 98.3% 100% 91.7% 100% 100% 33.3% 95.6% 98.6% 

*The aunt uses accentuated speech here which uses /n/, but it cannot be considered a variation of the /n/ 

and /l/ phonemes of the words researched 

 

 

Variation between ....j,j,j,j,....and....g,g,g,g,.... (距距距距) 

The results that were found regarding the distribution of .j.and.g. initial are 

summarized in Table 4.19 below.  

  

Table 4.18 Frequency of .m,. and .k,. among the speakers 
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It is evident that .j,. is more frequently used, compared with .g,.. This specific 

variable was not pre-determined in the distributionist study and so it was not studied. 

However, based on the analysis of the recorded data, it was found that this variable showed 

potential for variation, as Table 4.19 illustrates.  

 

 

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

 ....j,j,j,j,.... ....g,g,g,g,.... ....j,j,j,j,.... ....g,g,g,g,.... ....j,j,j,j,.... ....g,g,g,g,.... ....j,j,j,j,.... ....g,g,g,g,.... 

counts 78 9 55 18 7 6 20 16 

in % 89.6% 10.4% 75.3% 24.6% 53.8% 46.2% 55.5% 44.5% 

total 87 73 13 36 

 

 

From the data in Table 4.19 it can be seen that /g/ initial is used quite frequently 

compared with /j/ (especially in samples one and two). This variation was only so far 

determined for the word 距, and more studies are needed to see if there is further variation 

between /j/ and /g/ initials in other words.  

 

 

 

Table 4.19 Frequency of .j,. and .g,. in the samples 
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Distribution of ....j,j,j,j,....and ....g,g,g,g,....amongst the speakers 

The distribution of .j,.and .g,.among the speakers are summarized in Table 4.20 

below. From the table it can be seen that two speakers (Veronica and Rita) use the /j/ and 

/g/ initial almost evenly, compared with the more frequent use of /j/ by all the other 

speakers sampled. The question of whether this variable contains a social meaning is 

unclear, and will need to be investigated in a future study.  

 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4  

Lia Tinki Betty Lia Veronica Lia Father Mother Sister Aunt Lia Rita 

....j,j,j,j,.... 31 42 6 47 8 12 0 0 1 0 10 10 

 in % 94% 94% 67% 84% 47% 80% 0 0 100% 0 77% 43.5% 

....g,g,g,g,.... 2 3 3 9 9 3 3 0 0 0 3 13 

in % 6% 6% 33% 16% 53% 20% 100% 0 0 0 13% 56.5% 

 

 Variation between ....,M,M,M,M.... and ....,m,m,m,m.... (肯肯肯肯) 

Even though the frequency count for /m/ and /M/ finals is low in the samples (six 

counts in all four transcribed samples), it is noted that .m. final is almost always used, 

compared with .,M.. In Standard Cantonese this is not correct, and .,M. is the prescribed 

phoneme. Even though this character (肯) is not used frequently, it may be predicted from 

Table 4.20 Frequency of .j,. and .g,.in the samples 
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this data that the subject(s) will mostly use the .,m. form.  Only one case was observed 

where .,M. was used.  

 

4.3.4 Sentence final particles used in the recorded samples 

 

The frequency distribution for the SFPs used are summarized in Tables 4.21 and 4.22 

below. From this data it can be noted that the particles la, ga, and lo are used the most 

frequently. In addition, it can be seen that some of the speakers have a preference for 

certain particles depending on the context and interlocutors. For example, in sample one, 

Lia has a high frequency of use for wo, but in sample two she only uses the same particle 

once.  However, in samples two, three and four Lia uses lo more frequently. Rita and 

Veronica both seem to prefer the use of la and ga in their conversations with Lia.    

 

 

 

 

 

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

呀呀呀呀 (ya) 23 14 14 14 

嘎嘎嘎嘎 (ga) 37 54 25 50 

啦啦啦啦 (la) 40 63 48 75 

喔喔喔喔 (wo) 31 2 0 0 

咯咯咯咯 (lo) 35 40 27 22 

Table 4.21 Frequency distribution of SFPs 
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4  

Lia Tinki Betty Lia Veronica Lia Father Mother Sister Aunt Lia Rita 

呀呀呀呀 (ya) 4 17 2 9 14 8 1 2 2 1 6 8 

嘎嘎嘎嘎 (ga) 14 16 7 26 28 20 1 2 2 0 14 36 

啦啦啦啦 (la) 19 14 7 37 26 30 6 4 8 0 25 50 

喔喔喔喔 (wo) 20 8 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

咯咯咯咯 (lo) 12 16 7 23 17 20 0 1 5 1 12 10 

 

 

Topic influence and the distribution of variables and SFPs 

In general it was found that the topics discussed between the members of the chosen 

network reveal that a greater affect between the speakers may lead to greater frequency in 

the use of non-standard variants. For example, in the first sample the conversation topics 

were of a very general nature, as shown below: 

 

Sample 1: example of some of the topics discussed* 

L1-50 Lia's three-year-old tutorial student  

L52-74 Nursery school problems in Macau 

L76-98 Claims of  luggage damages paid by airlines  

L99-125 Travelling experiences 

L127-161 Looking for work 

L255-321 Lia's school days – sitting at the back of  the classroom 

Table 4.22 Frequency distribution of SFPs among the speakers 
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L353-361 Gossip about S.H.E. (a pop group from Taiwan) 

*See Appendix 8 for a list of all the topics discussed in all four samples 

 

Variation of the linguistic variables is spread quite evenly over the topics in the first 

sample. In the fourth sample, however, Rita discusses some issues related to ‘dating’ and 

‘men’, and Rita seems to have a very high count for some of the variables, in particular with 

the use of particles (la and ga) when discussing these topics. It is also Rita who leads the 

conversation when these topics are discussed. Consider the comparison in Table 4.21 

below when Rita discusses a non-personal topic like ‘books’ and a more personal topic 

such as ‘a date with an Italian guy’.  

 

 

 

 

From Table 4.23 it is quite evident that conversation topic causes a sort of ideological 

positioning on the part of the speaker which is reflected in the frequency of use of some of 

Topic: books (L34-52) Topic: dating (L53-80) 

嘎 (ga) 0 嘎 (ga) 6 

啦 (la) 3 啦 (la) 11 

Table 4.23 Frequency distribution of Rita’s use of SFPs among the topics ‘dating an Italian 
guy’ and ‘books’ 
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the SFPs. Further to this, in the second sample, the following topics were discussed 

between Lia and Veronica.  

 

Sample 2 

L1-87 What food to order at the restaurant 

L88-94 Places of  interest / attractions  

L97-108 Cathay Pacific airline (sleeping on the plane / food on the plane) 

L109-125 Water machine 

L127-240 Lia's family (her sister and mother) 

 

In the second sample, Lia and Veronica begin by discussing non-personal matters. 

However, from lines 127 to 240 (almost half of the discussion) Lia talks about personal 

issues relating to her family. In this section of the sample, there is also greater frequency in 

Lia’s use of SFPs, as well as lengthening of these particles (see below for more on vowel 

lengthening). For example, Lia uses la 26 times when talking about her family, compared 

with a frequency count of 11 for all the other topics combined. In addition to this, Lia has a 

frequency count of 35 for the use of the .k. initial, compared with a count of 7 for the first 

half of the sample where general topics are discussed. This same tendency is also observed 
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with the use of the .>. initial, and Lia has a count of 79 for the more personal ‘family’ topic, 

compared with 12 for all the other topics combined.  

 

It needs to be noted that for the comparison mentioned above involving the more 

personal ‘family’ topic, all other topics had to be combined so that an almost equal number 

of speaking turns could be evaluated. If this were not done, the frequency counts would be 

disproportionate.  

 

In none of the other samples does Lia talk about highly personal issues.  

 

Lengthening of the vowels in SFPs  

Upon closer examination, it was found that the vowels in the particles are often 

lengthened to further intensify specific meanings. To cite an example of this, consider a 

selected part of the transcription for Sample two below (see also Appendix 7, Transcription 

1002):  

 

Example 1: Conversation between Lia and Veronica. Lines 160-162, Sample 2 

160 Lia: yi1！(ng)o5 a3 ba1 jung6 cheui1！ 

161 Veronica: sik1 saai3 l(n)ei5 a3 mui6？ 
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162 

Lia: m4 hai6 lo1== (ng)o5 a3 ba1？gan1 jyu6 (ng)o5 wa2，“ l(n)ei5" a1 l(n)aau6 ha6 

keui6 la1= l(n)ei5 tai2 ha6 keui6 gei2 cheui1 a1=！” gan1 jyu6 keui6 jau6 wa2 

la1，“hoi1！l(n)ei5 jau6 bei2 go3 wai2 bei2 l(n)ei5 ga1 je2 cho5=la1==！” gam1 

wo4，gan1 jyu6 jung6 bei2 (ng)o5 a3 mui6  l(n)aau6  faan2 jyun2 tau4 wo4！ 

163 Veronica: ha1 ha1， l(n)ei5 a3 ba1 a1？！ 

164 Lia: hai6 a1！ 

 

The length for the first lo in 162 is 1.088 seconds. For the first la in 162 the particle 

length is 0.55 seconds. Vowel length for the third la above in 162 is 0.67 seconds. Compare 

this with the word (ng)o5 (I/me) in 162, which is on average 0.3 seconds in length. Pitch 

range and intensity of the SFPs were not measured and may indicate specific meanings, but 

this falls outside of the scope of this dissertation. 

 

 

4.4 Constructionist considerations 

 

In this section parts of the discourse in the recorded data are analysed using a 

constructionist approach. This essentially means that some of the discourse of the social 

network recordings are analysed and interpreted relevant to the main external variables of 

‘gender’, ‘affect’, and ‘conversation topic’, to name a few. In general, the transcriptions of 
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this study were scrutinized, and initial and final segments, as well as SFP variation are 

considered in terms of the discourse itself.  

 

4.4.1 Social functions of the linguistic variables 

 

As with the social network data, it appears that the use of the most natural speech, 

and ‘non-standard variants’ is influenced by the affective quality of the relationships 

between the interlocutors. Example 2 below is taken from the first sample of the social 

network recordings, and the affective quality of the relationships is not very strong. In 

addition, the setting is casual and the conversation topics are of a general nature.  

 

Example 2: Discussion between Lia (A), Betty (B) and Tinki (C). Lines 76-

98, Sample 1 

B: <X  X> dou1 hai6 wa4 jyu6 ngo5 dei6 Dhaang4 lei5 <X  X>， jung6 yau5 D seung1 
gei1 dou1 wawo6 je2 yau5 dak1 kam.. 

A: sing3 beng6 mou4 dak1 kamlo1 dou1 wa2(..) 

(music) 

A: nei5 go3 giplaan6 jo2 dou1 mou4 dak1 kam wo1= 

B: ho2 l(n)ang4   yau5 a3= 

A:          [gwaat3 fa3] 

A: mou4 a3，gwaat3 fa3 jau6 mou4 a3 

B: [gwaat3 fa3 jau6 m4 ji1 le] 

C: laan6 wo1= 
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(music) 

B: laan6 jo2 hong4 hung1 gung1 si1 owui2 pui4 bei2 l(n)ei5 la3 

A: wui2 m4 wui2 a3=？ 

B: pui4 ga3= 

(music) 

B: delay luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 yau5 dak1 camga3 la3=ma4= 

A: 500man1 ja3 wo1=luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 pui4=hou2 chi5， (ng)o5 gin3 dou3=ha6 bin1 
godo6 

C: m4 hai6， jik1 eheui3 jau6 m4 mou4 delayla3， faan2 loi4 gosi4 le2=delayhei2 ma5 
1go3 jung1 send dou3 gam1 jau6 cha3 m4 do1 

B: mai6 yau6 hai6 go do6 delay 

A: mai6 hai6 lo1 

C: go delayjau6 mou4 gela3=cheui4 fei1 lei5 jyun2 gei1 je2=jyun2 gei1 jau6 hou2 
le， jyun2 gei1 <X  X> cha3 m4 do1 

A: mou4 dak1 jyun2 gei1 jik6 fei1 

B: hai6 le， luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 camleung5 bawo3 man1 ja3 wo1 

A: hai6 le！ 

 

In Example 2 above, there are only three cases of the more natural forms used, with 

two cases of /k/ initial and one case of />/ initial used. The topic of conversation is 

concerned with ‘luggage claims paid by airlines’. The mean sentence length is generally also 

short.  

 

On the other hand, Example 3 below is taken from Sample 2, and the conversation 

topic is similar to that of Example 2. The setting is also similar, and the only real difference 
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in the conversation is the affective quality of the relationship between the interlocutors. In 

Example 3, Lia and Veronica have a very high affective relationship. 

 

The conversation topic is similar to that of Example 2 (Cathay Pacific Airline; 

sleeping in the plane and eating on the plane), however, there is a much greater use of the 

non-standard variants.  

 

Example 3: Discussion between Lia (A), Veronica (B). Lines 97-108, Sample 2 

A: hai6 lo1，hai6 fei1 gei1 a1 hou2 (l)naan4 fan3 

B: wui2 me1？ 

B: (ng)o5 yau6 wui2 fan3 m4 dou3 

A: jan1 ga1？ 

B: ga1 seung5 gwok3 taai3 yau5 go3 hou2 chyu2 jau6 hai6 m4 wui2  (ng)o6 chan1 

lo1，ji(k)1 e jau6 syun3 fei1 gei1 chaan1 l(n)ei5 m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 l(n)ei5 dou1 ho2 

yi5 man6 h(k)eui6 lo2 bui1 min6，h(k)eui6 jyu2 D min6 dou1 hou2 hou2 sik6 ga1= 

gam1 yeung6 lo1 

A: man6 keui6 lo2 a1 maai5 lo1= 

B:                     [aai1 a1，m4 sai2 ga1] 

A: ha1？！ 

B: m4 sai2 ga1 

A: hai6 me1？！gam1 hou2？！ 

B: hai6 a1，ji(k)1 e gwai3 yau5 gwai3 ga1 hou2 lo1... l(n)ei5 dou1 ho2 yi5 si3 ha6 ga1= 

ji(k)1 e l(n)ei5 le2 heui3.. ji(k)1 e pei3 yu4 l(n)ei5 = a1，(x x)jo2= yau5 D ye5 l(n)ei5 

jan1 hai6 m4 sik6 le2 ho2 yi5，“m4 goi1 e，bei2 go3 min6 ngo5=。” gam1 h(k)eui6 

wui2 bong1 l(n)ei5 jyu2 ge waak6 je2 h(k)eui6 wui2 bong1 l(n)ei5 chung1 go3 bui1 
min6 lo1 

A: wo4= gam1 jiu1 <X  X> chung1 go3 bui1 min6，(ng)o5 l(n)am2 (ng)o5 wui2 sik6 

bui1 min6，dim2 ji1 mou6 seui2 
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Thus, it would appear that the linguistic variable distributions detected in the social 

network analysis of the discourse data are influenced by affect. In addition, Example 3 

generally reveals longer sentence structures, further realizing ‘closeness’ between Lia and 

Veronica.  

 

Regarding the larger social functions of SFPs, in Example 4 below Lia uses la many 

times to signal ‘solidarity’ with Veronica, which is similar to the social meaning for this SFP 

presented by Wong (2009) (see Section 1.6 for a summary of this classification). Example 4 

below indicates the case of la as a solidarity marker.  

 

Example 4: Discussion between Lia (A), Veronica (B). Lines 184-186, Sample 2 

 A: gan1 jyu6 le2，hou2 la1.. gan1 jyu6 (ng)o5 mou4 l(n)aau6 keui6 a1 ma4 gwo2 chi3 

185 B: keui6 goi2 bin3 

 

A: gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 (ng)o5 jau6 tung4 (ng)o5 .. lou5 dau2 tung4 (ng)o5 a3 ma1 
gong2， ，“aai1 a1 m4 goi1 l(n)ei5 a1 tung4 l(n)ei5 go3 l(n)eui5 gong2 ha6 la1，hou2 
faan4=a1=keui6==mat1 mat1 mat1 a1 gam1！ gan1 jyu6 le2 (ng)o5 lou5 dau2 jau6 
wa2 laak3， ！ ！ ，aai1 gam1 l(n)ei5 mai1 (ng)ok3 D= lo1== ” gam1 wo4 gan1 jyu6 
(ng)o5 wa2， ？“ l(n)ei5 m4 tung4 keui6.. l(n)aau6 ha6 keui6 ” gan1 jyu6 
keui6， ！“aai1 dak1 la1 dak1 la1！ ！aai1 jan6 gaan1 tung4 h(k)eui6 
gong2=ha6=la1=！” gan1 jyu6..jau6.. jung2 ji1 jau6 chiu1=chiu1 wo4 
sin6， ！“aai1 l(n)ei5 jau6 m4 hou2 de1 saai3 l(n)ei5 ga1 je2 la1==” gam1，gan1 jyu6 
(ng)o5 a3 mui6 jau6 l(n)aau6 faan2 keui6，  

 B:                                     [da1 keui6] 
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In Example 4, Lia talks about her family issues and uses la frequently to signal 

solidarity with Veronica, as Lia is complaining about her sister and may want to get 

Veronica’s sympathy and agreement regarding her stance on her sister. To add to the 

solidarity marker in this instance it may be seen as a realization of the affective quality of 

the relationship between the speakers.  

 

4.4.2 Summary of social network study results 

 

To summarize this section on the social network study of the research, and the brief 

constructionist interpretation of some discourse sections, it is evident that only certain 

linguistic variables are relevant to the study of linguistic variation in Macau Cantonese. It 

also appears that the social network study provides better access to the most natural 

Cantonese and this is revealed with the frequency of use of variables such as .m. and .k. 

initials, as well as .>. and .M. initials. The results of the frequency and distribution of these 

variables in the social network study indicate where the distributionist study needs to be re-

evaluated and/or reinterpreted. In addition, in this study it was also found that certain 

speakers tend to prefer certain linguistic variables and SFPs to others, and that this 
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preference may be dependent on extra linguistic factors such as the affective quality of the 

relations between the speakers and conversation topic, among others.  

 

The social network analysis also indicates that there are new linguistic variables that 

may need to be considered and evaluated (such as the case of .j,.and .g,.(. In the next 

chapter the results from this chapter are discussed in terms of the theoretical issues 

introduced in Chapter 2. 
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C h a p t e r  5  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

In this chapter, the results of the research in this dissertation are summarized and 

then discussed. In addition, some statistical data is presented which indicates the extent to 

which the social variables of this study influence the use of the main linguistic variables that 

were investigated. After this, the meaning potential of the linguistic variables is discussed, 

and this is followed by a discussion of identity creation using these linguistic variables. 

After this, future directions for possible further areas of research are spelt out. Finally, 

some conclusions of the research and the dissertation are given.  

 

 

5.2 Summary of the results on variation in Macau Cantonese 

 

Generally, results of the research in this dissertation illustrate that social information 

is conveyed through the use of certain linguistic variables in Macau Cantonese. In this 
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section, results of this study are discussed, which are based directly on the research findings 

and results presented in Chapter 4. Some of the theoretical issues raised in Chapter 2 are 

also discussed.  

 

Initially, the primary aim of this dissertation was to establish which external speaker 

variables lead Cantonese speakers in Macau to vary their use of Cantonese sentence final 

particals as well as initial and final segments in words. The reader will recall that two 

methodologies in the research were used: a distributionist methodology, and a social 

network approach. The results of the distributionist study is where the easiest and most 

accessible answer can be found to how social variables lead to linguistic variation. 

Specifically, the variables of gender and social class were shown to be the biggest 

contributing factors that cause language variation. Most women in the survey tended to use 

the more standard Cantonese pronunciation, and this was clearly illustrated with the use of 

.M,., .sr,., and .m,. (see Table 5.1).  In the distributionist study the external speaker 

variable of social class indicated that the middle and lower classes varied their 

pronunciation the greatest, especially if the variables of social class and gender were 

correlated. In this case women in the middle class and lower class prefer the use of the 
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standard variants, while middle class and lower class men prefer the non-standard forms. 

This was shown most clearly in the case of .k. and .m. initials (see also Table 5.1).  

 

In Macau Cantonese, the external linguistic factors which impinge on the linguistic 

variables are most often realized by the use of .m. and .k. initials, as well as .>. and .M. 

initials. Results also show that social information is conveyed with the use of SFPs. For 

example, from the distributionist study, women were shown to most frequently use lo (see 

Table 5.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* LC male and female figures are not significant due to sample size for 

these cells. It is the suspicion that if sample size were to be increased 

that these figures will be significant at p .05 or less. 

Social constraint Linguistic  
variable 

Significance 

Gender    

Females .M,. p < 0.01 

 .sr,. p < 0.01 

 .m,. p < 0.01 

 .,s. p < 0.01 

Males .k,. p < 0.05 

Social Class   

MC   

Males .k,. p < 0.01 

Females .m,. p < 0.05 

LC   

Males .k,. p = 0.157* 

Females .m,. p = 0.157* 

Table 5.1 Social factors influencing selected initial and final segments in Macau Cantonese 
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The investigation of other linguistic variables such as those proposed by Yeung 

(1980) did not yield many significant results (see Section 4.2). The main reason for this is 

the possibility that the sounds are produced because of lack of attention on the part of the 

speakers as well as economy of use when these linguistic variables are used and blended 

with the other phonemes. This may be the case where phonemic blending occurs during 

rapid speech, as some cases of .g,. and .j,. in the social network study indicate. 

 

It is difficult, however, to provide generalizations for motivating the importance of 

the external linguistic variables on the basis of the social network study. The main reason 

for this is a statistical one, as too few subjects can be evaluated to make quantitative claims 

about such factors as class, gender, age, and so on. However, the social network analysis 

does indicate that the relationships between the speakers (i.e. the affective quality of the 

Social constraint SFP Significance 

Gender    

Females lo p < 0.05 

 ya p < 0.05 

Table 5.2 Social factors influencing selected SFPs in Macau Cantonese 
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relations), as well as conversation topic may promote language variation. Still, significance is 

dependent on the confidence levels of the data quantity, and the claims here cannot be 

quantified in the same light as those in the distributionist study. Instead, the interpretive 

methods of the constructionist approach are used to explain possible reasons for the 

variation (for more detailed discussions see Sections 4.4 and 5.4).  

 

The findings of the social network study, however, are generally in line with Milroy’s 

(1980) assertion that the stronger the network ties, the more a person will conform to the 

most natural speech. This is best illustrated, for example, where Lia (the core subject) used 

the ‘incorrect’ variants more frequently in the company of a close friend or relative, when 

speaking about a particular kind of topic. Generally, it was found that when Lia was talking 

to people who score high on the affective quality ranking (e.g. her close friend Veronica, 

and her mother and father), and about personal topics (e.g. her troubles with her family), 

she used the .k. initial as well as the lo particle more frequently. For instance, when we 

compare the transcribed samples of the recoded data, Lia used .k,. 42 times in the second 

sample, and 40 times in the third sample compared with only 28 times in the first sample, 

and 22 times in the fourth sample (see Table 4.18). Regarding the SFPs, there is a frequency 

count of 23 and 20 for Lia’s use of lo in samples two and three respectively, compared with 
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12 in each of samples one and four (see Table 4.2.2). The social network analysis indicates 

that variation is largely dependent on the individual speaker concerned, and frequency of 

distribution of a particular variant or SFP increases when the affective quality between the 

speakers is high, and the topics under discussion are more personal. 

 

There are some fundamental differences in the results of the two approaches which 

need to be accounted for. Specifically, in the analysis of /M/ and .>. initials and the .k. and 

.m. initials, the results are very contradictory in the two studies. However, these 

discrepancies can be accounted for if the motivations of the speakers are considered more 

generously in the distributionist study. It needs to be taken into account that access to the 

most natural speech is much more difficult when the research is approached quantitatively. 

In the large-scale survey, the subjects are always aware that their speech is observed and so 

access to the most natural speech is somewhat impossible, even if great efforts are 

employed to limit the consciousness of a subject to the linguistic tasks at hand.  

 

In terms of the results presented in Chapter 4, the distributionist study reveals that 

the largest number of speakers who used the .m. initial were females from the lower and 

middle classes. A possible way of explaining this discrepancy in the quantitative paradigm is 
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that the women were more conscious that they were being evaluated on their speech and, 

as a result, produced utterances which were not completely natural – utterances which are 

more to the standard Cantonese pronunciation. This echoes previous studies (e.g. Labov, 

1972 and Trudgill, 1983) that interpret class consciousness as a key component of the social 

class variable. This also falls in line with Labov’s (1972) notion of upward social mobility, 

where the middle and lower classes tended towards the speech of the upper and upper-

middle classes. However, in this particular research, the upper-middle class seemed less 

concerned with using the more standard pronunciation. In fact, the results in the large-scale 

survey show that variation for the upper-middle class subjects in Macau is spread evenly 

over all the external linguistic variables.  However, women in the lower and middle classes 

may be under the impression that a more standard pronunciation is symbolic of some kind 

of social status. Whether in fact the women in the middle and lower classes truly aspire to 

upward social mobility by providing more standard pronunciation is difficult to prove, and 

this makes the class variable somewhat questionable.  

 

 The social network study is where more naturalistic data was obtained, and the 

frequency distributions reflect more accurately how people use Cantonese in Macau. The 
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social network study illustrates clearly where explanations in the distributionist study need 

to be re-evaluated, or reinterpreted.  

 

5.3 Summary of advantages and disadvantages of using an eclectic approach 

 

The research approaches themselves illustrate the different ways in which research 

into language variation can be interpreted differently. It is not simply the case of proposing 

one methodology as better or worse, but rather to look at how an eclectic approach gives 

better explanatory power to the core arguments related to the value of research into 

language variation as a whole.   

 

Regarding the approaches themselves the large-scale survey (distributionist study) in 

this dissertation does well in accounting for the linguistic variation that occurs in Macau, 

and some good generalizations can be made regarding the initial and final segment variation 

in Macau Cantonese. If the sample is large enough, the external speaker variables clearly 

defined, the linguistic variables carefully identified, and the sample stratified, then there is a 

good chance some generalizations may be made regarding language variation in a region or 

area. From this dissertation it is possible, for instance, to specify which linguistic variables 
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are involved in linguistic variation, and it can be shown specifically which social variables 

are indicated by linguistic variation. All of this can be done statistically and this can be used 

to reject null hypotheses.  

 

On the other hand, the distributionist approach is dependent on accurate 

categorization of external linguistic constraint categories, and these categories are seldom 

constant, or universally defined. A ready example of this is the category social class, which 

can be interpreted in a number of different ways, depending on a range of factors such as 

the nature of the speech community itself, and the goals of the (linguistic) analyses. The 

notion of class is also reliant on clear definitions of class conflict and class consciousness, 

which may be difficult to categorize in some universal manner with sufficient and necessary 

features. Another problem in this particular study was the category second or other languages 

spoken, as many people in the survey indicated that they can speak Portuguese, even though 

they were only able to utter a few words in the language. It would be difficult seeking 

motivation for grouping a subject who can understand only a few words of Portuguese 

with a subject who speaks Portuguese fluently, and then to suggest this category as 

somehow motivating linguistic variation in Macau Cantonese. Many discussions on 

bilingualism find the category bilingual nearly impossible to define (see for example Ng and 
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Wigglesworth, 2007; Myers-Scotton, 2006).  This suggests that category boundaries for the 

external linguistic variables must be well defined for them to be used meaningfully and 

credibly.  Naturally, this runs the risk of complicating distributionist analyses, yet it may be 

the only way in which this kind of approach may be used more credibly.  

 

Further, it is possible to state that the linguistic variables themselves signal some kind 

of class consciousness, but this is exactly the problem of circularity that Wardhaugh 

(2008:149) accuses Trudgill (1974) of: that is, Trudgill used speech variables to define his 

categories of class. The class variables in Macau need to be independently established. The 

criteria used in Section 3.3.4 are generally shown to be robust. Some finer adjustments may 

be needed, such as finding a mechanism for measuring class-consciousness in Macau.  

 

Finally, as the external speaker categories are predetermined, it may be convenient, or 

simply neglectful on the part of a researcher to exclude some categories in favour of others. 

For instance, some categories may not really be relevant to a particular community, even if 

initially such categories seem like a logical choice. A specific instance of this is the variable 

of Chinese ethnicity, and the question of whether this is a suitable category motivating 

linguistic variation in Cantonese in Macau or Hong Kong. Yeung (1980) was at pains trying 
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to account for variation using this category, yet eventually her results remained 

inconclusive, and no direct evidence suggested that linguistic variation was caused by 

ethnicity backgrounds in Hong Kong (see Yeung, 1980:46-47).   

 

In terms of the social network analysis, it was found that access to ordinary and 

natural spoken Cantonese was easy and convenient. Once the recordings were transcribed 

it was also simple to generate specific linguistic variables that are prone to variation, and 

these could be scrutinized in context of use by using the interpretive methods of the 

constructionist approach, along with conversation analysis. This latter advantage is very 

significant, as many more external speaker variables can be generated and considered as 

well, besides any preconditioned ones. An example from this research is the idea behind 

affective quality of the relationships in the network, which considers the intimacy (affective 

quality) of the relationships between the interlocutors, and how this may cause language 

variation.  

 

In previous studies and discussions on discourse it has long been suggested that the 

relationship of the interlocutors influences language style (see Schiffrin, 1994; Cook, 1989; 

and Bell, 1984, 2001; Eckert, 2000; Stoessel, 2002, etc), and further evidence of this was 
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provided in the network analysis (see for example how affective quality influences the 

distribution and use of the linguistic variables in Section 4.3.3). Unlike Stoessel (2002) who 

used an affective quality rating to improve on Milroy’s (1980) measurement of multiplexity, 

the results in this study indicate that affective quality serves to function as a variable on its 

own. From the results of this research, it would appear that contact frequency and affect 

could be regarded as two separate variables altogether for the simple reason that frequent 

contact does not necessarily imply close friendship and/or affect. In this research affect as 

variable was most clearly shown in the conversations between Lia and her close friend 

Veronica. Specifically, their intimate friendship contributed to Lia’s more frequent use of 

SFPs, even though Lia did not have as much contact with Veronica as she had with other 

members in her social network (e.g. Tinki and Betty). It is possible to conclude that contact 

frequency and affect should be separately correlated with the linguistic variables. It is the 

view here that Milroy’s (1980) use of contact frequency to measure multiplexity may serve 

as a separate social variable. 

 

More specifically still, with the notion of affective quality separated from contact 

frequency it is possible to show in this research that Lia considers Veronica a very close 

friend (with an affective quality score of 5), and in their conversations linguistic variation is 
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very rich, compared with less variation in Lia’s conversations with her good friends Tinki 

and Betty (with an average affective score of 4 for both friends). However, Lia does not 

come into contact with Veronica as much as her university classmates, Tinki and Betty, so 

it is possible to illustrate that affect accounts for some of the linguistic variation in Lia’s 

language behaviour. Other variables such as conversation topic may also be carefully 

scrutinized using a social network approach, and the frequency of the linguistic variations 

seem to increase when the topic is more personal for the subject. An example of this was 

briefly mentioned in Chapter 4 where Lia is talking to Veronica about her family issues.  

 

Similar to the views of Silverstein (2003) and his idea that indexicality is dependent 

on context, the social network analysis illustrates that indexicality may be dependent on the 

context in which Cantonese is used in Macau. The conversations between Lia and her first 

and second order network relations, and the discussion above regarding the frequency of 

non-standard variants in a close-knit network, suggest that indexicality is part of the 

situations in which it is conceived.  

 

On the other hand, the social network approach makes it difficult to justify 

generalizations about the linguistic variation of a speech community or the communities of 
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practice that a subject engages in. The main reason identified is that this kind of approach 

lacks the numerically significant data to prove claims that may arise from such a study. 

Even though some of the categories in the social network study may be quantified 

(frequency counts, affective quality, topic influence, to name a few), it is only possible to 

justify variation within a particular social network or community, with a limited number of 

speakers. Secondly, this kind of approach, if followed methodically, is both time consuming 

and expensive. It is nearly impossible to use this approach to make generalizations 

regarding the language use of a whole town or city, even if a speech community is as small 

and dense as Macau. Finally, certain external linguistic variables seem to be exclusively 

available to this approach only and these variables cannot be transferred to a distributionist 

approach. Examples of this include affective quality and contact frequency, to name a few.  

 

5.3.1 Can various research approaches complement one another? 

 

By considering the discussion of the two main approaches (distributionist and social 

network) above, it seems to be the case that various approaches can confidently be used in 

a complementary manner to account for language variation in a speech community. The 

reasons for this claim are summarized as follows: 
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1. A bottom-up study such as the social network approach is helpful in generating 

categories relevant to a particular community, and this is true for both external 

linguistic categories as well as linguistic variables. Even a small social network study 

may generate a large number of variables which are directly applicable to the 

(variationist) research in question, and these variables can then form the basis upon 

which further studies/research can be carried out.  

2. As a result of proposal 1 above, accurate linguistic research can be produced to 

make quantitative generalizations about language variation in a speech community. 

Also, comparisons regarding the linguistic variations in a language may be 

supported and explained within each dimension, which adds explanatory power to 

any research.  

3. A third advantage is that certain research issues such as the ‘observer’s paradox’ 

and ‘natural speech’ (vernacular) become less problematic when both approaches 

are used. This makes it clear that if, for example, a person’s speech is different from 

his/her natural use, it may be pinpointed and explained relative to a category, such 

as the presence of the researcher.  
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4. Finally, a researcher has at his/her disposal a whole repertoire of external speaker 

variables that can be utilized in a language variation study, and all of these can be 

tested for their relevance to that particular study. Some of the variables that are 

generated by using methods such as ethnographies can be categorized to fit 

distributionist models.  

 

 

5.4 The meaning potential of the linguistic variables 

 

For Yeung (1980) /m/ and /k/ initials indicated a case of language shift, in which 

younger speakers are tending to the lateral in initials more than older speakers. Echoing 

Yeung’s findings, in the pilot study for this dissertation many Cantonese speakers noted 

that younger people are using the lateral more than the elder generation. In this study 

interviewees also noted that this is occurring with /M/ and />/ initials as well. The social 

network study of this dissertation also indicates that the younger people in Lia’s network all 

tend to use />/ and /k/ initials almost exclusively. The fact that the Macau Cantonese-

speaking community can identify age as a social variable responsible for language variation 
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strongly indicates that />/ and /k/ initials are, according to Labov’s (1972) taxonomy, 

instances of stereotypes (refer to Section 2.2 for a summary of stereotypes and markers).  

 

On the other hand, the fact that the standard initials are produced by women in the 

survey indicates that these variables are also used as markers, as the Cantonese-speaking 

community may not see gender or any other social variables as motivating variation. In this 

way, the social meaning of a variable can have two interpretations, as Figure 5.1 illustrates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Functions of .M. and .>.; .m. and .k.initials 

Linguistic variables 

/M/ and />/; /m/ and /k/ 

As stereotype 

• Indicates a ‘lazy sound’, used 

by the younger generation, 

and avoided by the older 

generation 

As marker 

• Indicates gender, where women 

use the standard variants to 

indicate social status; Men use 

the non-standard variant /l/ to 

indicate solidarity 

• To indicate affect 
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In the social network study, it appears that the most natural speech, and ‘incorrect 

variants’ are used to indicate affect (solidarity), as the following two examples indicate.  

 

Example 1: Discussion between Lia (A), Betty (B) and Tinki (C). Lines 76-

98, of Sample 1 

B: <X  X> dou1 hai6 wa4 jyu6 ngo5 dei6 Dhaang4 lei5 <X  X>， jung6 yau5 D seung1 
gei1 dou1 wawo6 je2 yau5 dak1 kam.. 

A: sing3 beng6 mou4 dak1 kamlo1 dou1 wa2(..) 

(music) 

A: nei5 go3 giplaan6 jo2 dou1 mou4 dak1 kam wo1= 

B: ho2 l(n)ang4   yau5 a3= 

A:          [gwaat3 fa3] 

A: mou4 a3，gwaat3 fa3 jau6 mou4 a3 

B: [gwaat3 fa3 jau6 m4 ji1 le] 

C: laan6 wo1= 

(music) 

B: laan6 jo2 hong4 hung1 gung1 si1 owui2 pui4 bei2 l(n)ei5 la3 

A: wui2 m4 wui2 a3=？ 

B: pui4 ga3= 

(music) 

B: delay luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 yau5 dak1 camga3 la3=ma4= 

A: 500man1 ja3 wo1=luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 pui4=hou2 chi5， (ng)o5 gin3 dou3=ha6 bin1 
godo6 

C: m4 hai6， jik1 eheui3 jau6 m4 mou4 delayla3， faan2 loi4 gosi4 le2=delayhei2 ma5 
1go3 jung1 send dou3 gam1 jau6 cha3 m4 do1 

B: mai6 yau6 hai6 go do6 delay 

A: mai6 hai6 lo1 

C: go delayjau6 mou4 gela3=cheui4 fei1 lei5 jyun2 gei1 je2=jyun2 gei1 jau6 hou2 
le， jyun2 gei1 <X  X> cha3 m4 do1 
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A: mou4 dak1 jyun2 gei1 jik6 fei1 

B: hai6 le， luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 camleung5 bawo3 man1 ja3 wo1 

A: hai6 le！ 

 

In Example 1, there are only three cases of the more natural forms used, with two 

cases of /k/ initial and one case of />/ initial used. The topic of conversation is concerned 

with ‘luggage claims paid by airlines’. In Example 2 below the conversation topic is similar 

(Cathay Pacific Airline; sleeping in the plane and eating on the plane), however, there is a 

much greater use of the non-standard variants.  

 

Example 2: Discussion between Lia (A), Veronica (B). Lines 97-108, Sample 2 

A: hai6 lo1，hai6 fei1 gei1 a1 hou2 (l)naan4 fan3 

B: wui2 me1？ 

B: (ng)o5 yau6 wui2 fan3 m4 dou3 

A: jan1 ga1？ 

B: ga1 seung5 gwok3 taai3 yau5 go3 hou2 chyu2 jau6 hai6 m4 wui2  (ng)o6 chan1 

lo1，ji(k)1 e jau6 syun3 fei1 gei1 chaan1 l(n)ei5 m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 l(n)ei5 dou1 ho2 

yi5 man6 h(k)eui6 lo2 bui1 min6，h(k)eui6 jyu2 D min6 dou1 hou2 hou2 sik6 ga1= 

gam1 yeung6 lo1 

A: man6 keui6 lo2 a1 maai5 lo1= 

B:                     [aai1 a1，m4 sai2 ga1] 

A: ha1？！ 

B: m4 sai2 ga1 

A: hai6 me1？！gam1 hou2？！ 

B: hai6 a1，ji(k)1 e gwai3 yau5 gwai3 ga1 hou2 lo1... l(n)ei5 dou1 ho2 yi5 si3 ha6 ga1= 

ji(k)1 e l(n)ei5 le2 heui3.. ji(k)1 e pei3 yu4 l(n)ei5 = a1，(x x)jo2= yau5 D ye5 l(n)ei5 

jan1 hai6 m4 sik6 le2 ho2 yi5，“m4 goi1 e，bei2 go3 min6 ngo5=。” gam1 h(k)eui6 
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wui2 bong1 l(n)ei5 jyu2 ge waak6 je2 h(k)eui6 wui2 bong1 l(n)ei5 chung1 go3 bui1 
min6 lo1 

A: wo4= gam1 jiu1 <X  X> chung1 go3 bui1 min6，(ng)o5 l(n)am2 (ng)o5 wui2 sik6 

bui1 min6，dim2 ji1 mou6 seui2 

 

  

In terms of Labov’s (1972) taxonomy and the SFPs that are studied in this 

dissertation it is necessary to consider the pragmatic functions that have been covered in 

Wong (2009:66-67), to see whether the SFPs conform to Wong’s classification, and to offer 

further explanations that are not covered in Wong’s classification (see Table 1.5).  

 

The results of this dissertation indicate that there are more factors that constrain the 

use of SFPs than the largely pragmatic functions summarized by Wong (2009) (see Table 

1.5). In essence, many studies (such as Wong, 2009) ignore variation and the sociolinguistic 

dynamics of the SFPs. Specifically, the significant use of lo and ya by females in the 

distributionist study suggest that gender is a key variable that constrains the use of this 

variable. In the results reflected in Figure 4.2 it is also shown that men had a greater 

repertoire of SFPs in the discourse completion exercise as they used many more SFPs than 

the six that were chosen for investigation in this research. In addition, the social network 

study indicated that there may be a correlation between conversation topic and the 
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frequency of distribution of a particular particle in discourse. As was discussed in Section 

4.3, more personal topics, such as Rita’s discussion of ‘books’ and ‘dating’ indicate that the 

use of SFPs increases (such as that of ga and la) with the discussion of more personal 

topics, or topics which indicate a sort of ideological positioning. It is the view here that 

Wong’s research would not be able to account for this variation based on the pragmatic 

interpretations reflected in Table 1.5.   

 

In addition to conversation topic, it would appear that the variable affect constrains 

the frequency of SFP distributions as well, with greater affect promoting a greater SFP 

distribution. An example of this is Lia’s use of ga, la and lo in the four samples (see Table 

5.3), where she uses these SFPs with greater frequency in samples two and three.  

 

 

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

嘎嘎嘎嘎 (ga) 14 26 20 14 

啦啦啦啦 (la) 19 37 30 25 

咯咯咯咯 (lo) 12 23 20 12 

 

 

Table 5.3 Frequency distribution Lia’s use of  ga, la and lo, in the four samples 
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In Example 3 below Lia uses la as a ‘solidarity marker’ with Veronica the same as 

Wong’s (2009) classification of this particle in Table 1.5 indicates.  

 

Example 3: Discussion between Lia (A), Veronica (B). Lines 184-186, Sample 2 

 A: gan1 jyu6 le2，hou2 la1.. gan1 jyu6 (ng)o5 mou4 l(n)aau6 keui6 a1 ma4 gwo2 chi3 

185 B: keui6 goi2 bin3 

 

A: gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 (ng)o5 jau6 tung4 (ng)o5 .. lou5 dau2 tung4 (ng)o5 a3 ma1 
gong2， ，“aai1 a1 m4 goi1 l(n)ei5 a1 tung4 l(n)ei5 go3 l(n)eui5 gong2 ha6 la1，hou2 
faan4=a1=keui6==mat1 mat1 mat1 a1 gam1！ gan1 jyu6 le2 (ng)o5 lou5 dau2 jau6 
wa2 laak3， ！aai1 gam1 l(n)ei5 mai1 (ng)ok3 D= lo1==！ ，” gam1 wo4 gan1 jyu6 
(ng)o5 wa2， ？“ l(n)ei5 m4 tung4 keui6.. l(n)aau6 ha6 keui6 ” gan1 jyu6 
keui6， ！“aai1 dak1 la1 dak1 la1！ ！aai1 jan6 gaan1 tung4 h(k)eui6 
gong2=ha6=la1=！” gan1 jyu6..jau6.. jung2 ji1 jau6 chiu1=chiu1 wo4 
sin6， ！“aai1 l(n)ei5 jau6 m4 hou2 de1 saai3 l(n)ei5 ga1 je2 la1==” gam1，gan1 jyu6 
(ng)o5 a3 mui6 jau6 l(n)aau6 faan2 keui6，  

 B:                                     [da1 keui6] 

 

 

In Example 3 Lia talks about her family issues and uses la frequently to signal 

solidarity with Veronica, as Lia is complaining about her sister and may want to get 

Veronica’s sympathy and agreement regarding her attitude towards her sister. To add to the 

solidarity marker in this instance it may be seen as a realization of the affective quality of 

the relationship between the speakers. Thus, similar to the initial and final segments 

discussed above, the SFPs here are also seen in some instances as markers and as 

stereotypes. As a stereotype a SFP typifies a specific utterance as a characteristic of a social 
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category, but as a marker it conveys additional social information that indicates salient 

features of speaker identity, such as gender or affect.  

 

The use of lo, however, may indicate a different function than the ones proposed by 

Wong (2009), but before this function is discussed I need to first return to some of the 

theoretical issues introduced in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2), as this will illustrate more clearly 

how the distribution and use of SFPs can be interpreted in sociolinguistic theory in general.    

 

In Chapter 2 it was briefly mentioned that some external speaker variables may 

themselves be meaningful social behaviour in that they form part of the speech and 

communication process. These variables are produced with a speaker’s knowledge 

(conscious or unconscious) that these variables will be interpreted in a certain way. For 

example, if a speaker is talking about a personal issue to a close friend, it becomes the norm 

to use the most natural language for that particular speaker. Thus, the relevance for this 

interpretation and production of varied language use may be the result of larger social 

processes that can be said to have a sort of normative function. The opposite may also be 

true, that speakers may seek to engage in an ideological move to either distance or connect 
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themselves with other speakers by producing an utterance in a certain way. To illustrate 

these latter points further consider Example 4 from the social network recordings:  

 

Example 4: Discussion between Lia and Veronica. Lines 160-162, of Sample 2 

160 Lia: yi1！(ng)o5 a3 ba1 jung6 cheui1！ 

161 Veronica: sik1 saai3 l(n)ei5 a3 mui6？ 

162 

Lia: m4 hai6 lo1== (ng)o5 a3 ba1？gan1 jyu6 (ng)o5 wa2，“l(n)ei5 a1 l(n)aau6 ha6 
keui6 la1= l(n)ei5 tai2 ha6 keui6 gei2 cheui1 a1=！” gan1 jyu6 keui6 jau6 wa2 
la1，hoi1！“l(n)ei5 jau bei2 go3 wai2 bei2 l(n)ei5 ga1 je2 cho5=la1==！” gam1 

wo4，gan1 jyu6 jung6 bei2 (ng)o5 a3 mui6  l(n)aau6  faan2 jyun2 tau4 wo4！ 

 

160 Lia: Hey, my dad’s even worse! 

161 Veronica: (he) only likes your younger sister? 

162 
Lia: Not really, my dad? And I said (to him), ‘you need to try to discipline her, look at 

her, and see how bad she is’. Then my dad said, ‘give a seat to your older sister’, 
and just like that, afterwards, my sister was rude towards my dad.  

(Own translation) 

Lia’s response (in 162) to Veronica’s question is ‘no’, yet she intensifies her 

expression with the use of a lengthened lo (1.088secs). According to Wong (2009:157), this 

particle colloquially signals reluctance, obviousness or a severe attitude, and in her study on 

computer mediated discourse it signals reason and a reluctance of a speaker to connect with another 

speaker in addition to obviousness. However, if the meaning potential of the SFP lo is 

considered in this particular context, along with the topic under discussion (Lia’s family), 

the context (i.e. setting, relation between interlocutors, etc.), as well as Ochs’ (1992, 1993) 
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idea of language socialization – that the language code itself is meaningful social behaviour 

– it can be concluded that there is no pre-conditioned social agreement on the meaning of 

the use of this lo.  Wong (2009), Kwok (1984), and others, would claim that reluctance, 

obviousness or a severe attitude is the socially agreed meaning of this particle, but Lia uses 

the particle not to distance herself from Veronica. Lia uses this particle, instead, as a 

resource to change the meaning of ‘no’ to ‘not really’, so as to soften the disagreement and 

to keep her social bond with Veronica. This is in contrast to the established beliefs 

regarding the use of this particular SFP in Cantonese. In other words, both the external 

linguistic variables of topic and the affective quality of the relations, as well as the particle lo 

can thus be said to be a specific resource for Lia (and perhaps for Veronica) for identity 

construction. The particle lo specifically does not contain meaning in the traditional sense 

of signifying tense, action, object, or reference; however this particle has a very clear social 

function which is directed by the independent variables of topic and affective quality.  

 

Further, Lia’s language style described above also indicates that relational and identity 

goals are articulated in her discourse with the various members of her social network. Lia’s 

language variation demonstrates that her representation of self is constructed and 

reconstructed within her relational contexts.  
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Finally, it is difficult to state from the results of this research whether Cantonese-

speaking Macanese are drawn together, or distanced by their use of the linguistic variants 

and SFPs. From the social network study it would appear that speakers are drawn together 

within a high-density social network where the affective quality between the interlocutors is 

high. However, the opposite could also be said, that only people in high-density networks 

(and possibly also between first and second order network zones in such networks) use 

these linguistic variables with greater frequency, compared with less-frequent variation in 

low-density social networks. The latter proposal suggests that a linguistic variable can in 

fact have two functions: in a high-density network it can draw people together; and in a 

low-density network it may create social distance between speakers. This latter claim also 

touches on the idea of class-consciousness discussed above, and whether linguistic variables 

in Macau Cantonese are a resource for signalling class or status membership in Macau. 

 

 

5.5 Language style in Macau Cantonese: a constructionist perspective 

 

From a constructionist viewpoint (see Section 2.4.2), the research in this dissertation 

could show that SFPs in Macau Cantonese are constantly used by individuals to construct 
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and reconstruct personal identity. In discourse Lia seems to increase her use of lo and la 

with a view to creating greater solidarity with the person she is speaking to (see Examples 3 

and 4 of Section 4.3). As mentioned earlier, speakers also have a preference for certain 

SFPs. Conversation topic and affect seem to be key variables that increase the frequency 

and use of a particular SFP. This increase in SFP usage is not universal, and not the same 

for every Macau Cantonese speaker, even though particular kinds of topics may generally 

increase the use of SFPs that have specifically socially agreed meanings (such as those in 

Wong’s 2009 classification). The results of this dissertation, however, indicate that the SFP 

functions proposed by Wong (2009) and others are not constant, and that SFPs are a very 

creative resource for Macau Cantonese speakers to signal individual identity. SFP variation 

indexes contextual factors, such as conversation topic and the kind of relationship between 

interlocutors.   

 

In Lia’s conversation with Veronica (Sample 2 of the transcribed data) affective 

components of Lia’s identity are highlighted. When Lia talks about her personal family 

issues she seeks to focus on establishing interpersonal connection with Veronica and this is 

revealed in her frequent use of SFPs (la and lo) to realize this interpersonal connection. 

When the conversation topics in their conversation are about ‘what food to order’ and 
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‘travel’ the affective components of their relationship become irrelevant and Lia uses fewer 

SFPs. In the light of Schilling-Estes’ (2004) study, the use of SFPs in Lia and Veronica’s 

conversation presents an understanding of the ‘interplay between creativity and rigidity and, 

or individual agency and established patterns of language use and established social 

institutions’ (Schilling-Estes, 2004:190). Another instance of this is found in Rita’s 

conversation with Lia (Sample 4 of the transcribed data), with the ‘dating’ topic increasing 

Rita’s use of la and ga (see Table 4.23). This also highlights how Rita seeks to establish 

interpersonal connections with Lia based on conversation topic.  

 

Finally, it can be concluded that the linguistic variants in Macau Cantonese 

mentioned above are a specific resource for creating specific styles, which assist in persona 

management as well as invoking various social meanings.   

 

 

5.6 Future directions 

 

This study has brought to light a number of possible future areas of research. The 

immediate areas identified are: 
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1. Internal linguistic constraints need to be investigated to ascertain whether certain 

initial phonemes may be allophones of the same phoneme. It may be plausible that 

some initial and finals segments are produced as a result of economy of use, rather 

than potential carriers of social information.  

 

2. Future studies may also want to explore correlations between class-consciousness and 

phonemic variation in Cantonese. The fact that middle class women tend to the 

standard pronunciation in formal situations indicates a status consciousness for 

middle class (and possibly lower class) women. For men, it may be a solidarity marker 

to use the non-standard variants. In general, these claims need to be investigated in 

far greater detail than this study has done.  

 

3. Researchers also need to explore the possibility that SFPs in Cantonese are a resource 

for communicating speaker identity. From the data in Chapter 4, and the discussion 

in Section 5.4 above, it is shown that the frequency of the SFPs is greatest when the 

affective quality between interlocutors is high and the conversation topic is more 

personal. It would be the purpose of a future analysis to investigate the interplay 
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between personal identity and interpersonal connections and how SFPs realize the 

variations that occur in establishing and maintaining interpersonal relations in various 

contexts.  

 

 

5.7 Conclusion 

 

To finally return to the hypothesis that was outlined in the opening chapter of this 

dissertation, it is the purpose here to establish the extent to which this hypothesis can be 

confirmed, or whether an alternative hypothesis should be considered. 

 

This study concludes that research which uses a combination of methods will get 

better results, and will be directed towards specific communities and specific communities 

of practice (i.e. specific social groups, genders, classes, etc). For example, a social network 

approach can investigate the dynamics of a particular community of practice to which 

members of a social network belong; while a distributionist approach can establish how 

linguistic variables are used by a specific gender, class, and age, among others.  
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This dissertation has shown that additional information is conveyed with the use of 

SFPs and initial and final segments in Macau Cantonese. Specifically, social information 

pertaining to individual as well as group identity is realized by the use of SFPs and initial 

and final segments in specific speech contexts. The contexts which impinge on the choice 

and use of the linguistic variables include: 

 

- the network density of a speaker’s social network,  

- the quality of the relationships between speakers (affective quality),  

- conversation topic (personal versus non-personal), and  

- larger social factors such as gender and social class.  

 

There is statistical evidence to support the fact that social variables of gender and 

social class direct variation in Macau Cantonese (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2 above). Non-

statistical evidence from the social network and constructionist approaches suggests that 

the linguistic variables studied in this research on Cantonese are a resource for 

communicating speaker identity and language style. A specific instance from the data in 

Chapter 4 is shown with regards to affective quality of the relationships between speakers. 

For, where the frequency of the use of SFPs is greatest, the affective quality between 
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interlocutors is high and the conversation topic is more personal. As was mentioned in 

Section 5.6 above, future research on variation in Cantonese needs to establish more 

specific links between personal identity and interpersonal connections, as well as the ways 

in which SFPs are used in establishing and maintaining interpersonal relations in various 

contexts. Despite the fact that more studies are required to provide further statistical 

evidence for social variables directing language variation in Macau Cantonese, this research 

concludes that the hypothesis can be accepted.  

 

In conclusion, it is the hope that this dissertation may provide future researchers with 

a better understanding and working knowledge of language variation research and methods. 

It is also the hope that sociolinguists working with the Chinese languages can use 

sociolinguistic theory to further help explain how these languages are used in everyday 

contexts.   
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Appendix 1: Survey Data* 

 

Demographic data 

Subject Age Location Gender Education Ethnicity Income Languages 

1001 1 5 2 1 3 3 2,3 

1002 3 7 2 6 1 6 2,3 

1003 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 

1004 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 

1005 1 3 2 4 1 7 2,3,4 

1006 1 3 2 6 1 4 2 

1007 1 3 2 6 1 3 2,3 

1008 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 

1009 4 1 2 3 2 4 2 

1010 2 3 2 4 1 2 2,3 

1011 4 3 2 4 1 7 2,3 

1012 2 3 2 4 1 4 2,4 

1013 3 1 2 6 5 6 2,4 

1014 4 1 2 5 5 7 2,3,4 

1015 3 5 2 3 5 3 2,3 

1016 2 1 2 4 3 4 2 

1017 4 5 2 3 6 5 2,3 

1018 3 4 2 3 5 3 4 

1019 3 2 2 3 2 5 3 

1020 4 2 2 4 2 4 2 

1021 3 5 2 5 2 4 2,3 

1022 3 4 2 5 6 7 2,3 

1023 2 3 2 3 1 5 2,3,4 

1024 1 3 2 6 1 4 2,3,4 

1025 4 3 2 3 1 4 1 

1026 1 2 2 6 1 5 2,3 

1027 1 3 2 4 1 5 2,3 

1028 1 3 2 4 1 5 2,3 

1029 2 4 2 6 1 7 2,3,4 

1030 1 3 2 6 1 4 2,3 

1031 1 5 2 4 1 6 2,3 

1032 4 2 1 2 1 1 2 

1033 1 1 1 2 1 2 2,3 

1034 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 

1035 1 4 1 4 1 3 2,3,5 

1036 1 1 1 4 1 4 2,3 

1037 4 3 1 4 1 3 2 

1038 3 3 1 6 2 5 2,3 

1039 4 2 1 4 1 2 2 

1040 2 2 1 6 6 3 2,3 
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1041 3 4 1 4 1 7 2,3 

1042 2 2 1 4 1 2 2 

1043 1 2 1 4 1 4 2,3 

1044 1 3 1 6 1 5 2,3 

1045 4 3 1 2 1 4 2 

1046 4 3 1 2 1 1 2 

1047 4 2 1 2 2 2 2 

1048 1 3 1 6 2 6 2,3 

1049 1 3 1 6 1 5 2,3 

1050 1 3 1 4 2 6 3 

1051 4 6 1 6 1 5 3 

1052 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 

1053 4 2 1 1 1 5 1 

1054 1 3 1 4 1 4 2,3 

1055 2 2 1 6 1 6 4 

1056 2 1 1 5 1 7 2,3,4 

1057 3 3 1 6 1 7 2,3,4 

1058 1 2 1 4 1 5 2,3 

 

 

Linguistic variables data 

Subject 
[jºjºjºjº-] / 

[k-] 

[MMMM-] / 

[?-] 

[ts-] / 

[tRRRR-]       
[n-] /  

[l-]   

[-m] / 

[-n] 

[-p] / 

[-t] 

[-MMMM] / 

[-n] 

[-k] / 

[-t]  

[la]; [lo]; [ah]; 

[wo]; [ya]; [gah]  

1001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 

1002 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 5 

1003 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 7 

1004 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 3 

1005 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 

1006 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 

1007 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 

1008 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 

1009 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 5 1 

1010 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 

1011 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 

1012 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 

1013 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 

1014 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 

1015 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 

1016 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 

1017 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 

1018 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 

1019 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 

1020 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 4 2 

1021 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 2 

1022 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 
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1023 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 

1024 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 

1025 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 6 6 

1026 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 

1027 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 7 

1028 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 

1029 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 

1030 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 6 6 

1031 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 4 

1032 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 

1033 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 7 3 

1034 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 7 7 

1035 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 7 

1036 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 7 3 

1037 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 7 

1038 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 7 3 

1039 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 6 6 

1040 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 7 6 

1041 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 6 6 

1042 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 7 

1043 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 6 3 

1044 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 7 

1045 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 7 

1046 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 7 4 

1047 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 6 

1048 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 

1049 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 7 3 

1050 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 7 6 

1051 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 6 7 

1052 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 7 7 

1053 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 4 

1054 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 

1055 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 4 5 

1056 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 4 

1057 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 7 

1058 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 6 3 

 

 

 

*See Chapter 3 for an explanation of the code book and codes. 



 

 

Appendix 2: Codebook 

Demographic data                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Abbreviated forms are used here for the names of the areas in Macau for the simple 
reason of economy of use. 

Ethnicity   Code 

Cantonese 1 

Fukienese 2 

Chao Chou 3 

Shanghainese 4 

Hakka 5 

Other 6 

  

Income    

NO 1 

<10000 2 

10000-19999 3 

20000-29999 4 

30000-39999 5 

40000-49999 6 

>50000 7 

  
Languages    

None 1 

Mandarin 2 

English 3 

Portuguese 4 

Other 5 

Age  Code 

18-29 1 

30-39 2 

40-49 3 

>50 4 

  
Location*    

TT,TS 1 

HSW,YH 2 

HVG,SLT 3 

KST,FCK 4 

Col,HS,CV 5 

Taipa 6 

CBD,NV,SV 7 

Oth 8 

  

Gender    

Male 1 

Female 2 

  

Education    

No School 1 

Primary School 2 

Middle School 3 

High School 4 

College 5 

University 6 
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Linguistic variables 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[jºjºjºjº-] vs. [k-]   Code 

[jº-] 1 

[k-] 2 

    
[MMMM-] vs. [?-]   

[M-]  1 
[?-] 2 

    
[ts-] vs. [tRRRR-]         

[ts-] 1 

[tR-]       2 

    

[n-] vs. [l-]     

[n-] 1 

[l-]   2 

    

[-m] vs. [-n]   

[-m] 1 

[-n] 2 

    

[-p] vs. [-t]   

[-p] 1 

[-t] 2 

    
[-MMMM] vs. [-n]   

[-M]  1 

[-n] 2 

[-k] vs. [-t]   Code 

[-k]  1 

[-t]  2 

    
[la]; [lo]; [ah]; [wo]; [ya]; 

[gah]  

La 1 

Lo 2 

Ah 3 

Wo 4 

Ya 5 

Gah 6 

Other 7 
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Appendix 3: Survey Questionnaire (English version) 
 

 
 
 

(A) Demographic Details 
 
 

Age 
 

1  When were you born? 
 

between 1992-1981 between 1980-1971 between 1961-1970 before 1960 

                    1                                            2                                           3                                        4 
 

Area 
 

2  Where do you live in Macau? 
 

Macau 

Tsing Tsao, 

Toi Sam 

Macau 

Hac Sa 

Wahn, Yao 

Hon 

Macau 

Central, Ko 

Si Tak, Fai 

Chi Kei 

Macau CBD, 

Nam Van, 

Sai Van,  

Macau, Ha 

Van Gai, Sa 

Lei Tou, 

Coloane 

village 

Taipa 

Coloane : 

Hac Sa, 

Choc Van 

         1                       2                     3                        4                     5                         6                      7 
Other : ..................................... 

 
 

Gender 
 
3  What is your gender ? 

 
Male Female 

                         1                  2 
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Education 
 
4 What is your highest level of educational achievement that you have completed?  

 
No 

Schooling 

Primary 

School 

Middle 

School 
High School College 

University or 
Above 

                     1                     2                       3                        4                      5                       6 
 

Ethnicity 
 
5 What is your Chinese ethnic background? 

 
Cantonese Fukinese ChaowChew Shanghainese Hakka Other :............. 

                    1                   2                       3                        4                      5                       6 
 
 

Income 
 
6 What is your gross household income per month, in MOP? An estimate is fine.  

 
No income <10000 10000 - 19999 20000 - 29999 30000 - 39999 40000 - 49999 >50000 

           1                     2                       3                        4                      5                       6                  7 
 
 

Languages 
 
7 Which other languages can you speak relatively well? 

 

None Mandarin English Portuguese Other: ..................... 

                           1                      2                     3                       4                          5 
  
 
 

(B) Language Analysis - Phonemes 
 
Please look at the pictures provided and say the words for the pictures, as they appear.  
Interviewers check the sound they hear.  
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A: Word Initials (Check which sound is used) 
[jº-] vs. [k-]; [M-] vs. [?-]; [ts-] vs. [tR-]; [n-] vs. [l-] 

 
1  [jº-] vs. [k-]                                                                      4  [n-] vs. [l-]   

                       1                    2                                                               1                   2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2  [M-] vs. [>-] 

     1                    2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3  [ts-] vs. [tR-]       

     1                    2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B: Word Finals (Check which sound is used) 
[-m] vs. [-n]; [-p] vs. [-t]; [-M] vs. [-n]; [-k] vs. [-t] 

 
 
5  [-m] vs. [-n] 

     1                    2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[n-] 
(1)….. 
(2).…. 
(3)….. 
(4)….. 

[l-] 
(1)….. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

[jjjjºººº-] 
(1)….. 
(2).…. 
(3)….. 
(4)….. 

[k-] 
(1)….. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

[MMMM-] 
(1)….. 
(2)….. 
(3)….. 
(4)….. 

[?-] 
(1).…. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

[ts-] 
(1)….. 
(2)….. 
(3)….. 
(4)….. 

[tRRRR-]      
(1).…. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

[-m] 
(1)….. 
(2).…. 
(3)….. 
(4)….. 

[-n] 
(1)….. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 
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6  [-p] vs. [-t] 

     1                    2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7  [-M] vs. [-n] 

     1                    2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8  [-k] vs. [-t]  

     1                    2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(C) Language Analysis – ‘Particles’ 

 
[la]; [lo]; [ah]; [wo]; [ya]; [gah] (including variants of these SFPs) (Check which SFP is used) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[-p] 
(1)….. 
(2)….. 
(3)….. 

  (4)….. 

[-t] 
(1).…. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

[-k] 
(1)….. 
(2)….. 

   (3)…. 
 (4)…... 

[-t]      
(1).…. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

[-MMMM] 
(1)….. 
(2)….. 
(3)….. 
(4)….. 

[-n]      
(1).…. 
(2).…. 
(3).…. 
(4)….. 

Dialogue 1 
Expressions used: 
 
La ………. 

Lo .……… 

Ah ………. 

Wo ……… 

Ya ………. 

Gah .……… 

other: ………. 

Dialogue 2 
Expressions used: 
 
La ………. 

Lo .……… 

Ah ………. 

Wo ………. 

Ya ………. 

Gah .……… 

other: ………. 
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Language Analysis: Order of words given for the survey and question forms used 
Part A 
Group 1 

1. melon 
2. tortoise 
3. skirt 

 
Group 2 

4. cow 
5. duck 
6. I (Question: What is the opposite of “you”?)* 

 
Group 3 

7. bird 
8. pig 
9. boy (Question: What is the child’s gender?) 
10. spring (Question: Which season is missing?) 

 
Group 4 

11. south (Question: Which direction is missing?) 
12. mud (Question: What is the man crawling in?) 
13. woman (Question: What is the opposite of “man”?)* 
14. warm (What is the opposite of “cool”?)* 

 
 
Part B 
Group 5  

15. south (Question: Which direction is missing?) 
16. three 
17. heart 
18. sweet (soup) 

 
Group 6 

19. wet (Question: What is the opposite of “dry”?)* 
20. duck  
21. ten 
22. leaf 

 
Group 7 

23. beautiful (Question: Use a word to describe this woman.) 
24. fly 
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25. eye 
26. two (Question: How many hands do you see?) 

 
Group 8 

27. one hundred 
28. house 
29. catch (Question: What is this man doing?) 
30. bird 
 

* means that there is no picture, and only a question is used 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 4: Explanatory statement (English version) 
 

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

Date ………………. 

DIMENSIONS IN VARIATIONIST SOCIOLINGUISTICS: A SOCIOLINGUISTIC 

INVESTIGATION OF LANGUAGE VARIATION IN MACAU 

My name is Werner Botha and I am carrying out a small research project as part of 
research project in linguistics coordinated by Prof. LA Barnes, a professor in the 
linguistics program, towards a research degree offered by the University of South Africa.  

The aim of this research is to gain insights into the language use of Cantonese speakers in 
Macau. The information will contribute to my understanding and knowledge of issues 
related to the collection of data using a questionnaire.  

I am seeking members of the local community who are willing to complete a short 
questionnaire. You don’t have to answer all the questions. The questionnaire should take 
about 15 minutes to complete, including the formal process of obtaining your consent. 

No findings that could identify any individual participant will be published. The anonymity 
of your participation is assured by my procedure, in which the interviews and 
conversations are anonymous and only the combined results of all participants will be 
published. 

Information collected during this exercise will be stored securely until assessment of the 
degree is complete, at which point the information will be destroyed. No information will 
be disclosed to other organisations or individuals beyond the present researcher, the 
student assistants, and the module co-ordinator. 
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You do not have to answer every question and I will cease the interview if you ask me to.  

If you have any queries, please telephone: (27)-(12)429-6687; or email Barnela@unisa.ac.za 

Should you have any complaint concerning the manner in which this research is 
conducted, please do not hesitate to contact Prof. LA Barnes at the following address: 

Prof. LA Barnes 
University of South Africa 
Theo van Wijk Building, 9-92 
Preller Street 
Muckleneuk  
Pretoria 
Telephone: (27)-(12)429-6687 
Email: barnela@unisa.ac.za 

 
Thank you. 
 
(Note: This form is only available in English, but will be explained in Cantonese) 

 
 
 
 

Appendix 5: Consent form (English version) 
 

CONSENT FORM 

 

Project Title: DIMENSIONS IN VARIATIONIST SOCIOLINGUISTICS: A 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC INVESTIGATION OF LANGUAGE VARIATION IN MACAU 

 

 

[   ] I agree to take part in the above University of South Africa research project. I have 

had the project explained to me, and I have read the Explanatory Statement, which I keep 

for my records. I understand that agreeing to take part means that I am willing to: 
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1. Complete a short questionnaire and record my pronunciation. Completing the 

questionnaire and recording should take about 20 minutes, including this formal 

process of obtaining my consent. 

 

[   ] I understand that any information I provide is confidential, and that no information 

that could lead to the identification of any individual will be disclosed in any 

reports on the project, or to any other party.  

 

[  ] I also understand that my participation is voluntary, that I can choose not to participate 

in part or all of the project.  

 

[  ] I also understand that once the research project has been submitted to the University 

of South Africa for evaluation, I cannot withdraw my information from the 

research.  

 

Name: ……………………… 

Signature: …………………. 
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Appendix 6: Transcription Key  
 

: 

[ ] 

. 

? 

\ 

/ 

^ 

` 

= 

…(N) 

… 

.. 

(0) 

( ) 

(H) 

@ 

<Q  Q> 

/  / 

<X  X> 

1-9 

Speaker turn 

Speech overlap 

Final 

Appeal 

Falling tone 

Rising tone 

Primary accent/stress 

Secondary accent/stress 

Lengthening 

Long pause 

Medium pause 

Short pause 

Latching 

Linguistic variables 

Audible inhalation 

Laughter 

Quotation quality 

Phonetic transcription 

Uncertain hearing 

Tones 

Note: Not all the sybols were needed in the actual recordings/transcriptions 

 
(Adapted from: Du Bois, 1991)
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Appendix 7: Recorded transcriptions 
 
Transcription 1001 
 

1 A: chyun4 bou6 dou1 2+2+2a3？ 

  B: hai6 a3-gam2 jyu6 mai6 se2 4 lo1，gam1 mai6 2+2(.)4(.)4(.)4gam1 se2，gam2 jyu6 yau6 

kit3(.)1+3(.)yin4 1+3(.) 

  A: 2+2gam2 jyu6 yat1 baan2 chyun4 bou6..chyun4 bou6 dou1 hai6 2+2↗？ 

  B: hai6 a3 hai6 a3，jik1'yu4 go2 gaau3 nei5 go3 boy..keui6 hok6<X  X> 

5 A:                                           [ochi1 ma3 gam2] 

  C: keui6... keui6 hok6 mat1 ye5 ga3？<X  X> 

  A: gung1 man4 sik1.<X  X> 

  B: gung1 man4 sik1 dou1 m4 hou2 

  A: “o(ng)o5” gin3 dou3 le1..hai6 focus le1..hou2 do1 yan4 le1 yau6 duk6 jung1 man4 yau6 m4 

sik1 wo1，keui6 D sou2 chiu1 ↗naan4 wo1(..) 

10 B: hai6 a3! 

  A: m4=<X  X>le2= hai6 laan4 a3！jik1 e↘=pei3 yu4..keui6 yau5 yat1 doi6 doi6 gam1 

yeung6.. 

  B: hai6 a3= 

  A: jik1 e↘le1 yat1 fan6 chiu1 daai6 daap6 ga3 wo1 

  B: hai6 a3= 

15 A: jik1 e↘nei5 jou6 yun4 le1'fan6 jau6 sing1 kap1 lo1，m4.. 

  B: hai6 lo1 hai6 lo1，keui6 go3 level 500gam1 gai3...gai3.. 

  A: @ 

  C: o6=yun4 loi4 gam1 yeung6= 

  A: gam1 dou1 m4 hai6 2+2sing4= .. @ 

20 B: jau6 lai2 keui6 sai3 lou2 dou1 jeui1 go3 keui6 la3，keui6 sai3 lou2 saam1 seui3，keui6 

gam1 nin4 sin1 luk6<X  X> 

  A: luk6 sap6 saam1 ga3 saam1 la3 ↘ 

  B: @ 

  A: keui6 sou2 123，sam1 nim6 keui6 a3 ma3 gaau3 keui6 me1..daai6 lou2= 

  B: @ e=yau5 chin2 yan4 ga3 hai6 gam1 ga3 la3 <X  X> 

25 A: [ai=chiu1 gaau2 siu3 a3] 

  (music) 

  B: ngo5 sai3 lou2 jau2 heui3 sou2 sou2 muk6 ji6. 

  A: sou2 sou2 muk6 ji6 a3 ↘？ 

  B: ng2 

30 A: gei2'↗seui3 a3 ↘？ 

  B: saam1 seui3 lo1 

  A: [leung5 seui3] 
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  B: saam1 seui3 lo1 

  A: saam1 seui3 sou2 sou2 muk6 ji6 a3 ↘？ 

35 B: ng2 

  A: saam1= 

  B: jeui3 dai1 kap1 a3 ma4 

  A: daan6 ngo5 gin3 dou3 ngo5..ngo5 go2'hok6 saang1 chiu1 laan5=go2 daap6 ye5.. 

  B: saam1 seui3 <X  X>nei5 nim6 ha6 a3 ↗ 

40 A: @ sou2 gei2 do1，yat1 chi3 yat1 bawo3 ding6 yat1 ji3 sap6 a3 ↘？ 

  B: dim2 ji1 a3 ↘sap6 gu1= 

  A: yi6 sap6 la3=ying1 goi1= @ 

  B: ho2 "l(n)ang4"hai6(.)yat1 ji3 sap6 (laugther) 

  A: gau3 meng6 a3= 

45 B: sou2 sau2 ji2 sou2 dou3.. 

  A: keui6 “(ng)uk1” kei5 yan4 dou1 hai6 m4 ji1 jou6 me1 si6 ga3= 

  B: keui6'm4 gaau3 keui6 ga3=yam1 gung1= 

  A: wai3 ↘m4 gaau3 dou1 ying1 goi1 sik1(.)wai3，hok6 gaau3 dou1 gaau3'yau5，tok3 yi4 

so2 dou1 gaau3 la3=ABCdou1 ying1 goi1 sik1 la3，m4 mou4 wa2 123=la3=@ 

  B: jau6 yan1 wai4 keui6 go3 yan4 ja3=keui6 m4 yung6 D <X  X> "(ng)o5"jau6 hai6.. 

50 A: m4 hai6 yau5 chin2 jau6 heui3 dou3 ga3 la3 me1 ↘？ 

  (music) 

  A: hai6 le2 bin1 go3(.)hai6 mai6 kam4 yat6 tung4 nei5 eigong2 hai6 tok3 yi4 so2 

a3？(music)yi1 ↗tung4 bin1 go3 gong2 a3？ 

  B: jou6 me1 a3，yiu1<X  X>me1？ 

  A: @m4 hai6 a3=gam2 jyu6 wa2(.)awo1=hou2 do1 yan4 dou1 yap6 m4 dou3 tok3 yi4 so2 
wo1= 

55 B: (cough)hai6，m4 gau3 tok3 yi4 so2 a3 ma4 ou3 mun4 

  A: hai6 a3(music) 

  C: [hai6 le1 paai4] 

  A: gam2 jyu6 yau5 chin2 yap6 m4 dou3 lo1，yiu1 haau2 si3 lo1..jik1 e↘cheun2 jau6 yap6 m4 

dou3 la3 yi4 ga3. 

  B: hai6 a3，cheun2 jau6 m4 dak1 

60 A: m4 ji1 tung4 bin1 go3 gong2？ 

  C: jan1 hai6 chaam2=tok3 yi4 so2 dou1 yiu1 gam1 

  B: hai6 le= 

  (music) 

  A: tok3 yi4 so2 sin1 me1 a3 ma4= 

65 <X  X> 

  C: ai=jan1 hai6 yam1 gung1 

  B: so2 yi5 hou2 do1 yan4 mou4 syu1 duk6 u 

  A: hou2 do1 yan4 mou4 syu1 duk6=↗？ 

  B: ng2，hou2 do1 yan4 mou4 syu1 duk6 ga3 yi4 ga3= 
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70 A: tok3 yi4 so2=↘？ 

  B: daan6 hai6 ho2 yi5 jik6 sing1 heui3 yau3 ji6 yun4= 

  A: bat1 go3 mou4 yan4 gaau3 cheun2 D lo1 yau6！ 

  B: hai6 a3，jan1 hai6 cheun2 hou2 do1 ge= 

  A: ho1！ 

75 (music) 

  B: <X  X> dou1 hai6 wa4 jyu6 ngo5 dei6 Dhaang4 lei5 <X  X>，jung6 yau5 D seung1 gei1 

dou1 wawo6 je2 yau5 dak1 kam.. 

  A: sing3 beng6 mou4 dak1 kamlo1 dou1 wa2(..) 

  (music) 

  A: nei5 go3 giplaan6 jo2 dou1 mou4 dak1 kamwo1= 

80 B: ho2 "l(n)ang4"   yau5 a3= 

  A:          [gwaat3 fa3] 

  A: mou4 a3，gwaat3 fa3 jau6 mou4 a3 

  B: [gwaat3 fa3 jau6 m4 ji1 le] 

  C: laan6 wo1= 

85 (music) 

  B: laan6 jo2 hong4 hung1 gung1 si1 owui2 pui4 bei2 "l(n)ei5" la3 

  A: wui2 m4 wui2 a3=？ 

  B: pui4 ga3= 

  (music) 

90 B: delay luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 yau5 dak1 camga3 la3=ma4= 

A: 500man1 ja3 wo1=luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 pui4=hou2 chi5，"(ng)o5"gin3 dou3=ha6 bin1    

     godo6 

  C: m4 hai6，jik1 e↘heui3 jau6 m4 mou4 delayla3，faan2 loi4 gosi4 le2=delayhei2 ma5 1go3 

jung1 send dou3 gam1 jau6 cha3 m4 do1 

  B: mai6 yau6 hai6 go do6 delay 

  A: mai6 hai6 lo1 

95 C: go delayjau6 mou4 gela3=cheui4 fei1 lei5 jyun2 gei1 je2=jyun2 gei1 jau6 hou2 le，jyun2 

gei1 <X  X> cha3 m4 do1 

  A: mou4 dak1 jyun2 gei1 jik6 fei1 

  B: hai6 le，luk6 go3 jung1 sin1 camleung5 bawo3 man1 ja3 wo1 

  A: hai6 le！ 

  B: wai3！"l(n)ei5" m4 hei1 mong6 keui6 jyun2 gei1 hou2 go3 la3，daai6 lou2 a3！san1 fu2 

ga3=！dou3 si4"l(n)ei5"jau6 wui2 seung2 faai3 D faan2 dou3 loi4"l(n)e1"do6  ga3 la3= 

100 A: ang2 hai6 

  B: mai6 lo1！cha3 m4 do1 chi3 chi3 cheut1 chan1 tyun4 dou1 delay  ge！ 

  C: gam1 chaam2？sei2 la3 

  B: m4 hai6 chi3 chi3 gei=hai6 ou3 mun4 fei1 lo1，ou3 mun4 fei1 jau6 yat1 ding6 wui2 delay 

  A: choi2 ↘=go3"l(n)ei5"a3 

105 B: dou1 m4 hai6 ou3 mun4 fei1 
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  A: ha3？"(ng)o5"m4 wui2 ga3，so2 yi5(.)chin1 kei4 m4 mou4 haang4 maai4 loi4 a3，daan6 

hoi1 a3，chin1 kei4 

  B: <X  X>gau6"l(n)in4"heui3=jau6 

  A: "l(n)ei5"man6"(ng)o5"ga3 je2 go3 pang4 yau5 gochi3"(ng)o5"dei6 faan2 daai6 luk6，jam3 

wan1 chyun4，gam2 jyu6 keui6 wa2，‘"(ng)o5"yau4 sai3 dou3 daai6 le2 yat1 cheut1..yat1 

heui3 leui5 haang4 le2 jau6 lok6 daai6 yu5 ga3 le，gam2 jyu6 jik1 hawo1 lok6 daai6 yu5 

lo1，keui6 yat1 daap3 che1(.)eyat1 cho5 che1 jau6.. 

  B:                                                                                          [ai a3=] 

110 C: ying4！ 

  B: @m4 mou4 tung4 keui6 heui3 a3，ha6 chi3 

  A: hai6 le，"(ng)o5"wa2 yi5 hau6 dou1 m4 tung4"l(n)ei5"heui3 leui5 haang4 a3，daai6 lou2！ 

  C: dai2 jou2 git3 chuk1 leui5 ching4 

  A: "l(n)ei5"wa2"(ng)o5"biaosi6 dou1 ho2 yi5(.)ga3 wo1 

115 (music) 

  B: yi1="(ng)o5"dei6 seung5'chi3 heui3=san1 geung1 gojan6 si4 m4 ji1 yau5 mou4 

dak1(..)kamdou3？ 

  A: wa3=yi4 ga3 me1，mou4 dak1 kamla3 yi4 ga3 dou1= 

  B: che1=keui6 kamjo2 dou1 m4 hai6 giu3 kam 

  A: ha3？ 

120 B: "l(n)ei5"gam1."l(n)ei5"gam1 chi3 yau6 heui3 bin1 a3？gam1 go3 syu2 ga2？ 

  C: san1 ga3 bo1 lo1 

  B: a3，hai6 wo1= 

  (music) 

  A: a3？heui3 gam1 do1 ge？ 

125 B: so2 yi5 mai6 yiu1 maai5 giplo1 

  (music) 

  C: yu4 go2 m4 hai6 jau6 hou2 chi5 ngo5 gam1，yiu1 tai2 yan4 dei6 min6 sik1 jou6 yan4 ng 

  A: @wa3= 

  B: bat1 go3 dou1=yu4 go2 jau6 syun3 hai6 a3 dou1 baat3 yut6 fan6 sin1 faan2 gung1 la3 

130 A: "l(n)e1"go3 a3 wai3.(music)"l(n)ei5"gaan1 me1 hok6 gaau3 a3？ 

  B: <X  X> dou1 hai6 a3，keui6 dou1 hai6 baat3 yut6 fan6 sin1 faan2 gung1 

  A: wai3，"(ng)o5"seung2 man6 le2，yau5 gei2 do1 yan4 wan2 m4 dou3 ye5 jou6 a3？ 

  B: ha3？ 

  A: jik1 e↘year fourgo2 D？ 

135 B: m4 ji1 a3，"(ng)o5"jeng6 hai6 ji1 jung1 man4 chyun4 bou6 yan4 lo1 

  A: jung1=man4 sai2 m4 sai2 gam1 do1=lou5 si1 a3=？ 

  B: mai6 jau6 wa2 keui6 dei6 gam1 nin4 hou2 hou2 lo1 

  A: wa3！"(ng)o5"dou1 sik1 gaau3 la3=jung1 man4= 

  B: "l(n)ei5"je2= 

140 A: wai3！yung4 mat1 yi6 a3=tai2 keui6 Djok3 ye5<X  X>tai2 dou1 sik1 la3= 

  B: <X  X> gam1 nin4 ying1 man4？ 
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  C: gam1 nin4 ying1 man4 a3，m4 ji1 a3 mou4 man6 wo1 

  A: "(ng)o5"gin3"(ng)o5"ji1 dou6 yau5 gei2(.)hei2 ma5 yau5 gei2 go3 mou4 yan4 cheng2 

  B: (cough) 

145 C: lai6 yu4 le2？ 

  A: m4 ji1 a3，Benjaminlo1"(ng)o5"gu2=keui6 mou4 dyun1 dyun1 sendgo3 

linksbei2"(ng)o5"wa2 me1(.)me1 

  C: m4 wa2 bei2"l(n)ei5"ji1 ja3 

  A: keui6 ji6 gei2 sing4 yat6 hai6(..)hei1="l(n)ei5"tai2 m4 dou3 keui6 facebookga3 me1？ 

  B: mou4 lau4 yi3 

150 C: Chrishai6 bin1 do6 jou6 a3？ 

  B: sing3 bou2 luk6 

  C: ying1 man4 bou6 a3？ 

  A: sing3 bou2 luk6 dak1 jung1 man4 bou6 ge ja3 wo1 

  B: sing3 bou2 luk6 a3 

155 A: sing3 yeuk3 sat1 dou1 mou4 ying1 man4 bou6 la3 

  C: yau5 dai6 ng5 gaau3 lo1 

  A: dai6 ng5 gaau3 hai6 ying1 man4 bou6 loi4 ga3 me1？ 

  C: ng2 

  B: yau5 ying1 man4 bou6 

160 A: wai3！"(ng)o5"yi4 ga3 sin1 ji1 ze u 

  C: hai6 a3 

  (music) 

  B: <X  X>kei4 sat6 gam1 nin4 bong1 a3 Poyi "(ng)aam4" "(ng)aam4".. "(ng)o5" "(ng)aam4" 
"(ng)aam4" bong1 a3 Poyi<X  X> 

  C: m4 hou2 ga3 wo6= 

165 A: gam1 dim2 a3= 

  C: yan4 dei6 wa2 m4 hou2 ge wo6= 

  B: duk6 sing3 bou2 luk6 0gei3..sing3 yeuk3 sat1 0gei3 yau3 ji6 yun4 ji1 ma4 

  A: o6= 

  <x x> 

170 B: wawo6 je2 keui6 mou4 keui6 mou4 yat1 gaan1 hok6 gaau3 sau1..mou4 yat1 gaan1 hok6 

gaau3 haau2 dou3 0gei3，nei5 wa2 sei2 m4 sei2 a3 ↗ 

  A: gam1 yau6 hai6，sou2 gan2 1234...man6 keui6..man6 keui6==ma3..me1 a3？↗ 

  B: a3..m4 hai6 a3，keui6 ham6 a3 yan1 wai4(Inversion)=jeui3 cheui1 jau6 yan1 wai4 keui6 

ham6 so2 yi5<X  X> 

  A:                                                                              [hm] 

  A: yau3 ji6 yun4 go2 Dyi5 ging1 hou2 do1 man6 tai4 lu，1+1 dang2 yu1 gei2 a3 go2 D le wo1 

yiu1 man6(Inversion)= 

175 B: [pa3 sau1] 

  C: <X  X> 

  B: o6=yan1 wai4 yan1 wai4 ham6 lo1..so2 yi5 sin1 sau1"h(k)eui6"lo 

                                       [sound of scratches] 
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  A: keui6 chi3 chi3 ou(dou1)ham6 a3？ 

180 (music) 

  A: gam1 sing3 yeuk3 sat1 yau6 sau1 keui6↗？mou4 ham6 a3 keui6(Inversion)？ 

  B: yau5 ham6 a3..ngo5 a3 ma3<X  X> 

  A: o6=sing3 yeuk3 sat1 hou2 chi5 wa2 m4 ji1"suck"gei2 chin1 man1 bei2"h(k)eui6"jau6"jik1 
hawo1"sau1"l(n)ei5"ge lu wo1=..."(ng)o5"ting1yan4 gong2 

  B: gam1 m4 sai2 la3，"(ng)o5"a3 ma3..ou(dou1)ji1 gam1=gam1 ↗kau4 kei4 wan2 yat1 go3= 

185 A:                                                                                  ["(ng)o5"gei3 dak1"(ng)o5"go2 
en(jan6)si4 dou1 yau5 haau2 go3 sing3 yeuk3 sat1] 

  A: jik1 e= a go2 go3 gaau3 cheung4 man6 jo2 yat1 go3 chiu1 yeuk6 ji3 0gei3 man6 
tai4..keui6 hou2 chi5 wa2 yu4 go2 m4 sik1 chin4 bin1 go go3 ye5 da3 hoi1 jo2 bun2 

syu1"l(n)ei5"tai2 m4 tai2 a3？gam2 jyu6 yau6 baan3= =jing1 m4 ji1 a3，hai6 le=<X  X> chiu1 

mou4 liu4 a3 man6 D man6 tai4(Inversion). 

  B:                                      [gam1 dim2 dak1 a3=] 

  B: yi4 ga3 le2？ 

  A: A kap1. e= Form One a3"(ng)o5"go2 jan6 si4 ↗(Inversion)..jyun2 gaau3 a3 ma4 

190 B: <X  X> 

  (music) 

  A: "(ng)o5"gei3 dak1"(ng)o5"haau2 go3 sing3 sam1...yat1"l(n)in4"baan1，gam2 jyu6 keui6 

bo3..bo3 D=bo3 D..dung6 mat6 gei3 seng1"oh oh" me1 dung6 mat6 a3=？ 

  B: @ jan1 ga3？！ 

  A: gam2 jyu6 gong2 go3 sau1 yam1 gei1 gung1 sik1，keui6 wa2 yi1 go3 sau1 yam1 gei1 

me1 sik1 a3？ gung1 sik1.<X  X>daan6 yat1"l(n)in4"baan1 lawo3 wo4 yi5 ging1=，jik1 

hai6'sing1 yat1"l(n)in4"baan1 la wo3 o6= = 

195                                                                                    [hai6 me1？<X  X>] 

  A: gam2 jyu6"(ng)o5"gei3 dak1 keui6 bei2 lap1 tong2"(ng)o5"，chiu1"l(n)aan4"sik6，yan4 

chaam2 tong2，jik1 hawo1 luejo2 

  (music) 

  B: <X  X>yu4 go2 D yan4 le1<X  X> keui6 dou1 hai6 m4 “ha(ng)n2” wan1 jaap6 

  A:                             [hai6 me1？] 

200 B: jik1 m4 hai6 m4 “ha(ng)n2” wan1 jaap6，dou1 hai6 m4 gin3 yi5"l(n)ei5"lo1 

  A: hou2 chyun3 wo1=tiu4 liang mui6= 

  B: so2 yi5 mai6 wa2 lo1=keui6 hai6 sai3 gaai3"l(n)eui5"lo1 

  A: chyun3 dou3..sai3 gaai3"l(n)eui5"chiu1 chyun3 naap6=bin1 yat1 go3 a3？ 

  C: me1 a3？chiu1 chyun3 a3？ba2 hau2 hou2 dak1 0gei3？ 

205 B: gin3 go3"h(k)eui6"ga3 la3，chaap3 dou3 yan4 dei6<X  X> 

  A: keui6 wa2"(ng)o5"gin6 sam1 jing6 go3"l(n)ei5"gin6 sam1，"(ng)o5"seung2 man6 me1 liu2 

a3"l(n)ei5"=chiu1 faan4！ 

  B: chaat3..chaat3 dou3 yan4 dei6 ji2 haai4 laap6 laap6 linggam1<X  X> 

  C: hm=m4 hai6 gam1 jung1 yi3 keui6 jie 

  A: keui6..keui6 ji2"angaan5"chik1 ha6 chik1 ha6 hou2 chi5 hou2 gaan1 gam1 ngaang6 hai6 
gaau3 dak1 keui6 go3 yeung6 

210 C: sai3 sai3 go3 jau6 hai6 gam1 ge la3 
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  B: hai6 a3，sai3 sai3 go3 jau6 hai6 gam1 ge la3 

  (music) 

  B: keui6 a3 ma3 gaau3 keui6 ga3 

  C: [me1 a3？] 

215 B: [gaau3 keui6]sou2 hok6，gam2 jyu6 yau6.. 

  A: ho4 fong3 keui6 a3 ma3 yau6 hai6 sik1 gong2 ye5 D yan4 mai6 hok6 

  B: a3 m4 hai6 wo4，keui6 a3 ma3 faan2 yi4 yau6 mou4 gam1 lwo6 wo1 

  A: awo1，ho2"l(n)ang4"hai6 “h(k)eui6”lou5 dau2 lo1= 

  B: gam1 jau6 m4 ji1 lawo3，m4 ji1 keui6 hai6 bin1 do6 hok6 faan2 loi4 le1 D 

ye5(Inversion).(music)hei1，keui6 ying1 goi1 dou1 hai6..dou1 chi5 keui6 a3 ma3 do1 D 

la3，“ha(ng)n2” ding6 tai2 go3 fun2=(Inversion).ngo5 wa2，wa3，dou1 m4 ji1 gei2 yau5 

ying4 a3，jeuk3 D sam1 a3 yeah dou3 a3 

220 A:                                                                                            [hai6 a3]        

  C: keui6 “(ng)uk1” kei5 hai6 mai6 hou2 yau5 chin2？ 

  B: [go2 yat6 a3] 

  A: ang2 hai6 yau5 chin2 la3= 

  B: gam2 jyu6 go2 yat6 a3，"(ng)o5"dei6 mai6..yi4 ga3 mai6 jeui3 hing1 jeuk3 go2 Dme1 

leung4 haai4 ogei3=？wa3！<X  X> 

225 A: yi4 ga3 chiu1 do1 jing6 mui6 jeuk3 go2 dak1=<X  X>haai4 wo6 jeuk3 dou3=           

  B:                                          [hai6 a3！gei2 yau5 ying4 a3！] 

  C: <X  X>hai6 hok6 gaau3 dou1 yau5，"(ng)o5"yau5 gin3 dou3，daan6 hai6 chiu1 sai3 jek3 

lo1 go2 D=(Inversion) go2 D haai4. 

  B:                                                                                      [hou2 jing6]   

  C: keui6 dou1 syun3 gou1 wo1"h(k)eui6"="h(k)eui6"dou1.. 

230 B: jik1 edou1 OKa3 ha3，Dsai3 baau1"h(k)eui6"dou1<X  X>(Inversion) 

  A:                                             [chai3]dou1 m4 gau3"l(n)ei5"go2 go3=go2 go3 fei4 mui6 gou1 

la3=，go3 fei4 mui6=hou2 sai3 go3 go2 go3 la3= 

       hai6 mai6"l(n)ei5"wa2？ 

  B: le2=go2 jan6 si4 mai6 heui3，gam2 jyu6 jung6 yau5 Koey 

  A: gam2 jyu6 lo1 lei4 jung6 yau5 go3 jing6 mui6 ga3 ma4=？"l(n)ei5"wa2 yau3 ji6 yun4 go2 

go3 

235 C:                                                                       [o6=o6 o6 o6] wa3=jan1 hai6 gou1 a3 keui6 

  A:                                                                                                                 [saam1"l(n)in4"baan1 
gam1] 

  B: hai6 a3 

  A: yau3 ji6 yun4 ja3 wo1=chiu1 daai6 

  B:                       [m4 hai6]yat1"l(n)in4"kap1！ 

240 A: o6 = yat1"l(n)in4"baan1 a3 

  B: m4！ 

  A: jung2 ji1 hou2 daai6 jek3 la3"h(k)eui6"sing4 go3 yan4 dou1=(Inversion) 

  B: "h(k)eui6"ba3 ba3 ma3 ma3 daai6 jek3.(music) ba3 ba3 ma3 ma3 chiu1 daai6 jek3 

  A: gou1 m4 gou1 a3 gam1？ 
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245 B: gou1，so2 yi5"h(k)eui6"dou1 wui2 hou2 gou1 

  A: chat1 chek3 

  B: hai6 a3 

  C: [wai3=]e= 

  B: hou2 chyun3 ga3=go2 go3 ye5<X  X> "l(n)am2"0gei3 ye5 taai3 go3 sing4 suk6，daan6 

hai6 gong2 ye5 yau6 taai3 maan6."(ng)o5"man6 keui6：“wai3="l(n)ei5"gam1 gou1 

le2"l(n)ei5"hai6 mai6="l(n)ei5"cho5 bin1 ga3?” “o(ng)o5” cho5 hau6 min6 a3！” keui6 wa2. 

“dim2 gaai2 a3？” gam1，“o(ng)o5” D tung4 hok6 chyun4 bou6 dou1 hai6 gam1=lo1 ja3！”  

250 C: wa3= 

  A: wa3=hai6，chiu1 chyun3！ 

  C: gam1 chyun3 0gei3？！ 

  (music) 

  A: chiu1 chyun3！ 

255 C: wa3，"(ng)o5" "l(n)am2"jyu6 

  B: “ "(ng)o5"chi3 chi3 dou1 cho5 hau6 min6 ga3=！” gam1 

wo1！"(ng)o5"wa2，gam1"l(n)ei5"gam1"l(n)ei5"faan2 siu2 hok6 loi4 jou6 me1 a3？deng2！ 

  A: daan6 hai6"l(n)ei5"cho5 m4 dou3 keui6 hou2 min6 a3！ 

  B: hai6 a3！ 

  C: m4 hai6 a3，"(ng)o5"yi5 chin4 dou1 hai6 cho5"l(n)ei5"chin4 bin1 a3 

260 A: wai3，yai go2 D=[m4 hai6] 

  B:               [gou1 go2 D=gou1 go2 Djau6 cho5 hau6 min6=] 

  A:                [yai go2 D=jau6 diu6 seung5 heui3 lo1 wo1=] 

  C: m4 hai6 a3，"(ng)o5"tung4 a3 sirgong2"(ng)o5"yiu1 cho5 chin4 bin1 

  A: jan1 ga3？"(ng)o5"yi5 chin4 yau5 go3 le2=mai5 chat1 ng5 wo1，gam2 jyu6 yau5 go3 

tung4 hok6，gam2 jyu6 le2，yin4 ji1 hau6 le2，m4 ji1 a3，gam2 jyu6 ji1 hau6 a3 saang1 

wa2 keui6 m4 lau4 suk1 diu6 jo2 keui6 heui3 chin4 bin1  

265 C:                                                [jan1 ga3？]                                                                                                                           

  B:                                                [heui3 cho5 tau4 wai2 a3？！] 

  A: hai6 a3，cho5 dai6 yat1 go3 wai2，gam2 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 

  B:                                [gam2 jyu6"(ng)o5" "l(n)am2"ha6，"(ng)o5"dou1 seung2 wa2] 

"(ng)o5"yiu1 cho5 chin4 bin1 

  A: gam2 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 Dai2 0gei3 yan4 le2 hai6 hau6 min6 tau4 sou3 

270 B:                                [hai6 hau6 min6"(ng)o5"jau6 wui2 hap6"(ng)aan5"fan3]  

  C: "l(n)ei5"sai3 go3 jau6 hap6"(ng)aan5"fan3 la3？！ 

  B: "(ng)aan5"fan3 a3=tung4 maai4 tung4 maai4，jung1 hok6 le2=seung5 seung5 ha6 tong4 

le2"l(n)ei5"..gam2 jyu6"l(n)ei5"yau6 m4 sik1 le2="l(n)ei5"jau6 mou4 sam1 gei1 teng1 lo1 

  A:           [jung1 hok6 wo1=]                                                       [cough] 

  B:     la3，so2 yi5"l(n)ei5"yiu1 cho5 chin4 bin1 <X  X>tung4 a3 sir <X  X> 

275 A: gam2 jyu6"l(n)ei5"jau6 yiu1 kau4 yiu1 cho5 chin4 bin1？gam1 hou2 hok6 0gei3"l(n)ei5"？ 

  C:      [gam1 hou2 hok6 0gei3]"l(n)ei5"hai6 lo1 

  A:                             [hai6 lo1]      

  B: ang2 hai6 la3，sing4 yat6 hap6"(ng)aan5"fan3 le2= 
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  C:       ["(ng)o5"sing4 yat6 le2 yiu1 <X  X>] 

280 C: "(ng)o5".."(ng)o5"m4 wui2 yiu1 kau4       

  B:                         ["(ng)o5"cho5 hau6 bin1 wui2 hap6"(ng)aan5"fan3] 

  A:                        [<X  X>] 

  B: so2 yi5"(ng)o5"hou2 jung1 yi3..seun6"lam4 ba3"cho5 

  A: ha3？mou4 wo1= 

285 B:        [seun6"l(n)am4" ba3cho5 le2]"(ng)o5"dei6 cho5 hau6 bin1"ha(ng)n2"ding6，yan1 

wai4"(ng)o5"dei6 hok6 hou6 hai6 gam2 Aji3 Zgam1 yeung6 paai4 ga3 ma4， 

       daan6 hai6 keui6 

  C:  ["l(n)ei5"dei6 seun6 Aji3 Zga3 ↘？] 

  B: hai6 a3，gam2 jyu6 

  C:            [wa3！"(ng)o5"dei6 seun6 bat1 wa2 ga3] 

290 A: "(ng)o5"dei6 dou1 hai6 

  B: gam2 jyu6 

  C: [song2 a3！]hai6 hau6 bin1 mou4 yan4 ji1 a3 daai6 lou2 

  A: m4 hai6 wo1=D a3 saang1 hai6 go3 toi4 kei5 ↗do6 mat1 dou1 gin3 dou3 saai3"l(n)ei5"ga3 
wo1= 

  C: gam1 gaau2 ye5 0gei3？ 

295 B: hai6 a3，kei5 hai6 toi4 do6 kei4 sat6 hai6 mat1 dou1 tai2 dou3 

  C: hai6 a3，daan6 hai6 m4 lei5 ga3 ma4 

  B: m4 hai6 kei5 hai6 toi4，"l(n)ei5"jau6 syun3 hai6 cheut1 bin1 ying1 goi1 dou1 tai2 dou3 

saai3 

  C:                                                       [kei4 sat6 ying1 goi1 dou1 tai2 dou3 0gei3] daan6 hai6 
gong2 jan1 mou4 yan4 lei5 

  B: hai6 a3，jan1 hai6"l(n)ei5"ji6 gei2 cho5 hai6 ji6 gei2 go3 wai2 jau6 yi5 wai4 keui6 tai2 m4 

dou3 

300 A: hai6 a3，gam2 jyu6 jau6 laan5 hai6 le2=@ hai6"l(n)ei5"tai2 m4 dou3 keui6 lo1 

  B: mai6 lo1 

  A: gei1 bun2 seung5<X  X>yau6 sik6 ye5 a3 yau6 waan2 a3= 

  B: ha3？"l(n)ei5"sik6 ye5 ga3？ 

  A: m4 hai6，"(ng)o5"sing4 yat6 le2 baan3..sik6 go2 D e=m4 ji1 sik6 go2 Dmat1 

gwai2=..tong2 la3=gam2 jyu6 le2 baan3 da3@ham6 lou6，ja3 jyu6 luk <X  X> @da3 ham6 

lou6 gam2 jyu6 choi3 jyu6 jo2 go3 hau2 go2 do6 

305 B: <X  X> 

  A: (sigh) 

  (music) 

  B: daan6 hai6 fan3 gaau3 yau6 fan3 dak1 gei2 hou2 wo1= 

  A: jan1 ga3？"(ng)o5"m4 fan3 gaau3 wo1 

310 C:                              ["(ng)o5"dou1 m4 fan3 gaau3]yan1 wai4 sat6 joi6 taai3 hoi1 sam1 la3 
fan3 m4 dou3 

  A: "(ng)o5" mok haai4 a3 dou1 mok dou3<X  X> 

  C: waan2 hou2 do1 ye5 a3"yi5 ging1 ho2 yi5(Inversion) 
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  A: jan1 ga3？"(ng)o5"dei6 jeui3 do1 king1 gai2..(music)bat1 go3 m4 king1 dak1 do1 

  (music) 

315 C: da3 gaau1 lo1 

  A: ha3？yau5 mou4 gam1 hung2 bou3 a3？= 

  C: "(ng)o5"dei6 yi5 chin4 hai6 la hoi1 go3 gwan2 lo1 

  A: <X  X> @ 

  B: bin3 taai3 ga3 

320 A: wai3"l(n)ei5"da3 gaau1 m4 bin3 taai3 a3？！ 

  B: ga2 da3 gaau1 m4<X  X> 

  C: "l(n)ei5"yat1 jan6 heui3 m4 heui3 jou6 facial a3？ 

  A: m4 heui3！ 

  (music) 

325 B: <X  X> keui6 ga3 je2 a3 ma4 

  C: <X  X> chin4 yat1 yat6 maai5 mai6 gau3 lo1= 

  B: chin4 yat1 yat6 maai5 gam2 jyu6 heui3 dai6 form a3 

  C: yi4，hai6 pou4 bai6 dak1 ga3？ 

  B: gai3 pou4 bai6 wo1= 

330 A: gam1 mai6 dai2 Dlo1 joi3(Inversion) 

  B: hai6 a3 

  A: m4 sai2... 

  (music) 

  C: chin4..chin4 yat1 yat6 wawo6 je2 chin4 leung5 yat6 maai5 dou1 dak1 la3= 

335 B: gam1 dou1 yiu1 bei2 ji1 liu2 keui6 a3？ 

  (music) 

  C: <X  X> 

  B: hai6 a3，m4 sai2 bei2 ji1 liu2 keui6 ga3？ 

  C: m4 sai2 bei2<X  X> 

340 B:             ["(ng)o5"gin3]yan4 dei6 dou1 hai6 da3 din6 wa2，a3 faai3 D la3"(ng)o5" ting1 yat6 

heui3 leui5 haang4 a3"l(n)ei5"bong1"(ng)o5"maai5，wo1 hou2 lu gam1 

  A: "(ng)o5"go2 si4=jau6 gam1 diu6 dai1 D chin2 jau6 dak1 la3 

  B: hai6 a3？ 

  A: ng2！ 

  B: gam1 hou2 a3 dou3 si4 diu6 dai1 Dchin2 bei2"l(n)ei5" 

345 A: jau6 gam1 la3，bong1"(ng)o5"maai5 maai4 la3 

  B: se2..se2=me1 san1 fan6 jing3 hou6 ma5 bei2..bei2"h(k)eui6"，yan1 wai4"(ng)o5"jau6 gin3 

yat1 go3 din6 wa2 yi5 ging1 ho2 yi5 gaau2 dim1 

  A: "l(n)ei5"jan1 hai6 giu3<X  X> 

  B:                     [a3，cheui4]cheui4 fei1 keui6 mou4..mou4"l(n)ei5" 

  A: hai6 a3 

350 B: cheui4 fei1"h(k)eui6"mou4 

  C: a3！ho2"l(n)ang4"keui6 yiu1"l(n)ei5"san1 fan6 jing3 ying2 yan3 le2=？ 
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  B: m4 ji1 le2！ 

  A: S.H.E. go2 go3 Selena git3 fan1 wo1...yau5 mou4 tai2 dou3 a3？ 

  C: ng2！ 

355 (music) 

  A: "(ng)o5"gu2 m4 dou3 keui6 yau5"l(n)aam4"pang4 yau5 ga3 wu 

  B: hou2 chi5 hou2 dak1 yan4 ging1 (sound of moving chairs) 

  C: daan6 hai6 ying1 goi1 hou2 do1 yan4 dou1 yau5 

  B: daan6 hai6 ling6 "(ng)oi6" go2 leung5 go3 ying1 goi1 mou4 ga wo3 

360 A: gam1 Hebe mou4 gong2 hoi1 a3 ma4= 

  B: "(ng)o5"yi5 wai4 keui6 mou4 a3 ma4 

 
 
 
Transcription 1002 
 
 

1 B: Hm hm = @ 

  A: dak1 m4 dak1 a1？ 

  

B: ak1！<X  X> gam1 yat6 tong2 seui2 hai6 me1 sin1？yi4，hou2 do1 yan4 yam2 saam1 

sik1 bing1 wo4= 

  A: hou2 m4 hou2 yam2 ga1 saam1 sik1 bing1？(dou2 ji3) 

5 B: hou2 do1 yan4 yam2 lo1 

  

A: m4 ji1 a1，"(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 keui6 gwo2 go3= e== giu3 me1 a1？song1 gei3 saang1 

daan2 cha4。 

  B: ng2= 

  A: chiu1 hou2 mei6！yi5 chin4 yit6 ga1 ma4= 

  B: jip3 ya5 yung6 gai1 daan2 ga1 ma4 <X  X> 

10 

A: yi5 chin4 ne1="(ng)o5"dei6 hai6 hok6 gaau3 gwo2 ensi4 le2=chi3 chi3 jou6 lai5 baai3 

dou1 yiu1 lau4 hai6 hok6 gaau3 yat1 chi3 a1 ma4，ji3 hei2..hei2 ma5=，gan1 jyu6 le2=yin4 

ji1 hau6 le2 gam1"(ng)o5"dei6 jau6 wui2 lai2 li1 dou6 sik6 ye5 

  B: hai6 li1 dou6 sik6？ 

  A: ng2 

  

B: "l(n)ei5" gong2 yat1 go3 lai5 baai3 lau4 hai6 "(ng)aan3"..jik1"(ng)aan3"jau3 yiu1 lau4 

hai6 dou6 yat1 chi3？ 

  A: hai6 a1 

15 B: gam1"l(n)ei5"sik6 yun4 jau6..jau6 faan2 "(ng)uk1" kei5 ga1？ 
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A: m4 hai6，kei4 sat6 ping4 si4 dou1 lau4 hai6 dou6。ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5"dei6 hok6 gaau3 

a1=D yan4 a1，yan1 wai4"(ng)o5"dei6 yiu1 ji6 sau1 ga1 ma4 jung1 ng5(dou2 ji3)= 

  B: ng2= 

  A: chiu1 mou4"l(n)oi6"！aai2 bei2 "(ng)o5" tai2 a1 

  

B:                           ["l(n)ei5" tai2 la1 tai2 la1]，"(ng)o5" gaan2 ding6 jo2 ga1 la1 yi5 

ging1(dou2 ji3) 

20 A: ng2=m4 ji1 sik6 me1 hou2 le2=？keui6 Dbaau1 dou1 hou2 hou2 sik6 ga1 ak1 

  

B: le2，mai1 gin3 dou3 yau5 yan4 sik6 baau1 lo1！daan6 hai6 jung1 ng5 "(ng)o5" m4 sik6 

baau1 ga1 

  A: jan1 ga1？！ne1 go3 dou1 hou2 chi5 hou2 jing6 

  B: hai6 a1，"(ng)o5" jau6 gaan2 jo2 li1 go3 la1 

  A: yi1 go3 a1？ 

25 B: ng2！ 

  A: me1 lai2 ga1？min6 lai2 ga1？hou2 mei6 ga1？ 

  

B:                ["l(n)ei5" ho2 yi5] goi2 min6 a1 ma4 man6 ha6 keui6 ho2 m4 ho2 yi5 goi2 

lo1。"(ng)o5" gok3 dak1 hou2 mei6 daan6 hai6 "(ng)o5" gok3 dak1 "l(n)ei5" ho2 "l(n)ang4" 

gok3 dak1 m4 hou2 mei6 lo1。ji(k)1 e tung1 seung4 "(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 sik6 D ye5 "l(n)ei5"  

dou1 m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 ga1 la1=  "(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 D ye5 "l(n)ei5" dou1 m4 wui2 jung1 yi3 

ga1。@  

  A: hai6 me1？ 

  B: "(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 tai2 <X  X> "l(n)ei5" dou1 m4 jung1 yi3 la1=hai6 mei6？ 

30 A: "l(n)ei5" jan1 hai6 jung1 yi3 a1？ 

  

B: <X  X> dou1 m4 wui2 gaai3 siu6，<X  X> hai6 yat1 go3 bit1 heui3 ge ging2 dim2 lai2 

ga1，so2 yi5 "l(n)ei5" yat1 ding6 yiu1 heui3 lo1 

  A: aai1== syun3 la1！ 

  B: jung6 yau5 le2，gan1 jyu6 

  

A: yat1 jan6 sin1 gong2，nim6 ha6 sik6 mat1 sin1。li1 go3 hou2 m4 hou2 le2 "l(n)ei5" gok3 

dak1？ 

35 B: D me1 lai2 ga1？ 

  A: taai3 sik1 chaau2 faan6 

  B: daan6 hai6 keui6 go3 hoi2 naam4 gai1 faan6 hou2 chi5 hou2 jing1 ngo5 wo4= 

  A: e== OK la1，"(ng)o5" yi5 chin4 sing4 yat6 dou1 sik6 ga1 

  B: hm== 

40 waiter: leung5 go3 a1，wo4 hou2，"(ng)o5" bong1 "l(n)ei5" ga1 do1 go3 a1 
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  A: li1 go3 ding6 li1 go3 a1，"l(n)ei5" gaan2  "l(n)ei5"  bong1 "(ng)o5" gaan2。 

  B: "l(n)ei5" gaan2 la1 

  A: "(ng)o5" yiu1 "l(n)ei5" bong1 "(ng)o5" gaan2 yat1 go3 

  B: chaau2 faan6 la1 

45 A: ji(k)1 e li1 go3 la1？ 

  B: hai6 la1 "l(n)ei5" mei6 sik6 gwo3 li1 go3 

  A: "(ng)o5" ？"(ng)o5" sik6 gwo3 la1 

  B: aai2，cheui4 "l(n)ei5" cheui4 "l(n)ei5" la1， sik6 gwo3 ga1 la1 

  A: m4 goi1== <X  X>  

50 B: hou2 chi5 Dmin6 dou1 m4 cho3 

  A: "(ng)o5" yiu1 yat1 go3 li1 go3，gan1 jyu6==                  li1 go3 

  B:                                  [e= "(ng)o5"yiu1= li1 go3]  

  gam1 yat6 me1 tong2 seui2 a1？ 

  

(waitress: e= gam1 yat6 e= ye4 jap1 <X  X> ling4 gau2。ye4 jap1 haak1 no6 mai5 ha1 

ma4？jung6 yiu1 me1 a1？) 

55 B: gan1 jyu6 le2？ 

  

A: gan1 jyu6 yiu1 go3 song1 gei3 saang1 daan2 cha4。mou4 so2 wai6 a1！e chi4 D sin1 

a1 m4 goi1！ 

  B: tau4 sin1 gin3 keui6 go3 min6 le2，"(ng)o5" hou2 seung2 sik6 a1 

  A: bin1 go3 min6 a1？ 

  B: jau6 gam1 gau1 jyu6 yat1 go3 jeng6 min6 lo1，hou2 seung2 sik6 la1 yi5 ging1(dou2 ji3) 

60 A: hai6 mai1 a1 

  B: hai6 a1 

  A: so2 yi5，@ jau6 aai1 go3 jeng6 min6 la1 bat1 yu4(dou2 ji3) 

  B: m4 hou2 la1，gong2 siu3 ja1 ma4=  "l(n)ei5" tai2 ha6"lnei5"seung2 sik6 me1 

  <X  X> 

65 A: syun3 la1 

  
B: seung5 chi3 "(ng)o5" tung4 Reginia lai2 gwo2 jan6 si4 le2"(ng)o5"dei6 jau6 sik6 li1 Da1 
ma4 

  A: hai6 a1 hai6 a1.. hai6 a1 hai6 a1 

  B: hai6 mai1 a1，gei3 m4 gei3 dak1 a1？<X  X>  gin3 dou3 dou1 fei4 sei2 

  

A: hai6 lu！daan6 hai6 "l(n)ei5" sik6 yun4 yau6 m4..yau6 mou4= mou4 daai2 go3 wai6 

heui3 
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70 

B:                                        [m4] gan2 yiu1 la1，D ye5 le2 "(ng)o5" gok3 dak1 hou2 gwai3 

a1。ji(k)1 e yi5 chin4 le2= daan6 hai6 yi4 ga1 le2 cheut1 bin1 D ye5 jan1 hai6 hou2 gwai3 

a1，kei4 sat6 "(ng)o5" gok3 dak1 li1 dou6 D ye5 dou1 OKla1 

  A: a1！li1 go3 dou1 hou2 chi5 hou2 mei6 a1 

  

B: me1 a1？jin1 ha1 bing2 a1？<X  X> hou2 yit6 hei3 ha6 wo4。jin1 ha1 bing2 hou2 ding6 

gai1 geuk3 hou2 le2？ 

  A: yi1=！ 

  B: "l(n)ei5" m4 sik6 ga1？ 

75 A: "(ng)o5" gok3 dak1 ma4 ma4 dei6 la1！li1 go3 me1 lai2 ga1？ 

  

B: li1 go3 giu3 cheui3== mou4 hou2 la1，yat1 hai6 dim2 D saang1 choi3 sik6 <X  X> e= li1 

go3 la1！ 

  A: jyu1 geng2 yuk6 m4 hou2 sik6！yi1=！ 

  

B: yi5 jai2 "l(n)ei5" dou1 m4 sik6 ga1 la1= <X  X> mou4 lei5 yau4 sik6 li1 D ga1 ma4，gam1 

baau2= 

80 A: m4= cheun1 gyun3 la1 yat1 hai6 

  B: syun3 la1，yat1 hai6= (dou2 ji3) 

  A: cheun1 gyun3 a1？ 

  B: aai2！li1 go3，li1 go3 hai6= "l(n)ei5" m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 li1 D ga1？ 

  A: gam1 yeung6 ge？ 

85 B: "l(n)ei5" m4 hou2 sik6 la1 

  A: syun3 la1 syun3 la1，m4 hou2 sik6 la1 hai== 

  B: [@] 

  

A: gan1 jyu6 le2 ngaam1 ngaam1 le2 "(ng)o5" dei6.. ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5" ji1 chin4 le2= tai2 

gwo2 go3= ji(k)1 e seung5 mong5 wan2= D ji1 liu2，ji(k)1 e tai2 ha6 yau5 D me1 hou2 tai2 

le2，gan1 jyu6 le2.. gan1 jyu6 tung4 "(ng)o5" go3 Auckland = 

go3=daai6==meng4==sing1，ji(k)1 e meng4..ji(k)1 e.. hou2 heui3 chyu2 gam1 yeung6 

la1，gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 le2 kei4 jung1 yat1 go3 le2=，m4 hai6，ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5" gin3 

dou3 le2 hou2 do1 dou1 hou2 wat6 dat6 ga1 wo4！ji(k)1 e mat1 dou1 mou4 gam1 

yeung6，m4 ji1 

  B: ji(k)1 e tai2 go3 ging2 ge？ 

90 A: hai6 a1 

  B: yau5 mou4 saan1 lo1？ 

  

A: yau5 D fa1 yun4 lo1，m4，daan6 hai6 hou2 wat6 dat6 ga1 wo4，"(ng)o5" gin3 dou3 

yau5 D seung1。ji(k)1 e le2 yin4 ji1 hau6 yau5 yat1 go3 m4 ji1= ji(k)1 e dou1 

hou2"sim3"ha6，ji(k)1 e le2 hai6 go3 taap3 lai2 ga1，sing4 go3 ou3 mun4 taap3 gam1 

yeung6 lo3== 
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  B:                                                       [hai6 a1 hai6 a1，gun1 gwong1 taap3 gam1] 

  A: dou1 m4 ji1.. @ jung2 ji1 hai6 yun4 chyun4 m4 seung2 heui3 tai2 

95 (0:00:00 - 0:05:03) 

  B: gam1 yat6 yiu1 heui3 bake & shop，gei2 go3 jung1 jan1 hai6 hou2 a1 

  A: hai6 lo1，hai6 fei1 gei1 a1 hou2 "lnaan4" fan3 

  B: wui2 me1？ 

  B: "(ng)o5" yau6 wui2 fan3 m4 dou3 

100 A: jan1 ga1？ 

  

B: ga1 seung5 gwok3 taai3 yau5 go3 hou2 chyu2 jau6 hai6 m4 wui2  "(ng)o6" chan1 

lo1，ji(k)1 e jau6 syun3 fei1 gei1 chaan1 "l(n)ei5" m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 "l(n)ei5" dou1 ho2 yi5 

man6 "h(k)eui6" lo2 bui1 min6，"h(k)eui6" jyu2 D min6 dou1 hou2 hou2 sik6 ga1= gam1 

yeung6 lo1 

  A: man6 keui6 lo2 a1 maai5 lo1= 

  B:                     [aai1 a1，m4 sai2 ga1] 

  A: ha1？！ 

105 B: m4 sai2 ga1 

  A: hai6 me1？！gam1 hou2？！ 

  

B: hai6 a1，ji(k)1 e gwai3 yau5 gwai3 ga1 hou2 lo1... "l(n)ei5" dou1 ho2 yi5 si3 ha6 ga1= 

ji(k)1 e "l(n)ei5" le2 heui3.. ji(k)1 e pei3 yu4 "l(n)ei5" = a1，(x x)jo2= yau5 D ye5 "l(n)ei5" 

jan1 hai6 m4 sik6 le2 ho2 yi5，“m4 goi1 e，bei2 go3 min6 ngo5=。” gam1 "h(k)eui6" wui2 

bong1 "l(n)ei5" jyu2 ge waak6 je2 "h(k)eui6" wui2 bong1 "l(n)ei5" chung1 go3 bui1 min6 lo1 

  

A: wo4= gam1 jiu1 <X  X> chung1 go3 bui1 min6，"(ng)o5" "l(n)am2" "(ng)o5" wui2 sik6 

bui1 min6，dim2 ji1 mou6 seui2 

  B: gam1 jiu1？ 

110 A: aak1！ 

  B: m4= bo lo1= 

  A: aai1 a1 m4 seung2 go a1 

  B: a1= yi4 ga1 D yan4 jan1 hai6 

  B: wai3，"l(n)ei5" jan1 hai6 wui2 se2 ga1 wo4 "l(n)ei5" 

115 A: <X  X> jo2 D bing2 gon1 lo1= 

  B: aai1=jan1 hai6 laan5 dou3 a1 

  A: m4= @ 

  B: o jeui2 a1，"l(n)ei5" m4 hai6 seui2 gei1 me1 "l(n)ei5" (ng)uk1 kei5？ 

  A: a1？ 

120 B: m4 hai6 yung6 seui2 gei1 me1？ 
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  A: m4 hai6 a1！ 

  B: m4 gei3 dak1 jo2 

  A: "l(n)ei5" (ng)uk1 kei5 yung6 seui2 gei1 ge me1？ 

  

B: m4 hai6 a1，daan6 hai6 "(ng)o5" gei3 dak1 "l(n)ei5" (ng)uk1 kei5 hou2 chi5 yau5 seui2 

gei1 ga1。hai6 "(ng)o5" gei3 cho3 jo2 

125 A: m4 hai6 a1 

  (noise of vehicles and people around) 

  A: "l(n)ei5" faan2 gei2 dim2 a1？ 

  B: leung5 dim2 bun3== 

  A: aai1！hou2 gwui3 a1 jan1 hai6 

130 B: <X  X> jau6 dak1 haan4 la1 yi4 ga1=gau2 yut6 sin1 faan2 hok6 

  A: hai6 a1 

  

B: D wui2 yun4 ho2 yi5 chaam1 ga1 gaau3 cheng1 gwo2 go3.. me1 a1？jou6 me1 <X  X> 

hm "l(n)ei5" giu3 keui6 hok6 ye5 la1 

  

A: m4 ji1 a1！chiu1 faan4 lo1 "(ng)o5" mui6= faan4 dou3 sei2，chiu1 hat1 yan4 jang1！yi4 

ga1 "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 dou1 hou2 jang1 keui6。chiu1 chyun3 a1 "(ng)o5" mui6，yi5 wai4 ji6 

gei2 hou2 ging6 gam1 

  B: me1 a1？yi5 wai4 ji6 gei2 gam1 ging6？！ 

135 A: dim2 gwai2 ji1 "h(k)eui6" je2！yi5 wai4 ji6 gei2 hai6 daai6 daai6 daai6 siu2 je2 gam1 a1      

  B: "l(n)ei5" a3 ma1 mou4 "l(n)aau6" "h(k)eui6" ge me1？ 

  A: "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 sing4 yat6 o  "l(n)aau6" "h(k)eui6" ga1 la1= 

  B: ho2  "l(n)ang4"  "l(n)aau6" gwaan3 <X  X> 

  

A: chiu1 chyun3 lo1 "(ng)o5" o mui6 gwo2 yat6= giu3 "(ng)o5"  haang4 hoi1 wo4！“m4 ji1 e 

(jau6) haang4 hoi1 a1，gam1 dim2 a1=？！” gam1 wo4！deui3 "h(k)eui6" hou2 D dou1 m4 

dak1 ga1= m4 faat3 fo2 dong1 "(ng)o5" beng6 maau1 jan1 hai6！gan1 jyu6 mai1 "l(n)aau6" 

keui6 lo1！bok3 "l(n)aau6" a1 keui6 jan1 hai6(dou2 ji3) 

140 
B: yi4 ga1 D hing1 dai6 ji2 mui6 le2 dou1 hou2 me1 ga1 wo4= ji(k)1 e yi5 chin4 gwo2 D sin1 
hai6 gam1 ga1 ja1 wo4= 

  A: hou2 me1 a1？ 

  

B: ji(k)1 e .. yi5 chin4 gwo2 D sin1 ji3 wui2 wa2= ji(k)1 e wui2 daai6 ga1 wui2= ji(k)1 e daai6 

ga1 hai6 u (dou3) aai1 saap3，m4 hai6 aai1 saap3 ge = ji(k)1 e hai6 dou6 wun6.. daan6 

hai6 yi4 ga1 hou2 do1 dou1 m4 pa3 lo1 "(ng)o5" ji1 dou6 

  
A: "l(n)ei5" faat3 mung6 la1 "l(n)ei5"= daai6 ba2 a1= chiu1 cha1 la1 D gwaan1 hai6= (dou2 
ji3) ... chiu1 cheui1 a1 "(ng)o5" a3 mui6 jan1 hai6=  

  (noise) 
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145 B: chi4 D "h(k)eui6" m4 hai6 heui3 duk6 syu1 me1？cheut1 lai2 duk6 syu1! 

  A: m4 ji1 le2！jung6 wong2 "ngo5" sing4 yat6 bong1 keui6 a1，jan1 hai6 a1！ 

  B: chiu1= <X  X> keui6 gwo2 jan6 si4 le2= sing4 yat6 kau4 "l(n)ei5" a1 "l(n)ei5" a3 mui6 

  

A: hai6 a1，chiu1 jin6 lo1== kau4 "(ng)o5" gwo2 jan6 si4 le2，“aai1 a1 ga1 je2 a1== bun1 

m4 wat1 a1= bong1 "ngo5" la1==” gan1 jyu6？bong1 yun4 keui6？dou1 mei6.. baan3 ha6 

ye5 dou1 mei6 baan3 ja1=jik1 haak1 jau6 baan2 hei2 go3 min6 lai2 la1= jan1 hai6 a1！ 

150 B: so2 yi5 mai1 yiu1 train keui6 lo1= 

  A: chiu1 hat1 yan4 jang1！gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 yau6 hai6 wo4 

B: aai1，"h(k)eui6" D gam1 ge taai3 dou6 a1，dai6 yi6 si4 cheut1 lai2 se5 wui2 jou6 ye5 a1  

  <X  X> 

  A:                                             [dak1 "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 ji1] 

  

   ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5" pang4 yau5 giu3 "(ng)o5" bong1 "h(k)eui6" a1 ma4，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" 

ma1，“hoi1！"l(n)ei5" yau6(jau6) bong1 ha6 keui6 la1=！” gam1 aak1！gan1 jyu6 bong1 

yun4 keui6 ji1 hau6？jik1 haak1 bin3 yeung6 la1 "(ng)o5" a3 mui6= gan1 i (jyu6) "(ng)o5" 

jau6 tung4 "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 gong2，“ "l(n)ei5" tai2 ha6 keui6 a1= jung6 wa2 bong1 keui6 

wo4！？” 

155 B: gan1 jyu6 dim2 a1？ 

  

A: gan1 jyu6 keui6 jau6 wa2 "(ng)o5" a3 mui6 la1，“ hou2 sam1  "nei5" la1，yan4 dei6 

bong1 gwo3 "l(n)ei5" a1 "l(n)ei5" jau6 deui3 yan4 dei6 hou2 D la1=” 

  B:                                                [ji(k)1 e "l(n)ei5" a3 mui6 yau6 m4 tiang1！] 

  A: hai6 a1，"(ng)o5" a3 mui6 chiu1 "(ng)ok3" lo1 

  B: gam1 "l(n)ei5" a3 ba1 le2？jau6 m4(x x) keui6 a1？ 

160 A: yi1！"(ng)o5" a3 ba1 jung6 cheui1！ 

  B: sik1 saai3 "l(n)ei5" a3 mui6？ 

  

A: m4 hai6 lo1== "(ng)o5" a3 ba1？gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" wa2，“ "l(n)ei5" a1 "l(n)aau6" ha6 

keui6 la1= "l(n)ei5" tai2 ha6 keui6 gei2 cheui1 a1=！” gan1 jyu6 keui6 jau6 wa2 

la1，“hoi1！"l(n)ei5" jau6 bei2 go3 wai2 bei2 "l(n)ei5" ga1 je2 cho5=la1==！” gam1 

wo4，gan1 jyu6 jung6 bei2 "(ng)o5" a3 mui6  "l(n)aau6"  faan2 jyun2 tau4 wo4！ 

  B: ha1 ha1，"l(n)ei5" a3 ba1 a1？！ 

  A: hai6 a1！ 

165 B: @ jan1 hai6 chaam2 a1，"l(n)ei5" a3 ba1！mou4 saai3 dei6 wai2 hai6 (ng)uk1 kei5！ 
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A: gan1 jyu6 a1，gwo2 en (jan6) si4 a1，"(ng)o5" a3 mui6 a1，sing4 yat6 dou1 bun3 ye6 

saam1 ang1 hai6 dou6 da1 yan4 a1 ma4，faat3 din1 a1 keui6，sing4 yat6 dou1 da1 

yan4！ 

  B: dim2 gaai2 ge ?  

  A:dim2 gwai2 ji1 a1！？keui6 din1 ga1！ 

  B:                         [wun6 ja3 ha6 wa1==？] 

170 

A: "(ng)o5" hou2 faan4 a1，"(ng)o5" wa2 fan3 gaau3 a1 ma4= gan1 jyu6 keui6 m4 hang2 

fan3 a1 ma4，sei2 yiu1 da1 yan4，gan1 jyu6 "h(k)eui6" mit6 "(ng)o5" wo4！gan1 jyu6 

"(ng)o5" wa2，gan1 jyu6 le2 "(ng)o5" fai3 si6 "l(n)aau6" keui6 ja1= m4 hai6？"(ng)o5" 

"l(n)aau6" "h(k)eui6" keui6 u (jau6) ham6 ga1 la1=！fan3 m4 jau1 

  B: @ gam1 gaau2 siu3 ge ？jan1 hai6 wui2 ham6 ga1？ 

  

A: hai6 a1= gwo2 yat6 "(ng)o5" "l(n)aau6" yun4 keui6 ji1 hau6 jau6 ham6 ja1 ma4= chi1 
sin3！faat3 san4 ging1 ga1！ 

  B:                                 [@]             [gei2 do1 seui3 a1 "h(k)eui6"？]      

175 A: sap6 baat3 lo1 

  

B: sap6 baat3 seui3 hou2 daai6 go3 lo1 la1 wo4=       hai6 lo1，dim2 gaai2 "h(k)eui6" wui2 

gam1 ge？ 

  

A:                                [hai6 a1=]                                              dim2 gwai2 ji1 "h(k)eui6" 

a1！gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 le2，"(ng)o5" chi3 chi3 "l(n)aau6" chan1 keui6 keui6 dou1 

ham6 ga1 la1== "(ng)o5" m4 "l(n)aau6" keui6 ja1 ma4== keui6 yi5 wai4 ji6 gei2 hou2 
ging6= e !               

  @  

  A: jan1 hai6 a1！dou1 m4 keui6 gei2 him3 bing2 a1！ 

180 @ 

  B: gaau2 cho3 a1！ 

  A: "(ng)o5" ping4 si4 a1 jau6 keui6 ja1==  

  B: m4== 

  A: gan1 jyu6 le2，hou2 la1.. gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" mou4 "l(n)aau6" keui6 a1 ma4 gwo2 chi3 

185 B: keui6 goi2 bin3 
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A: gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 "(ng)o5" jau6 tung4 "(ng)o5" .. lou5 dau2 tung4 "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 

gong2，“aai1 a1，m4 goi1 "l(n)ei5" a1 tung4 "l(n)ei5" go3 "l(n)eui5" gong2 ha6 la1，hou2 

faan4=a1=keui6==mat1 mat1 mat1 a1 gam1！ gan1 jyu6 le2 "(ng)o5" lou5 dau2 jau6 wa2 

laak3，"aai1！gam1 "l(n)ei5" mai1 "(ng)ok3" D= lo1==！” gam1 wo4，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" 

wa2，“ "l(n)ei5" m4 tung4 keui6.. "l(n)aau6" ha6 keui6？” gan1 jyu6 keui6，“aai1！dak1 la1 

dak1 la1！aai1！jan6 gaan1 tung4 "h(k)eui6" gong2=ha6=la1=！” gan1 jyu6..jau6.. jung2 ji1 

jau6 chiu1=chiu1 wo4 sin6，“aai1！"l(n)ei5" jau6 m4 hou2 de1 saai3 "l(n)ei5" ga1 je2 la1==” 

gam1，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" a3 mui6 jau6 "l(n)aau6" faan2 keui6， 

  B:                                     [da1 keui6] 

  

A: “da1 keui6 dim2 a1？！” gam1 wo4！gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 le2=，jung2 ji1 "(ng)o5" 

lou5 dau2 jau6 chiu1 mou4.. chiu1 

  B:                      ["l(n)ei5" lou5 dau2 jan1 hai6 chaam2 a1！] 

190 A: aai1，chiu1 fai3 a1 "(ng)o5" lou5 dau2！ 

  

B:                 [ daan6 hai6] "l(n)ei5" a3 ba1 m4 wui2 "l(n)aau6" "l(n)ei5" yau6 m4 wui2 da1 

"l(n)ei5" hai6 ma4，yau4 sai3 dou3 daai6？ 

  A: mou4 a1= m4 hai6 wui2 "l(n)aau6" lo1 

  B: daan6 hai6 mei6 si3 gwo3 da1 "l(n)ei5" ？ 

  
A:                         [daan6 hai6] keui6 "l(n)aau6" "(ng)o5" gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" jau6 .. "(ng)o5" 
jau6 m4 wui2 choi2 "h(k)eui6" ga1 la1 

195 B: daan6 hai6 mei6 si3 gwo3 da1 "l(n)ei5" dei6 ge？ 

  A: da1 gwo3 yat1 chi3 gam1 daai6 ba2= 

  B: wa1，gam1 dou1 gei3 dak1 a1？ 

  

A: hai6 a1，hou2 sai3 go3 gwo2 jan6 si4。gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" m4 ji1 heui3 jo2 bin1 go3 

(ng)uk1 kei5，chiu1 sai3 go3，yau3 ji6 yun4 a1，gan1 jyu6 m4 ji1 haang4 jo2 heui3 bin1 

go3 (ng)uk1 kei5 dou6 wun6，gan1 jyu6 faan2 dou3 (ng)uk1 kei5 bei6 yan4.. bei6 keui6 

gwaat3 jo2 yat1 ba1= 

  B: hai6 a1=？sai2 m4 sai2 da1 min6 a1=？da1 min6 

200 A: a1，hai6 m4 hai6 le2？m4 ji1 "(ng)o5" hai6 m4 hai6 gei3 cho3 le2？ 

  B: ho2 "l(n)ang4" "l(n)ei5" gei3 cho3 jo2 a1 ma4？ 

  A: jung2 ji1 hou2 chi5 da1 gwo3 yat1 chi3 gam1 daai6 ba2 la1= 

  B: jan1 hai6 da1 min6 a1？ 

  A: bat1 gwo3 keui6 dou1 m4 da1 

205 B: da1 dou3 bei6 tung4 yi5 jai2 ak1 wui2(dou2 ji3) 

  <X  X> 

  B: tai2 gan2 me1 je2？ 
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A: m4 ji1 a1！"(ng)o5" a3 ma1 sing4 yat6 dou1 da1 yan4 ga1 la1 yi5 chin4，ji(k)1 e 

"(ng)o5" lou5 dau2 jau6 m4 da1 yan4。ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5" a3 mui6 le2 yi5 chin4 le2，yi5 ging1 

chiu1 m4..chiu1 m4 bei6 yan4 sau6 fun1 ying4 ga1 la1= 

  B: "l(n)ei5" a3 mui6= 

210 

A: yau6 chyun3 yau6 sing6，ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 sing4 yat6 dou1 bik1 keui6 cheut1 

mun4 hau2 

  B: gwaan1 maai4 dou6 mun4 hai6 mei6 le2？ 

  

A: hai6 a1。gan1 jyu6 keui6 go3 yeung6 hou2 ma4 Qfaan4，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" lou5 dau2 

jeui3 hau6 jau6 yiu1 hoi1 mun4 bei2 keui6 

  B: aai1 a1，gong2 jan1 "(ng)o5" mei6 bei2 "(ng)o5" a3 ba1 a3 ma1 da1 gwo3 ga1 

  A: jan1 ga1？"(ng)o5" sing4 yat6 dou1 bei2 "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 da1 ga1 

215 @ 

  B: jan1 hai6 chaam2 a1 "l(n)ei5" 

  

A: [m4 hai6 lo1]         bun2 ying1.. kei4 sat6 m4 hai6 da1 "(ng)o5" go3 lo1= gan1 jyu6 

"(ng)o5" a3 ma1 jeui3 jung1 yi3 yung6 tang4 tiu4 da1 yan4，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" a3 mui6 

le2= yau6 yiu1 sei2 maai4 gwo2 jeung1 chong4 gwo2 dou6 le2=，gan1 jyu6 gam3 maai4 

jeung1 bei6 wo4，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" yau6 hai6 dou6 fan3 gan2 gaau3 wo4，gan1 jyu6 

"(ng)o5" a3 ma1 da1 keui6，yat1 da1 da1 lok6 "(ng)o5" dou6 lo1 hou2 mou4= m4 hai6 

"(ng)o5" cho3 lo1= 

  B: wa1，"l(n)ei5" a3 ma1 dou1 gei2 "(ng)ok3" go3 wo4 

220 A: hai6 a1，"(ng)o5" a3 ma1 chiu1 "(ng)ok3" a1= 

  B: hai6 ma4？ 

  A: "(ng)o5" dou1 gok3！jan1 hai6 lo2 tang4 tiu4 da1 yan4 

  @ 

  B: gam1 dou1 hai6 gai1 mou4 sou3 yat1 a1 le2 hai6 yung6 yi1 ga2 gwo2 D ga1 la1 

225 

A: leung5 yeung6 dou1 yau5 lo1，yi1 ga2 "l(n)ei5" ji1 m4 ji1 keui6 dim2 yeung6 a1？gam1 

mai1 saam1 gok3 ying4 ge=， jik1 keui6 la1=cheung4 lo1 bin3 jo2 yat1 tiu4 tang4 tiu4 

gam1 yeung6 lo1= 

  B: gan1 jyu6 da1 a1 ？ 

  A: gan1 jyu6 da1 yan4 lo1= chiu1 tung3 lo1= 

  B: "an(ng)2" hai6 tung3 la1，tit3 lai2 go3 o2= 

  

A: hai6 a1=！gan1 jyu6 le2 da1 dou3 jek3 geuk3 yat1 yung1 yung1，gei3 dak1 "(ng)o5"  

yau3 ji6 yun4 gwo2 jan6 si4 faan2 hok6，ji(k)1 e "(ng)o5" D tung4 hok6 man6 
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230 B: yi4？gam1 yai6 ga1 me1 "l(n)ei5" dei6 hai6？"l(n)ei5" sai3 go3 gam1 yai6 ga1 me1？ 

  A: hei1！keui6 hai6 m4 hai6 dou1 da1 yan4 ga1 la1= 

  B: ji(k)1 e gwaai1 dou1 da1 ga1？ 

  A: m4 hai6== 

  B: gam1 mai1 hai6 lo1！@ ji(k)1 e yau5 man6 tai4 lo1 "l(n)ei5"= 

235 A: ji(k)1 e sik6 faan6 sik6 maan6 D yau6 bei2 keui6 da1 wo4== 

  B: gam1 hai6= gwa3 jyu6 wun6 lo1= 

  A: wun6 me1 je2，tai2 din6 si6 ja1 ma4 。gan1 jyu6 le2 yin4 ji1 hau6 le2 

  B:                                    [tai2 din6 si6 ja1 ma4 jung6 hou2 gong2] 

  

A: da1 dou3 yat1 yung1 yung1，yin4 ji1 hau6 "(ng)o5" tung4 hok6 jau6 man6 

"(ng)o5"，“jou6 me1 "l(n)ei5" jek3 geuk3 gam1 yeung6 ge =？” "(ng)o5" wa2 bei2 a3 ma1 

da1 a1 

240 B: jan1 hai6 a1 

  (0:40:04 - 0:48:08) 
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Transcription 1003 
 
  A: me1 a1？go2 "(z)en6" si4 a1= kam4 yat6 a1= "l(n)ei5" a1= lou5 dau2 a1  sei2 yan4 wu1 

   "(ng)aa1" hau2 a1，kwui2 yan1 wai4 cha4 jing3 lo1=  m4 hai6 a1  chiu1 gaau2 siu3  bun2 

ying1 

   "(ng)o5" daap3 gan2 ba1 si6 wo6，  gan1 jyu6 le2= "l(n)ei5" go2 "(g)o3" sei2 yan4 saam1 

sap6 

   hou6 ga1 la1，jeui3 hing1  cha4 jing3 hai6 "(g)o3" ging2 chaat3 guk6 go2 dou6， gan1 jyu6 

5  "(ng)o5" gin3 dou3 ging2 chaat3 hai6 dou6，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" jau6，“ puk1 gaai1 lo1=！”  

@ 

  C: siu2 je2 a1，cha4 dou1 hou2 <X X> 

  A: gan1 jyu6 le2 gan1 jyu6 chiu1 hou2 siu3，gan1 jyu6 bun2 ying1 kwui2 m4 seung5 che1 

ga1 wo6 

   go2 D ging2 chaat3，bun2 ying1 jau2 la1，gan1 jyu6 mou4 dyun1 dyun1 yau5 go3 si1 

"l(n)aai1" 

   le2=，jau6 hai6 dou6 yaap6.. m4 hai6！bun2 ying1 ting4 jo2 jaam6 ga1 la1=maai4 jo2 

jaam6 ga1 

10  la1，gan1 jyu6 yin4 ji1 hau6 le2，jau6 dou1 mou4.. go2 "(g)o3" ging2 chaat3 dou1 mou4.. 

mou4.. 

   mou4 lai2 cha4 ga1 wo6。gan1 jyu6 le2，mou4 dyun1 dyun1 le2=gan1 jyu6 "l(n)am2" jyu6 

jau2 

   la1 ma4 go2 go3 si1 gei1， gan1 jyu6 le2.. hoi1.. jau6 lai2 hoi1 la1 ma4，gan1 jyu6 jau6 

yau5 

   go3 si1 "l(n)aai1" le2 yaap6 sau2 wo6，@  gan1 jyu6 yaap6 sau2 la1，gan1 jyu6... gan1 

jyu6 yin4 

   ji1 hau6 le2 go3 ging2 chaat3 go2 deui1=ging2 chaat3 dou1 mou4 dung6 yu1 chung1 

wo6，dat6 

15  yin4 ji1 gaan1 yau5 go3 "l(n)oi3" ging2 le2=wa2，“ aai1！cha4.. hai6.. m4 ji1 jou6 me1 ji2 

   jyu6，gan1 jyu6 ，gan1 jyu6 @ jau6 seung5 jo2 @ ga1 （che1），gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" jau6 

wa2， 

  “ puk1 gaai1 lo1== @ cha4= @！”   san1..fan6..jing3..dou1 mou4，@ gan1 jyu6  "(ng)o5" 
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    "(ng)o5" wa2， “ "(ng)o5" a3 ma1 lo1 jo2 heui3 ying2 @  yan3，wui4 heung1 jing3 dak1 m4 

dak1 

   a1？” gan1 jyu6 @   gan1 jyu6 kwui2 wa2，“ jung2 ji1 cheut1 si6 dou3 "l(n)ei5" go2 go3 e==  

20 san1 fan6 jau6 dak1 ga1 la1！” gam2 yeung6，gan1 jyu6 le2 chiu1 do1 yan4 mou4.. mou4 

san1 

   fan6 jing3 lo1== sing4 ja3 yan4 mou4 san1 fan6 jing3！ 

  C: me1 a1？ taap3 faan2 heui3 a1？ 

  A: gang2 "(h)ai6" m4 hai6 la1== go2 D .. go2 D ojing6 mui6 le2，mou4 san1 fan6 jing3 mai1 

jing2 

   go3 hok6 saang1 jing3 cheut1 lai2 lo1= 

25 C: hm.. 

  D: cheut1 gaai1 dou1 yiu1 cha4 jing3 a1？！ 

  A: hai6 lo1！deng2=！ 

  E: <X X> jan1 hai6，wa2 cha4 jing3 jau6 cha4 jing3！ 

  A: la1==！"l(n)ei5" a1，dou1 wa2 ga1 la1，go2 yat6.. kam4 yat6 jik1 haak1 cha4 jing3 a1！ 

30 B: ha1 a1，gam2 yau6 dim2 a1？ 

  A: gam2 ma4 dim2 a1？jaang1 D la1 faan2 cha1 gun2 lo1，gam2 dim2 a1！ 

  C: "l(n)ei5" yau5 daai2 hok6 saang1 jing3 a1！ 

  A: bei2 jo2 go3 wui4 heung1 jing3 

  C: wui4 heung1 jing3 a1？ 

35 A: hm 

  C: yau6 wui2 m4 gei3 dak1 daai2 jing3 ge ？ 

  D: <X X> 

  A: m4 hai6 a1！ "l(n)ei5" gwo3 lai2 "(ng)o5" wa2 bei2 "l(n)ei5" ji1！ 

  C: lo1 heui3 ying2 yan3 a1，lo1 jing3 gin6 <X X> kei4 ta1 ya5 

40 A: hai6 a1，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" wa2 lo1 jo2 heui3 ying2 yan3，m4 hai6？jou6 mat1 lo1 heui3 

ying2 

   yan3 a1？heui3.. heui3 maai5 yan4 sau6  

  E: yi4== gong2 daai6 wa2！lo1 heui3 ying2 yan3！ 
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  A: hm，yiu1 heui3.. lo1 D yi1 liu4 hyun3 heui3 maai5 yan4 sau6 a1   

  E: "ni5" （nei5） "gan2"（gam2）gong2？ 

45 A: gang2 "(h)ai6" m4 hai6 la1！ 

  E: m4 hai6？ "ni5" （nei5） "gan2"（gam2）gong2 mai1 yeuk6 ji3 lo1！ 

  A: gam2 "l(n)ei5" faai3 D heui3 maai5 D yin1 wo1  faan2 lai2 la1！ 

  E: giu3 "l(n)ei5" a3 ma1.. "ngo5" giu3 "l(n)ei5" a3 ma1 heui3， m4 heui3 a1 

  D: maai5 yin1 wo1 me1？a3 ma1 

50 C: chin1 liang3 man1 dou1 m4 ji1 yau5 mou4 gei2 a1 faai3。hai6 go2 leung5 dau1 yau4 wa2 

sik6 

   za1 ma4！m4 hai6 "ngo5" dou1 m4 jyu2 a1！lei5 "(ng)aa3" ping4 ngo4？ 

    

  A:  maai5 dou3 dou1 m4 gau3 "l(n)ei5" sik6 wo6，lei5 "aa3a3" ping4！ 

  C: yat1 jan6 maai5 dou3 faai3 jyu1 pei4 faan2 lai2 "l(n)ei5" a1 sei2 a1！ 

55 A: @ 

  C: "l(n)ei5" jan1 hai6 yi4 ga1 gei2 do1 yin1 wo1 hai6 jyu1 pei4 a1，jan1 hai6！ 

  A: jan1 ga1？ 

  C: hai6 a1！ 

  D: jyu1 pei4 dou1 hou2 a1 

60 A: jyu1.. gam2 "l(n)ei5" ..   "l(n)ei5" sik6 si2 a1？chin1 gei2 man1 maai5 go3 jyu1 pei4 a1！ 

  C: bat1 yu4 heui3.. bat1 yu4 heui3 heui3.. chiu1.. heui3 heui3 gaai1 si5 go2 dou6 maai5 D 
jyu1 

   pei4 faan2 lai2=？yau6 m4 sai2 yat1 baak3 man1！ 

  A: me1 a1， lei5 "aa3a3" ping4，"(ng)o5" gong2 D ya5 bei2 "l(n)ei5" ji1， "l(n)ei5" haang4 

cheut1 

   lai2 a1 

65 D: yau5 ya5 "ou6" (jau6) gong2== <X X> 

  A: "l(n)ei5" gwo3 lai2 a1= 
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  C: jou6 me1 <X X> ga1？ 

  A: jan1 ga1？m4 ji1 a1！ 

  C: <X X> 

70 A: gwaan1 "l(n)ei5" gwai2 si6 me1=？ 

  C: maai5 D me1 to1 haai4， "l(n)ei5" tai2 "l(n)ei5" a3 mui6？ 

  A: a3 mui6 dou1 wa2 dak1 yi3 lo1= 

  B: a3 mui6， dak1 yi3！ 

  D: go2 bou6 ya5 <X X> 

75 A: bin1 bou6 ya5 a1？yan4 dei6 ga1！ "l(n)ei5" gwo3 lai2 a1！ 

  D: <X X> 

  A: hou2 a1， "(ng)o5" tung4 "l(n)ei5" faan2 min6，"(ng)o5" dou1 tung4 "l(n)ei5" faan2 

min6， 

   "(ng)o5".. chiu1 jin6 gaak3 a1，tung4 "l(n)ei5" gong2 lei5 "(ng)aa3" ping4！chyun3 dou3 

a1！ 

  gam2 ziu1 a1， "(ng)o5" giu3 kwui2 jip3 pei5 wo6，gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" wa2， "l(n)ei5" yat1 

chai4 

80  jip3 pei5 a1，gan1 jyu6 kwui2 wa2，kwui2 wa2 me1 a1？ 

  C: tung4 "l(n)ei5" faan2 min6 a1？ 

  A: m4 hai6，gan1 jyu6 kwui2 wa2，yat1 jan6 sin1！gan1 jyu6 jau6 jau2 jo2 cheut1 gaai1 la 

wo6！ 

  D: sik6 si2 la1！ "(ng)o5" wa2 faan2 lai2 sin1 a1=！ 

  C: faan2 lai2 

85 A: faan2 lai2 sin1 dou1 sei2 la1==！ 

  C: m4 hou2 wa2 ting1 ziu4 <X X>  "l(n)ei5" mou4 wa2 fan3 sing2 yau6 joi3 fan3 sing2 sin1？ 

  A:                    [gan1 jyu6 a1， "(ng)o5"] "(ng)o5" lin4 juk6 tung4 kwui2 bo.. e= jip3 jo2 leung5 

yat6 

   pei5！ 

  C: leung5 yat6 jau6 gam2 ba1 bai3！ 

90 A: m4 ba1 bai3 a1！kwui2 yat1 yat6 dou1 mou4 jip3 dou3 lo1= 
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  C: mai1 hai6 lo1 

  A: chiu1 chyun3 lo1= kwui2 sing4 go3 yan4 dou1= chiu1 chyun3！wong2 "ngo5" jung6 

bong1 

   "l(n)ei5" man6 a1 IFT D syu1 a1= 

  D: dim2 a1！ 

95 A: so2 yi5 "(ng)o5" m4 wui2 gong2 bei2 "l(n)ei5" ji1 ga1 

  C: "l(n)ei5" tai2，yau5 D yan4 a1 gwo3 kiu4 chau1 baan2，yau5 D yan4 jan1 hai6，a1= 

  A: hai6 a1！hai6 a1！chiu1 jin6 lo1！ 

  D: "l(n)ei5" dei6 a1 

  E: <X X> gong2 ya5 a1，a3 yi4= 

100 A: "(ng)o5" a1 (ng)o5" a1， 

  E: je2 je2= 

  A: hai6 a1！me1 a1 

  C:             [kau4]..kau4  "l(n)ei5" go2 jan6 a1 jau6 hou2 seng1 hou2 hei3 la1，m4 kau4 

"l(n)ei5" 

   go2 jan6 jau6 faan2 jyun2 go3 jyu1 "du2" (tou5) la1！go2 D yan4 dou1 mou4 hai1 yung6 

105  ga1，wa2 bei2 "l(n)ei5" teng1 la1！ 

  A: @ 

  C: tau4 sin1 a1，"ngo5" "l(n)am2" jyu6 m4 jyu2 faan6 ga1 la1，hai6 a1 

  (0:00:00 - 0:05:00) 

    

110 D: <X X> 

  A: hai6 la！sik6 si2 ga1，yi4 ga1 ming4 ming4.. seung5 go3 yut6 dou1 hai6 yi4 ga1 ga1 lo1= 

  B: hm 

  A: maai5 ji2 dai2 fu3 hou2 mou4 hou2 le2？ 

  B: ji2 jeung1 dai2 fu3 m4 sai2 sai2 a1，wun6 jo2 jau6 dam2 

115 A: maai5 D jing6 ga1 

  B:         [gwai3 a1] 

  A: hai6 a1= yi4 ga1 go2 D cheap go2 D ji2 dai2 fu3 fan1 fan1 jung1 laan6 tim1 a1  
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  B: gwo3 dou3 heui3，lo2 maai4 heui3 wun6 ding6 doi6 hai6 san1 yau6 mou4 yan4 giu3 

"l(n)ei5"  

   heui3 sai2，jan6 gaan1 dou3 si4 mou4 chin2 a1 

120 A: hai6 a1 hai6 a1，jeng6 hai6 wun6 mei5 gam2 hou2 D a1 

  B: cheui4 dak1 "l(n)ei5" a1= "l(n)ei5" ho2 yi5 wun6 mei5 gam2 waak6 je2 yau5 san1 sai1 
laan4 bai6 

   wun6 

  A: a1，hai6 la1 hai6 la1 hai6 la1 

    

125 A: hm= "l(n)ei5" hou2 yeung6 cheui1=a1=！ 

  D: dim2 syun3 a1==？ 

  B: [maai5 m4 maai5 sik6 go2 D a1] 

  A: a1！ho2 yi5 maai5 ya5 sik6 wo6= ho2 yi5 me1 dou1 ho2 yi5 daai2 gwo3 heui3 ga1 D 

yan4 

   wa2，so2 yi5 "(ng)o5" seung2 maai5 bui1 min6 

130 D: m4 mou2 (hou2) a1= 

  B: maai5 bui1 min6 <X X> 

  A: joi3 "l(n)am2" ha6 sin1！"l(n)ei5" jyu2 jo2 faan6 me1，a3 ma1？ 

  B: suk6 la1，jyu2 jo2 la1 

  A: ha1！ "(ng)o5" yi5 wai4 "l(n)ei5" mou4 jyu2 faan6 tim1！ 

135 C: mou4 jyu2 faan6 sik6 mat1 a1？ 

  A: m4 sik6 lo1！ 

  D: m4 sik6？jyu2 jo2 la wo6= 

  C: <X X> "l(n)ei5" tung4 lei5 "(ng)aa3" ping4 hai6 dou6.. chou4 saang1 saai3 jan6 

  D: "ngo5" mou4 chou4， "ngo5" man6 "l(n)ei5"  

140 B:                             [<X X>] 

  D: "ngo5" man6 "l(n)ei5" m4 jyu2 sik6 mat1 ye5！ 

  A: mou4 dak1 sik6 lo1！ 

  D: m4 sik6 wui2 sei2= 

  A:             ["l(n)ei5"] fei4 a1 ma4 
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145 D: "l(n)ei5" m4 fei4=？ "(ng)o5" dou1 sik1 gaai2 la1 

  A: baan3 saai3 ye5 

  D: [Doctor] Eye  mai1 sik1 gaai2 lu= 

  A: gam2 "l(n)ei5" m4 jing2=？ "l(n)ei5" sik1 gaai2 gam2 "l(n)ei5" mai1 ji6 gei2 gaai2 lo1== 

  D: hai6 a1， "(ng)o5" gaai2 saai3 la1！ha1，go2 D jyun1 yip6 yan4 si6 m4 seui1 yiu1 ga1， 

150 gam2 maan6！ 

  A: seung2 "l(n)ei5" sei2 a1=！ 

  D: sei2 la1= 

  A: me1 seng1 a1？ 

  D: m4 hai6 

155 A: hai6 la1， "(ng)o5" yi5 wai4 jou6 me1 jou6 me1 “ji ji” seng1 

  D: my bag my bag.. (phone ringring tone) wai3？jou6 me1 a1？jou6 me1 a1？mou4 

a1=mou4 a1，jou6 me1 a1？... m4 heui3 la1！ 

  A:                                                                                                     <X X> 

  D: mou4 a1，hou2 gwui6 a1！m4 heui3 da1 ma4 jeuk3 la1，ha1？ "(ng)o5" = "(ng)o5" m4 

hai2 

   bou2 jaap6 se5 wo6，"(ng)o5" m4 hai6 bou2 jaap6 se5， "(ng)o5" hai6 "(ng)uk1" kei5 lo1！   

160 A: dim2 gaai2 "l(n)ei5" wui2 hai6  "(ng)uk1" kei5 ge=?  

  D: ngo4，bou2 yun4 la1，a3 syut3 jung6 go2 dou6 bou2 gan2 za1 ma4 

  A:                                                    [(inhale)] dim2 gaai2 a1=？ 

  D: hai6 gwaa6！ "(ng)o5" m4..  "(ng)o5" m4 ji1，hai6 a1，hou2 gwui6 a1！ "(ng)o5" faan2 

hai6 

   la1，hm！ Bye==！ 

165 A: dim2 gaai2 "l(n)ei5" gam2 yat6 gam2 jou2 faan2 ge=？ 

  D: hai6 a1，yan1 wai4 mou4 ye5 jou6 a1！[<X X> sing4 yat6 lo1！] 
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  A:                                         ["l(n)ei5" tau1 laan5 la1，baai2 ming4！] 

  D: kwui2 giu3 "(ng)o5" faan2 heui3 he= ge ！"(ng)o5" hai6 dou6 tung4 go2 D yan4 hai6 dou6 

   wun6 daai6 fu3 yung1。wai3！yi4 ga1 ji1 m4 ji1 daai6 fu3 yung1 jou6 me1 a1？ 

170 A: am6 ga1 ma4，am6 go3 jai3 a1 jyun2，m4 ji1 dim2 = 

  D: m4 hai6 lo1=，hai6 mou4 chin2 ga1，jik6 ching4 play card chaap3 jeung1 card yap6 

   heui3，gan1 jyu6 am6 <X X> 

  A:                                                                                                      [hai6 a1] 

  D: gan1 jyu6 am6 <X X> jik6 jip3 kau3 chin2 lo1= ，chiu1 ying4 lo1== 

175 A:                              [hou2 seung2 maai5 a1，hou2 seung2 maai5 go2 go3 a1] hou2 mou4  

  wun6 a1？ 

  D: hei1，ma4 ma4 la1== yau6 mai1 daai6 fu3 yung1=！ 

  A: jan1 ga1！ "(ng)o5" hou2 jung1 yi3 wun6 daai6 fu3 yung1！ 

  B: sap6 gau2 hou6 gei2 dim2 heui3 a1？ 

180 A: saam1 dim2 gei2...  syun4！saam1 dim2 gau2 syun4！ 

  D:             [a1，hai6！] 

  B: ou3 mun4==  

  A: ma5 tau4 

  B: ma5 tau4 heui3 gei1 cheung4 

185 A: hai6！ 

  B: saam1 dim2 gau2 a1？ 

  A: hai6！ 

  D: heui3 bin1 heui3 bin1 <X X> 

  B:          [yiu1 dai2 jou2]yat1 go3 jung1 wo6 

190 A: me1 a1，saam1 dim2.. me1 a1== saam1 dim2 gau2 hai6 ou3 mun4 go3 ma5 tau4 dou6  

  dgang2 wo6！jaap6 hap6 wo6！ 
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  B: jik1 e= sei3 dim2 

  A:           [gau2 dim2]gei1 wo6 "(ng)o5" dei6=  

  B: m4 lei5 "l(n)ei5" gei2 dim2 gei1， "l(n)ei5" maai5 jo2 gei2 dim2 syun4 jik1 e= yiu1 dai2 

jou2 

195 A:                                                                                    [saam1 dim2 gau2]jou6 me1 yiu1 tai2 
jou2 

   a1？m4 sai2 la1 

  B:                                                                                    [check in a1]dai2 jou2 yat1 go3 jung1 
a1 

  A: daan6 hai6 kwui2 saam1 dim2 gau2= "(ng)o5" m4 ji1 kwui2 gei2 dim2.. jung2 ji1 kwui2 
wa2 

   saam1 dim2 gau2 hai6 go2 dou6 jaap6 hap6 la1！ 

200 B: dak1 la1，"h(kw)ui5" tung1 ji1 "l(n)ei5" saam1 dim2 gau2 waak6 je2 "h(kw)ui5" maai5 jo2 

sei3 

   dim2 gau2 gei3 fei1 

  D: a1？cheut1 yin1？ngo4= 

  A: check in a1，cheut1 yin1！ 

  D: CHECK IN 

205 A: yi4！hou2 "l(n)aan4" teng1 a1 

  B:               ["h(kw)ui5" yiu1] "l(n)ei5" D wu6 jiu3 maai5 fei1 a1 ying1 goi1，yiu1 "l(n)ei5" D 

gei1 piu3     

  D: <X X> seung2 man6 hai6 mai1 yiu1 check in     

  A: jung2 ji1 m4 hou2 m4 gin3 "(ng)o5" jeung1 san1 fan6 jing3 la1 

  B: <X X> 

210 A: "(ng)o5" jeung1 san1 fan6 jing3 m4 hai6 hai6 "l(n)ei5" dou6 me1？ 

  B: "l(n)ei5" jeung1 san1 fan6 jing3？ 

  D: me1=san1 fan6 jing3 a1， "(ng)aam1" "(ng)aam1" mai1 bei2 faan2 "l(n)ei5" me1？ 

  A: sik6 si2 la1！ming4 ming4 lo1 jo2 yan4 dei6 jeung1 san1 fan6 jing3 lo1 

  B:                                             [gei2.. gei2 si4]faan2 a1？ 
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215 A: me1 gei2 si4 faan2 a1？mai1 == yi6 sap6 hou6 faan2 lo1，m4 hai6，sap6 hou6 faan2 

lo1！ 

  check ha6 mai1 ji1 lo1= 

  B: ngo4，gei2 dim2 gei1 a1？ 

  A: le1 dou6 yau5！laa6 ！ 

  D: hoi1，"ngo5" sik6 faan6=sin1！ 

220 B: me1，<X X> 

  A: hoi1= tai2 ha6 sin1=！jaap6 hap6 si4 gaan1 

  D: je3 hoi1！ 

  A: "(ng)o5" dei6 sing4 cho5 ng5 dim2... ng5 dim2 saam1 go3 ji6 ge.. ge.. ge syun4 

  B:                                                                         [syun4]       hai6 la1！gam2 a1 saam1 dim2 

225 A:                                                                                                         [gam2 jik1 e ] saam1 
dim2 gau2 

   lo1=，gan1 jyu6== jung6 yiu1 fong3.. kwui2.. kwui2 mou4 se2 ga1， "(ng)o5" se2 jo2 hai6 

go2 

   jeung1 laap6 saap3 ji2 go2 dou6 a1，go2 daap6 ji2 m4 ji1 baai2 jo2 heui3 bin1 dou6 tim1 

   sei2，puk1 gaai1 la1 

  B: nei1 dou6 yau5 la1= 

230 A: le2== laa6 gau2 dim2 lo1 

  B: chat1 yut6 yi6 sap6 hou6 

  A: heui3 dou3 heung1 gong2 za6 wo6，gau2 dim2 

  B:                                 [ming4 baak6] heui3 heung1 gong2 ga1？ 

  A: hai6 a1=！gan1 jyu6 jung6 yiu1 sei2 faan2 lai2 ou3 mun4 ng6 

235 B: ngo4= jik1 hai6.. ngo4= jik1 hai6 faan2 dou3 lai2 

  A:                 [jik1 hai6]sap6 dim2== sap6 yat1 dim2 la1 

  B: "nei5" hai6 gei1 cheung4 gei1 cheung4... gam2 ye6 m4 ji1 yau5 mou4 

  A:                                                  [sap6=]yi6 dim2== 
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  B: syun4 ngo4，yu4 go2 m4 hai6 yau6 yiu1 hok6 "l(n)ei5" laau4 chi3 gam2 yeung6 

240 A: hai6 a1！ 

  B: hai6 gei1 cheung4 daap6 faan2 ba1 si6 heui3 gong2 ou3 ma5 tau4 

  A:                                                 ["(ng)o5" yau5 ging1 yim6]           

  B:  "l(n)ei5" hei2 ma5 dou1 yiu1 sing4 

  A: yat1 dim2 la1=， "l(n)ei5" yat1  dim2 gwo3 lai2 jip3 "(ng)o5" la1=  

245 B: le1 yat6，jik1 hai6 le1 yat6 

  A:              [sai2 gwai2 me1=] daap6 di1 si6 dou1 faan2 dou3 lai2 la1= 

  B: dak1 me1？ 

  A: hai6 a1 

  B: sik6 faan6 la1 

250 A: aai1，sik6 faan6 la1 

  (0:24:03 - 0:29:20) 

 
 
 
Transcription 1004 
 

 B: yau5 mou4 sik6 gwo3 yi5 chin4 hai6 gaai1 si5 paai1 go2 D lung4 yu4 tau4 faan6 a1？ 

 A: yau5 a1！ 

 B: hou2 hou2 sik6 a1= 

 A:         [wai3！fong3 hai6] bin1 hou2 a1？ 

5 B: fong3 hai6 bin1 a1？ 

 A: dang2 yat1 jan6 sik6 ye5 wo6。syun3 la1，fong3 hai6.. le1.. fong3 hai6= le1 dok6 dak1 m4 

dak1 a1？ 

 B: dak1 ge3=，m4 hou2 jing2 dit3"kwui6"ga3， jau6 gam2 dim6 la1？ 

 A: gaap3 jyu6 a1 

 B: gaap3 m4 dou3 ga6=bo1 lei4 gam2 hau5= ，dak1 m4 dak1 a1？ 

10 A: m4 dak1 

 (sound of broadcasting a number) 

 A: gam2 yeung6 a1？ 
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 B: OK！yiu1 luk6 maai4 "l(n)ei5" ba2 seng1 ga6 bo3！ 

 A: teng1 dou3= 

15 B: gam2 yeung6 la1 

 A: hm 

 B: "(ng)o5" .. "(ng)o5"  ji6 chung4 daai6 go3 jo2 ji1 hau6 le2 "(ng)o5" yi5 ging1 mou4 sik6 gwo3 
D lung4 syun4 tau4 faan6 

 A: "(ng)o5" ging1 dit3 za6 

 B: jik1 e daai6 hok6 ji1 hau6  

20 A:                [jing2 laan6]pui4 m4 hei2  

 B: bin1 go3 ga6 le1 bou6？ 

 A: hou2 ming4 hin2 jau6 m4 hai6 "(ng)o5" ga6 la1=  

 B: hai6 "kwui6" ga6？ 

 A: "l(n)ei5" lou5 sai3 ga6 ga3= 

25 B: "(ng)o5" lou5 sai3？ 

 A: m4 hai6 a1 bin1 go3 go3 ga3= 

 B: ngo4=  

 A: gam2 yeung6 la1 ying1 goi1。gaan1 ye5 yau6 wa2 sap1 seui2 yau6 wa2 sing4 a1，m4 ji1 

dim2 yeung6，dim2 gaai2 gam2 ga6= 

 B:                                                                    [jik1 e <X X> doi6]         chi5 hai6 ga3     

30 A: m4 ji1 ting1m4 ting1dou3 le2  

 B: dak1 ga6 la1， teng1 dou3 ga6 la1 teng1 dou3 ga6 la1 

 A: hou2 

 B: m4 hai6 wo6= a1，hai6 a1，  "kwui6" luk6 gan2 ga6 la1 yat1 jan6 gaan1 

     wai3，gam2 mai1 heui3 aai1 a1 m4 ge3i3 dak1 ling1 syu1 bei2 "l(n)ei5" a1 "l(n)ei5" ji1 m4 ji1 

a1 

35 A: aai1 a1！m4 gan2 yiu1 la1 gam2 

 B: "(ng)o5" lai5 baai3 luk6 ling1 bei2 "l(n)ei5" a1 

 A: "(ng)o5" lai5 baai3 luk6(jau2 la1) 

 B: "l(n)ei5" lai5 baai3 luk6 jau2 la1？ 

 A: hai6 a1 

40 B: gam2 "(ng)o5" yat1 jan6 gaan1 pui4 "l(n)ei5" heui3 man4 fa3 gwong2 cheung4 maai5 yat1 
bun2 la1 

 A: m4 sai2 a1 

 B: [cheui1 jin3] "l(n)ei5" maai5 syu1 a1 

 A: hou2= tai2 ha6 dim2 sin1 a1，yau5 chin2 mai1 maai5 ga3 
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 B: "l(n)ei5" mou4 baan3 ye5 la1，ge3i2 a1 man1 bun2 syu1 "l(n)ei5" maai5 m4(hei2) 

45 A: ge3i2 a1 man1 me1？ 

 B: hai6 a1= 

 A: yau5 mou4 si4 gaan1 

 B:         [ "l(n)ei5" seung2] "(ng)o5" ling1 heui3.. "(ng)o5" yau5 a1， 

 A:  "(ng)o5" seung2 

50 B:  (ding6 hai6) "(ng)o5" faan2 "(ng)uk1" kei5 ling1 bei2 "l(n)ei5" a1？ 

 A: tai2 ha6 dim2 sin1 a1 dou3 si4 

 B: hm hm↗ 

 A: "l(n)ei5" gam2 yat6 yau5 mou4 ye5 jou6 a1？yat1 jan6 yau5 mou4 ye5 jou6 a1？ 

 B: ying1 goi1 mou4 ga6，daan6 hai6 "(ng)o5" m4 ji1 yau5 mou4 yan4 da1 din6 wa2 bei2 

"(ng)o5"  

55     ying1 goi1 dou1 mou4 ga6 la1 

 A: "l(n)ei5" go2 jan6 si4 mai1 yau5 go3 hou2 important ga6 date ge3=？ 

 B: hou2.. aai1，go2 go3 ye5 m4 hou2 joi3 gong2 "h(kw)ui6" la1，hou2 "lnau1" "h(kw)ui6"a1 
"(ng)o5" 

 <X X> 

 B: sei2 yan4 mei5 gwok3 lou2 a1= go1 yat6 le2 gam2 le2，kei4 sat6 "kwui6" hai6 tung4 haang4 
lai2 ge36， 

60      daan6 hai6 "kwui6" hai6 ying1 gwok3 lai2 ge36，daan6 hai6 "kwui6" hai6 mei5 gwok3 yan4 

lai2 ge36 wo6， 

      "kwui6" gung1 si1 hai6 London based gam2 yeung6 la1= anyway la1 

 A:                                                            [jik1 e "kwui6" hai6]me1 yan4 wa1？ 

 B: gwai2 lou2 la1，mei5 gwok3 yan4 

 A: mei5 gwok3 yan4 

65 B: gan1 jyu6 le2，"(ng)o5" wa2 bei2 "l(n)ei5" ting1，gam2 gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5".. 

     "h(kw)ui6" yeuk3 "(ng)o5" sik6 faan6 la1= gam2 OK mou4 man6 tai4 

 A: hm 

 B: gan1 jyu6 dou3 go2 yat6 ge3 chiu4 tau4 jou2 lai5 baai3 saam1 chiu4 tau4 jou2 le2= 

 A:                                                      [m4 dak1 haan4] 

70 B: m4 hai6！ "h(kw)ui6" tung4 "(ng)o5" wa2，bat1 yu4 "(ng)o5" dei6 

     gam2 maan5 sik6 yi3 daai6 lei6 ye5 a1？gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" ang2 hai6 hou2 la1 

     gam2 hai6 mai1 sin1？ "kwui6" wa2 "h(kw)ui6" heui3 tam5 jai2 go2 gaan1 Lappucina la1= 

     OK yeuk3 hou2 saai3 la1= gan1 jyu6 le2 "(ng)o5" sau1 gung1 la1 wo6  "(ng)o5" "l(n)am2" jyu6 
faan2 
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     "(ng)uk1" kei5 chung1 leung4 la1，gan1 jyu6 "h(kw)ui6" wa2，"(ng)o5" "(ng)aam1" "(ng)aam1" 

heui3 wun6 

75     le1 go3 D2E ge33 conference a1，hai6 Venetian go2 dou6 ga6， 

     gam2 le2 jau6 sik1 jo2 ge3i2 go3 hou2 important ge33 yan4 le2= go2 D yip6 gaai3 hou2 

     important ge33 yan4 le2，gam2 gam2 maan5 "h(kw)ui6" m4 dak1 haan4 lai2 sik6 faan6 hou2 

do1 ye5 jou6 

     bat1 gwo3 m4 gan2 yiu1，ting1yat6 Playboy party "l(n)ei5" wui2 gin3 dou3 "(ng)o5" ga6。 

     sai2 m4 sai2 gam2 a1= fong3 "(ng)o5" fei1 ge3i1 "(ng)o5" gam2 daai6 go3 "l(n)eui5" dou1 
mei6 si3 gwo3 

80     bei2 "l(n)aam4" jai2 fong3 "(ng)o5" fei1 ge3i1 ga6， jan1 hai6！ 

 A: "(ng)o5" seung2 man6 le2 wui2 m4 wui2 <X X> ga6？ 

 B: m4 wui2 

 A: gau2 a1 gau2 

 B: "l(n)ei5" yam2 la1，"kwui6" yi5 ging1 wan4 jo2 ga6 la1 

85 A: jau6 gam2 yam2 a1？ 

 B: hai6 a1， "l(n)ei5" yam2 a1 

 A: bat1 lai2 yam2 ga6？ 

 B: m4 hai6 a1 

 A: gam2 le1 go3 gang1 yiu1 lai2 jou6 me1 a1？ 

90 B: bei2 "l(n)ei5" gaau2 ge3= D yan4 yau5 go3 jaap6 gwaan3 hou2 chi5 "(ng)o5" gam2  

     (sound of hitting the spoon) 

    "(ng)o5" dou1 jung1 yi3 gam2 

 A: hou2 fu2 a1 

 B: "l(n)ei5" gaau3 dak1 hou2 fu2 a1？yiu1 ga6 tong2 ga6，so4 mui6 

95 A:  "(ng)o5" tau4 sin1 man6 "l(n)ei5" sai2 m4 sai2 ga6  

 B: "(ng)o5" daap3 "l(n)ei5" m4 sai2 hai6 yan1 wai4 "(ng)o5" jaap6 gwaan3 m4 sai2 

 A:                                                                  [e=]a1 

 B: <X X> 

 (sound of baby crying) 

100 B: so4 mui6，"l(n)ei5" jan1 hai6 mou4 yam2 gwo3 ga6 fe1 ga6？ 

 A: "(ng)o5" m4 yam2 ga6 fe1 ga6 

 B: hai6 a1 

 A: hm= 

 B: aai1 a1 hou2 ye5，  "(ng)o5" hou2 jung1 yi3 yam2 jaai1 fe1 ga6 

105 A: e= fu2 dou3 baau3 a1 
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 B: "l(n)ei5" tai2 jan1 D sin1 la1， le1 baau1 hai6 mai1 ga6 fe1 tong2 lai2 ga6？ 

 A: hai6 m4 hai6 a1 gam2=？ 

 B: hai6 a1，wong4 sik1 ga6 

 A: "l(n)ei5" mou4 bei2 D m4 ji1 me1= 

110 B: yi4，hou2.. dou1 m4.. m4 yit6 la1 wo6= 

 A: jung6 ga6 m4 ga6 dou3 ga6？ 

 B: dak1 ga6 

 A: gam2 yeung6 a1，yung4 m4 yung4 dou3 a1 

 B:                           ["l(n)ei5" mou4] ga6 gam2 do1 la1 

115     "(ng)o5" gaau3 dak1 hou2 tim4 hou2 "l(n)aan4" yam2 ga6 

 A:                                      [m4 wui2 ga6] 

    "ngo5" ging1 yiu1 ga6 leung5 baau1 tim1 

    hoi1！chiu1 gwui6 

 B: dim2 gaai2 a1？haau2 yun4 si3 dou1 gam2 gwui6 ？ 

120 A: gwui6？hai6 a1 

 B: "nei5" dei6 D daai6 hok6 chyun4 bou6 dou1 fong3 ga2 ga6 la1 wo6 

 A: hai6 a1 

 B: hai6 ga3 

 A: "(ng)aam1" "(ng)aam1" "(ng)o5" gin3 dou3 Peter 

125 B: dim2 a1？ 

 A: gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" wa2，wai3， "(ng)o5" tung4 a3 Rita sik6 ye5 wo6， 

     "l(n)ei5" lai2 m4 lai2 a1，gan1 jyu6 "h(kw)ui6" wa2 "h(kw)ui6" yiu1 faan2 IFT 

 B: dim2 gaai2 a1？ 

 A: bat1 yu4 gwa3 jyu6 hai6 go2 dou6 a1 

130     wu1.. siu2 sam1 a1 siu2 sam1 a1 siu2 sam1 a1 siu2 sam1 a1 siu2 sam1 a1= 

 B: "(ng)o5" ging1 wui2 gaau2 se3 jo2 <X X> za6 

     sik6 syu4 pin3 la1 

 A: hou2 a1 

 B: daan6 hai6 "l(n)ei5" ha6 yat1 tong4 bin1 go3 bong1 "l(n)ei5" doi6 fo3 a1？ 

135 A: May ga3！m4 yiu1 m4 yiu1 

     "(ng)o5" jau6 yiu1 bei2 saai3 D ji1 liu2 "kwui6" ga3= 

 B: hai6 a1，yiu1 a1 

 A: "(ng)o5" (dou1) mei6 jeun2 bei6 za6 

 B: "l(n)ei5" ge3i2 si4 faan2 jing1 dou6 a1？ 
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140 A: ting1yat6 ga3，sing1 kei4=ng5  

 B: gam2 sing1 kei4 ng5 ling1 bun2 syu1 bei2 "l(n)ei5" la1 

 A: hou2 a1 

 B: hai6 ga3 

 (sound of baby crying) 

145 B: "l(n)ei5" ge3i2 dim2 jung1 faan2 heui3 a1？ 

 A: ha6 jau3 

 B: gam2 "(ng)o5" chiu4 tau4 jou2 bei2 "l(n)ei5" la1 

 A: ["(ng)o5" seung2 ga6 do1 baau1 a1] 

 B: ga6 ga3 

150 A: aai1，syun3 la1，m4 hou2 ga6 la1，"(ng)o5" ging1 ga6 dak1 taai3 tim4 hou2 "l(n)aan4" yam2 

 B: chiu4 tau4 jou2 le2， le1 gau6 le2，seung5 min6 ga6 faan1 ga6 mou4 gam2 daai6 a1 

 (0:00:00 - 0:04:59) 

  

 B: "l(n)ei5" tai2 ha6 "(ng)o5" dei6 jou2 lai2 za6， "l(n)ei5" tai2 ha6 yi4 ga6 ge3i2 do1 yan4？ 

155 A: hai6 la1 hai6 la1 hai6 la1 

 B: "(ng)o5" leung5 bui1 seui2 le2 m4 goi1 

 A: aai1，hou2 baau2 a1 

 B: "l(n)ei5" jou6 me1 diu6 saai3 D yau5 yik1 ge33 ye5 a1？ 

 A: sik6 la1 

160 B: "l(n)ei5" gaau2 dou3 gam2 hat6 dat6 m4 sik6 la1= hm 

 A: aai1，hai6 la1 hai6 la1 hai6 la1 sik6 la1 sik6 la1 sik6 maai4 "kwui6" la1 sik6 maai4 "kwui6" la1 

 B: yau5 yik1 ga6 faan1 ga6 deui3 "l(n)eui5" yan4= 

 A:                    [bin1 D a1] 

 B: gam3 laam5 "l(n)ei5" ho2 yi5 m4 sik6 ge32，yan1 wai4 "(ng)o5" dou1 m4 sik6 

165 A: aai1= sik6 la1 sik6 la1 sik6 la1 

 B: sing4 dip6 ye5 dou1 yau5 yik1 ga6 

 A: yi4 

 B: (coughing)  

     "l(n)ei5" dang2 jan6 yiu1 seung5 tong4 haa6 wa2？ 

170 A: hai6 a1= 

 B: jik1 e.. language3 school lai2 ga6？  

 A: hai6 a1= e= Crown... English... Institute  

 B: me1 lai2 ga6？si6 daan6 la1 
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 A:                [language3] centre 

175 B: daan6 hai6 "l(n)ei5" wui2 gin3 dou3 hou2 do1 go3 m4 tung4 lai2.. hou2 do1=go3 m4 tung4 
gwok3 ga6 lai2 ge33 yan4 

 A: hei1 mong6 gin3 dou3 jing6 jai2 la1 

 B: yu4 gwo2 yau5 D yi3 daai6 lei6 yan4 heui3 hok6 ying1 man4 ge33 wa2 le2，gam2 "l(n)ei5" 

dou1 wui2 gin3 dou3 jing6 jai2 ge32= 

 A: jeng6 hai6 yi3 daai6 lei6 za6？ 

 B: "(ng)o5" gan6 paai4 gin3 dou3 go3 hou2 jing6 jai2 ge33 yi3 daai6 lei6 yan4 a1 yan1 wai4 

180 A: ge3i2 si4 a1？ 

 B: hou2 jing6 jai2 a1！jou2 paai4 heui3 tung4 "(ng)o5" go3 friend yat1 chai4 heui3 pou2 go2 jan6 
ne1 gin3 dou3 

     wa1，hou2 jing6 "h(kw)ui6" jan1 hai6 dak1 hou2 jing6 jai2 

     yau5 mou4 dak1 seung5 mong5？ bei2 "l(n)ei5" tai2 seung1 "h(kw)ui6" D seung1 

 A: mou4 dak1 seung5 mong5 

185 B: mou4 wifi me1 le1 dou6？ 

 A: mou4 

 B: hou2 jing6 jai2 ga6 jan1 hai6= 

 A: bin1 dou6 yau5 dak1 seung5 a1？ facebook a1 yau6？ 

 B: hai6 a1 

190 A: "(ng)o5" gin3 m4 dou3 ge32 ？mou4 ho2 "lnang4" gin3 m4 dou3 ge33， 

      jing6 jai2，"(ng)o5" mou4 ho2 "lnang4" tai2 m4 dou3 ga6？ 

 B: yan1 wai4 "h(kw)ui6" haak1 yi3 heui3 le2 yan2 chong4 jo2 ji6 ge3i2 go3 profile 

 A: gam2 daan6 hai6 "l(n)ei5" yau5 "kwui6" D seung1 ga6？ 

 B: mou4 ga3， jau6 hai6 

195 A: gam2 "l(n)ei5" dim2 yeung6，ngo4.. a1！hai6 wo6，  "l(n)ei5".. "l(n)ei5" yap6 heui3 "h(kw)ui6" 
go2 go3 me1 

 B: wai3，m4 hai6 a1，<X X> 

 A:                        [wa1= hou2 syun1 a1！] 

 B: dim2 gaai2 a1？ 

 A: go2 faai3 ye5 a1， m4 ji1 me1 lai2 ga6 

200 B: m4 hai6 a1， jaam5 jo2 le1.. wong4 gwa1 jeung3 

 A: e= 

 ...(5) 

 B: m4 goi1 "(ng)o5" go1 leung5 bui1 seui2 a1 

 A: je2，cheap dou3 baau3 a1，<X X> 
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205 B: "l(n)ei5" heui3 san1 sai1 laan4 go2 D dei6 fong1 "l(n)au2" sai1 laan4 D dei6 fong1 dou1 hai6 
sik6 me1 ga6 za6 wo6 

     saam1 man4 ji6，sik6 pasta gam2 yeung6 

 A: "(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 a1！ "(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 sik6 baau1 a1 

 B:                                                [ "(ng)o5" dou1 jung1 yi3 sik6]                                          

 A: daan6 hai6 m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 le1 D， jik1 e m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 le1 D haam4 syun1 choi3 ga3 

210 B: dou1 hai6 le1 D ga6 za6 wo6=  "(ng)oi6" gwok3 

 A: "(ng)o5" jung1 yi3 ham = 

 B: a1！jau6 hai6 m4 jung1 yi3 sik6 choi3= 

 A: hai6 m4 hai6 gam2 jung1 yi3 sik6 choi3！ 

 B: m4 dak1 la1， "(ng)o5" gam2 yat6 yiu1 diu6 gaau3 ha6 "l(n)ei5" a1 

215     ge3i3 yin4 "l(n)ei5" heui3 "l(n)au2" sai1 laan4 "(ng)o5" yiu1 juk1 "l(n)ei5"  

     heui3 maai5 faan2 D wu6 fu1 ban2 sin1 dak1 la1 

 A: ha1 ↗？m4 hai6 a1=？ 

 B:            [hai6 a1] 

     "l(n)ei5" hei2 ma5 dou1 yiu1， "l(n)ei5" yau5 bou2 sap1 seui2 la1 ma4= 

220     yau5 song2 fu1 seui2 la1 ma4=？ 

 A: yau5= 

 B: hai6 ga3，yan1 wai4 "(ng)o5" ji6 ge3i2 dou1 yiu1 maai5 yat1 D 

     "l(n)ei5" yau5 song2 fu1 seui2 la1 ma4？ 

 A: yau5== 

225 B: maai5 do1.. e6 maai5 me1 ga3， "l(n)ei5" yung6 bin1 jek3 song2 fu1 seui2 a1？ 

 A: dou1 wa2 m4 ji1 me1 lai2 ga6 ga3== 

 B: yat1 en6 (jan6) gaan1 tung4 "l(n)ei5" maai5 gwo3 la1 

 A: m4 dak1= yat1 ding6 yiu1 yung6 saai3 sin1= 

 B: m4 "(ng)aam1" ji6 ge3i2 ge36 ye5 jau6 yiu1 se2 hei3 "h(kw)ui6" ga6 la1 

230     hou2 chi5 "l(n)aam4" yan4 gam2 "l(n)ei5" gaau3 dak1 "kwui6" m4 "(ng)aam1"  

     "l(n)ei5" jau6 yiu1 paau1 hei3 "h(kw)ui6" la1 

 A: gong2 dak1 "(ng)aam1" 

 B: seui1 yin4 "(ng)o5" jou6 m4 dou3 le1 yeung6 ye5 sing4 yat6 dou1 

 A: gam2 yau6 m4 hai6 wo6，mou4 wai4 sai1 si4 gaan1 a1 ma4 

235 B: "(ng)o5" hai6 dou6 sai1 gan2 "(ng)o5" ji6 ge3i2 si4 gaan1 "l(n)ei5" ji1 m4 ji1 

 A: m4 "ngaam1" jau6 pit3 la1= gan1 jyu6 jau6 heui3 maai4 daan1 yi4 ga6 

 B:                                            [fai3 si6]       cham4 leun4 taai3 sam1 
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 A: maai4 daan1 a1 m4 goi1 

 B: lei4 m4 dou3 san1 a1 yat1 jan6，hai6 lei4 m4 dou3 ga6 la1 yi5 ging1 

240 A:                                          [jeui3] 

     jeui3 hau6 bei6 yan4 pit3 za6= 

 B: "(ng)o5" sing4 (yat6) dou1 bei6 yan4 pit3 ga6= 

 A: ei3↗= gam2 mai1 m4 hou2 ga3 

     "l(n)ing4" yun6 .. "l(n)ing4" yun6 "l(n)ei5" pit3 yan4 dou1 hou2 gwo3 yan4 dei6 pit3 "l(n)ei5"  

245 B:              [ "(ng)o5" le2] 

     jik1 e6 "(ng)o5" cham4 leun4 ji1 chin4 "(ng)o5" dou1 yau5 jau1 wai4 wun6 gai3 juk6 

 A: gam2 dou1 hai6 a1，gam2 dou1 hai6 bei2 yan4 pit3 a1 

 B: aai1= mou4 gai3 la1 

 A:            [jik1 e6 ] yan4 dei6 jau6 ho2 yi5 cheut1 heui3 gong2 wa2 

250     "(ng)o5" fei1 jo2 go2 tiu4 "l(n)eui5" la1= 

     daan6 hai6 "l(n)ei5".. yu4 gwo2 pit3 "kwui6" "l(n)ei5" jau6.. "(ng)o5" fei1 jo2 go2 tiu4 jai2 la1 

 B:                   [wai3] 

     go3 go3 "l(n)aam4" yan4 dou1 hai6 gam2 ga6 la1=   "l(n)ei5" ming4 m4 ming4 a1 

 A: gam2 so2 yi5 mai1 jau6 "l(n)ei5" pit3 "kwui6" sin1 hou2 gwo3 "kwui6" pit3 "l(n)ei5" ga3= 

255 B: "(ng)o5" wai2 yat1 ho2 yi5 jou6 ge36 ye5 jau6 hai6 mou4 faan2 ying1， OK?! 

      gam2 yau6 dim2 a1， "l(n)ei5" pit3 "(ng)o5" gam2 yau6 dim2 a1？ 

      so？jung6 hoi1 sam1 la1=  

 A: gam2 yau6 hai6= gam2 yau6 m4 hai6 wo6，dou1 hai6... min6 ji2 ge36 man6 tai4 

 B: <X X> 

260 A: so2 yi5 le2，yu4 gwo2 "(ng)o5" bei6 yan4 pit3 ji1 chin4 le2 

     bun2 ying1 "kwui6" wa2 pit3 "(ng)o5" gan1 jyu6 "(ng)o5" wa2 

     "(ng)o5" jau6.. sei2 dou1 yiu1 gong2 faan2 ge3ui3 

     "(ng)o5" pit3 "l(n)ei5" a1 yi4 ga6= 

 B: hou2 sam1 "l(n)ei5" la1== "l(n)ei5" hou2 heui1 wing4 

265     "l(n)ei5" mou4 gam2 la1，mou4 yung6 ga6 le1 yeung6 ye5 "(ng)o5" seung2 gong2= 

 A: dong1 yin4 la1！si6 sat6.. hai6 mou4 yan4 pit3 gwo3 "(ng)o5" ge33  

 B: "l(n)ei5" dou3 si4 jau6 m4 wui2 gam2 ga6 la1 

 A: hm hm↘ 

 (waitress: do1 je6 "l(n)ei5" yat1 baak3 sei3 sap6 chat1 a1) 

270 B: cheui4 hoi1 yi6 a1，mui5 yan4 chat1 sap6.. 

 (waitress: sau1 "l(n)ei5" yi6 baak3 sei3 sap6) 
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 <X X> 

 B: wai3， jan1 hai6 cheui1 a1，  "l(n)ei5" jan1 hai6 bei2 saai3 yan4 dei6 

 A:                              ["(ng)o5" mou4 la1] 

275 B: aai1 hou2 la1！  

 A: "l(n)ei5" yiu1 m4 yiu1 a1？ 

 B: m4 yiu1 

 A: "(ng)o5" yau5 yat1 man1 tim1 a1= "(ng)o5" bei2 leung5 go3 ng5 man1 "nei5" mai1 syun3 
hai6.. 

     syun3 hai6 deui3 "l(n)ei5" hou2 ga3 

280 B: gam2 yeung6 yeung6 a1 

 A: PizzaHut .. me1 lai2 ga6= 

 B: "l(n)ei5" mou4 yat1 go3 friend hang2 tung4 "l(n)ei5" hang out me1？ "(ng)o5" seung2 ji1 dou6 

 A: mou4 a1 mou4 a1，mou4 friend ga3 "(ng)o5" 

 B: m4 seun3！ 

285 (noise) 

 B: "l(n)ei5" daai6 hok6 D friend m4 choi2 "l(n)ei5" ge33 me1？ 

 A: mou4 friend ga3 dou1 wa2 

 B: "(ng)o5" dou1 m4 seun3 ga3，m4 mou4 wun6 "(ng)o5" la1= 

 (noise) 

290 A: hou2！tai2 ha6 sin1= 

 (noise) 

 A/B: <X X> 

 A: m4？ 

 B: "(ng)o5" kam4 yat6 heui3 sik6 faan6 le2 gin3 dou3 Maria daan6 hai6 "h(kw)ui6" gin3 m4 dou3 
"(ng)o5" wo6 

295 A: sei3 sap6 ng5 fan1     

 B:  "(ng)o5" seung2 tung4 "kwui6" da1 jiu1 fu1 daan6 hai6 

 (0:40:36 - 0:46:12) 
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Appendix 8: Topics discussed in the four samples (English 
translation) 
 
Transcription 1001  
 

L1-50 Lia's three-year-old tutorial student  

L52-74 Nursery problems in Macau 

L76-98 Claims of luggage damages paid by airlines  

L99-125 Travelling experience 

L127-161 Looking for jobs 

L163-182 A kid called Poyi getting into a nursery 

L183-196 Lia's experience – she was interviewed to enter St. Joseph nursery 

L199-254 Poyi's attitude  

L255-321 Lia's school days – sitting at the back of the classroom 

L322-352 Paying for something 

L353-361 Gossip about S.H.E. (a pop singing group from Taiwan) 

 
 
Transcription 1002 
 

L1-87 What food to order at the restaurant 

L88-94 Places of interest / attractions  

L97-108 Cathay Pacific airlines (sleeping on the plane / food on the plane) 

L109-125 water machine 

L127-240 Lia's sister and her mother 

 
 
Transcription 1003 
 

L1-46 Police checking IDs on the bus 

L47-62 Buying birds nest 

L63-76 Slippers  

L77-107 Arguing about Lia's sister's bad manners 

L110-117 Preparing Lia’s trip to New Zealand – buying paper pants 
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L118-123 Preparing the trip to New Zealand – exchanging money 

L125-145 Eating at home 

L146-152 Translation  

L153-164 Lia's sister talking on the phone 

L165-178 Monopoly 

L179-201 Preparing the trip to New Zealand – when and where to be at the ferry 

terminal  

L202-207 Preparing the trip to New Zealand – air tickets 

L208-213 Preparing the trip to New Zealand – ID cards  

L214-248 Preparing the trip to New Zealand – schedule 

L249-250 Time to have dinner 

 
 
Transcription 1004 
 

L1-19 A kind of typical local food “Lung Yu Tou Fan” 

L20-33 Recording something 

L34-52 A book 

L53-80 Rita's date with an Italian guy 

L81-117 coffee 

L118-123 Lia's studies  

L124-128 Rita met Peter 

L129-147 Rita wants to give a book to Lia and asks about Lia's free time 

L148-167 Healthy food 

L169-175 Lia's part time work at a language centre 

L176-196 Meeting handsome guys especially from Italy 

L197-213 Food  

L214-228 Beauty or body care 

L229-268 Dumping a man 

L269-280 Paying the bill 

L281-288 Friends to hang out 

L290-296 Meeting Maria 
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Appendix 9: Images of Macau 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new Grand Lisboa casino (owned by Stanley Ho) 
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Flats in Taipa 

A main street on Macau peninsula 
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(From: http://www.catswhiskers.com.hk/images/St%20Paul%20Church.JPG) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(From: http://www.milton.edu.hk/studyabroad/FlagMacau.jpg) 

 

The flag of Macau. 

One of the symbols of Macau: the facade of St. Paul’s Church 
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